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PREFACE

A GREAT part of the historical matter comprised in
this book has been compiled by Mr. R. L. Antrobus
of the Colonial Office, who has also revised the pages
relatmg to St. Helena, of which island he was acting.
Governor in 1889-90. My warm acknowledgements
are due to him, as also to Sir A. W. L. Hemming,
K.C.M.G

,
of the Colonial Office, and Sir G. T. Carter,

K.C.M.G., Governor of Lagos, who have been good
enough to look through the pages relating to West
Africa. I must also acknowledge the kind assistance

fnrHV°«'?r t^?°"^ '"""^^ °^*^^"' Sir W. Brand,
ford Gnffith K.C.M.G., Governor of the Gold Coast-
S.r F^ Flemmg. K.C.M.G., Governor of Sierra Leone •

and Mr. R B. Llevelyn, C.M.G., Administrator of the
Gambia. Any opinions expressed in the book aremine alone.

December, 1893.
C. p. LUCAS.
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HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
or

THE BRITISH COLONIES.

VOL. III.

WEST AFRICA.

Section I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

I.

CHAPTER I. -

THE BRITISH COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES
IN AFBICA.

some of the latest phases m the growth of the British

"

Empire. Wuh.n its limits may be traced and found almostevery possible factor in the history of colonisation. I Ton-tarns samples of the trading station, the military outpost theProtectorate. ..11 or ill defined, the tropical depend;!
governed from home, the self-governing colony where Europeans reproduce European life and strength."^ Here .^thepnme source of the slave trade and negro slavery Th'land

htt 'Tf"''' ''^^ '^^^ ^"^ ^'-^^ strain I colonialhistory Nowhere have the numberless difficulties whichanse when whue men make a home among coloured Tacesbeen more accentuated than in Africa H>r. f„X
panie. placed a grea, par. i„ .,e p^, a„"X slZd"

VOL. III. _ "^ "^'"
o



2 HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE COLONIES.

SECTION of their latest operations. Africa has at once the healthiest

I :„d the most unhealthy of climates. The western coast is

^^
the white man's grave ; the southern peninsula is one of the

sanatoria of the world. Neariy every colon.s.ng race has

left its mark on Africa. In old times, on its northern shores,

PhcBnicians and Carthaginians. Greeks and Romans, m turn

traded, settled, and ruled. In modern days the comment

has known Portuguese, Dutch, French, English, and Danes,

Spaniards too in a less degree ; while the last few years have

brought to its shores Germans, Italians, and the Belgian

founders of the Congo Free State.

Central On the outstretched map of the worid Africa holds

poHtimof ^ ^.gntral position. Hence, since the opening of modern

^^'''"'-

history, it has been in touch with all the other parts of the

world It has received the overflow of other lands; it has

been the feeder of other lands ; along its coasts have been

the ways of men going to the East, the West, or the South^

Bv the Red Sea or round the Cape is the route to southern

Asia, and in history, as in geographical position, the eastern

side of Africa has been the western limit of the East Indies.

In like manner the West Coast of Africa, with its northeriy

islands, was the starting-point for the tropical lands o the

New Worid, the place from which for many generations

those lands drew their labour supply S the eastern limit of

the West Indies. Take the map, view the water on he

earth's surface as bounded by land, instead of sewing the

land as surrounded by water, look on the Indian Ocean

ying between Africa and Asia, on the Atlantic ly...g

betln Africa and America, regard Africa as m eUher case

forming one side of a great lake, so will be realised the true

positioS of this continent in the story of the movements of

mankind. Even the great islands of the southern ocean.

not within that of the East India companies.



AFRICAN COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES.
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Australia and New Zealand, have been, to some extent, Chaptfr
connected with Africa ; for the Cape is the southernmost out- \
post of the Old World, the point by which, before the Suez

"**—
Canal was made, ships came and went between Europe and
the Antipodes.

Thus it is that, down to our own times, Africa has been in
the main a place on the way, not a final goal ; and this is one
great reason, perhaps the greatest, why its opening and
development has been so slow, why it has been pre-eminently
the dark continent.

Great Britain owns many possessions in Africa; and, out- Brithh
side her colonies and dependencies, British protection and ^"^'"^'""^

British influence now cover great areas of a once unknown
"* "^^"^

land.

The following table gives, as far ao it can be given, a list
of tl^ British colonies, Protectorates, ar.d Spheres of in' ^nce
their date and mode of acquisition, their size in square .niles'
and the results of the last census.

'

frtca.

Name ofdependency.

Gambia . . .

Sierra Leone . .

Gold Coast . .

Lagos . . . .

Territories of
Royal Niger
Company

Niger Coast Pro-
tectorate . .

Total West Africa . .

Htyiv acquired^ Population
(1891 census/or
the Colonies).

.
' Including the Protectorate.

'^
I
Population of the colony only

Settlement and
cessio.:

Settlement
C ssion . . ^

Declaration ofl

Protectiou 1884-5

1 opulat.on ot the enumerated districts of the colony jnlv

' The very roughest estimate only.

only.

and iVotec-

I

i

%

B 2



HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE COLONIES.

Section
I.

h'amt of dtptndtHcy.

I

I, Cape Colony

3. BasQtoland

3. Natal

H
a
o

Zululand

British Bechu-

analand
Bechuanaland
Protectorate

Sphere of opera-

tions of British

South Africa

Co. and British

Centra! Africa

Protectorate .

Total South and Central

Africa

How <u luired.

Conquest and
Settlement .

Cession . •

Conquest and

Settlement .

Conquest and
Cession . .

Occupation .

' Treaties and
Proclamation

Dat€.

\

1806

i
1868 )

I 1884 J

1840-

1843

1887
1885

from 1885

Ana in sq.

ntilti.

/I.

<\

andZanzibar
Pemba'

Sphere of opera-

tions of Imperial

British East

AfricaCompany
Somali Protec-

torate* . . .

Total East Africa . . .

Declaration of

Protection .

Treaties and
Proclamations

Asct-nsion . . .

St. Helena . . .

Tristan da Cunha
Mauritius ...
Seychelles'. .

Minor dependen-

cies ofMauritius'

Total of Islands . . •

I.

2.

3-

(6.

Occupation

Conquest

from 1888

1890
1886-90

1887 I

1815
1651
1816
1810

1794
1810

aJi,3"
10,393

30,461

9,000
51,000

386,000

'

Population

(1891 ctntuifor
the Colonies).

I 525.739
318,903

543.9'

3

143,686
60386

500,000

'

1,198,065

750,000

»

750,000

34
47
30

708
100'
100'

1,009

Grand Total Africa . .1 I
^5a7.7»4 [Incomplete]

?

160

»

3.877'

[1893] ."

371.655
16,592

3."4

395.560

Exclusive of the native population in the Gordonia district.

3 Thi> vprv rtiutrhest estimate only. , „ ., -^ :,

» io account 'ill be ,iven in this work of the Sultanate of Zanzibar a. tt

.

an ind-nendent state, though under the direct protection of Great K"tain.

«
S^e'e vol i of thi; work under ' British Dependencies at the mouth of th

Red Sea "Under the same heading is placed the island of Socotra, whose area

has been credited to the minor Asiatic dependencies.^
^.^,^ p,p„ution only.

' ThesThav"e been described in vol. i. under the head ' British Dependencies

in the Indian Ocean.'
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The older African possessions of Great Britain are, in the Chaptfr
mam. strips of coast, peninsulas, and islands; whereas th. \
Protectorates and Spheres of influence, the results of latter-

""^^
day dealings in Africa, include inland territories stretching
far into the recesses of the continent.

In past times, neither in Asia nor in Africa did the English
strive after a continental dominion Children of the sea
cominp- from an island home, seeking to secure trade routesm tropical waters and trading stations in tropical lands, they
laid hold here and there of the outskirts of the contin -nts
of places which their ships could take and keep, where
in time of peace the natives living near and t le foreigners
passing by would bring their wares, and vhich in time
of war would keep the waterways of the ^ orid open to
Englishmen and ther friends. It is only of late, since steam
and telegraphs have made communication swift and su-e
smce explorers have gone further and further afield, tracing
rivers to their source and finding well-watered provinces
where our fathers on their maps placed wastes of sand that
keeping pace with European rivals and pressed forward, as
of old, by trading companies, the English have moved their
line more and more inl.ind.

There is no more striking feature in the history of the Tlu
British empire, no point more characteristic of 'he race than

^'^^"''

the extent to which Great Britain holds, so to speak, the' keys "t^of Africa. On the north, Gibraltar, all but an island
commands the entrance of the Mediterranean and the empire
o Morocco, where Tangier was also once in British keepL.
Malta hes over against the central promontory of the North
African coast, watching the site which in the days of old gave

,

Carthage so much strength and so great a name. Cyprus isnot too far from the Suez canal to be reckoned as in a sense an

Egypt has for the time being diminished its imponanco in
this respect. Aden, Perim. Socotra, and the Somali Protec-
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Section torate keep north-eastern Africa and the mouth of the Red

I; Sea secure for British trade. Next come Mombasa and the

~**~
great territory in which the Imperial British East Africa

Company have been at work, stretching from the sea to the

inland lakes.

In mid-ocean, but yet within African limits, the beautiful

Seycheilvs Archipelago, with its harbour of Mah^, is a

British dependency. Lower down and close to the mainland

coast, the island of Zanzibar, now under direct British

protection, is still, as it has ever been, a great emporium of

East African trade. Further south again, the late arrange-

ments with Portugal secure access by the Zambesi and Pungwe

rivers from the coast to Nyassaland, and to the plateau of

Mashonaland, where the British South Africa Company have

their sphere of operations.

Out at sea lies the British colony of Mauritius with its

invaluable harbour of Port Louis, pe-haps the best in the

Indian ocean, a stronghold and coaling station on the direct

line from the Cape to India. Then comes the living place

of English in Africa, the southern peninsula, whose coast is

all British from above Sordwana Point on the eastern to the

mouth of the Orange river on the western coast, and whose

inland frontier has now been carried far into the interior to

territories already named. Going up the western coast, we

find Walfisch Bay, the one harbour on many miles of barren

coast, held by the Cape Colony. Further north, the islands

of St. Helena and Ascension are British. In the angle of the

gulf of Guinea, the Niger Protectorates command the mouth

and lower basin of the greatest river of West Africa. Next

come Lagos, the Gold Coast, and Sierra Leone, island, coast

stations, and peninsula, with ever-growing protected territories

;

and lastly, at the mouth and on the lower waters of the

Gambia, near the westernmost point" of Africa, the English

still hold, under the guise of a Crown colony, the earliest

scene of their West African trade. Thus do British possessions
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encircle Africa. Every motive has been at work, every agency C:iAPTEk
has been employed. The interested merchant, the disinterested );

enemy of the slave trade, those who would safeguard native "
races, those who hold them to be a mere stumbling-block in
the white man's path, jhe missionary, the military expert, the
colonist, and the passer-by, one at this point, another at that,

have for good or evil brought tlie English into Africa ; and
out of it has come a great and complex dominion with an
estimated area of two and a half million square miles.

i

I



CHAPTER II.

XABLY EXFLOBATION 07 AFBIOA DOWN TO THX
OFSNINO OF THE BOXTTX BOUND THB

OAFB OF OOOD HOFX.

Section It has been shown that the central position of Africa on

,• the map of the world has tended to make it a land to be

skirted, called at, and passed by, rather than a final resting-

place ; and that therefore, until a comparatively few years

ago, the great mass of the interior was, as far as Europeans

are concerned, a sealed book. This cause, however, has

operated only since t'.e discovery of America and of the route

to India round the Cape ; a further explanation must, there-

fore, be given for the fact that, in earlier days also, outside

the limits of the Mediterranean, this great continent, so

closely connected with Europe and Asia, ever remained an

unknown quantity. The explanation will be found in the

geographical configuration and natural features of Africa,

which make it singularly difficult of entry whether by land

or by sea.

Main s;eo- The four main characteristics of an accessible land are,

Yeaturl'sof
chores broken by bays and estuaries, an absence of moun-

Africa. tain barriers along the coast, navigable rivers forming water-

ways into the interior, and, when the interior is reached, no

long stretch of desert making communication between the

habitable districts c'tber difficult or altogether impossible.

Moreover, even if a country be accessible, climate is a further

factor to be considered, and an unhealthy coast-line bars to

a great extent the way inland.

Tried by these tests, Africa is in every respect found

wanting. The outline of its inhospitable coast is rounded

1



EARLY EXPLORATIO/f OF AFRICA.

and unbroken. The many peninsulas and indentations, Chaptek
which make the shores of Europe nd Asia so strikingly "•
irregular, are here conspicuous by thdr absence. The sea

"~*^
does not run into the land, the land does not jut out into the
sea. VViih the exception of the huge Gulf of Guinea, which
has nothing of the nature of an estuary or aim of the sea
there are practically no gulfs or bays; and the only well-
defined projection is the great southern peninsula, compris-
ing nearly half the continent. There are hardly any natural
harbours; and bars at the mouth, or rapids and cataracts
inland, obstruct the navigation of the rivers. There is no
long series of level plains and grassy prairies; and the
mounlams. though they rarely rise to any extraordinary height,
for the most part run parallel and near to the sea. Findly
where the continent is widest, the great desert of the Sahara
sandy and waterless, nearly one thousand miles in breadth'

from the Atlas mountains to the Sudan and from the valley
of the Nile to the Atlantic.

^
Speaking generally, it may be said that Africa is simply

one great compact table-land of moderate elevation,
surrounded by a comparatively narrow belt of lo,-lying

«here the contment projects beyond the tropics, this strip o
oast-land is not unhealthy; but elsewhere, along the easLnand western sides, it is so fever-stricken. so deadly to hewhte man, as to be hopeless from the point of view of

crrTrfr' '".' '^"^"°"^ ^^^^ ^- Europeans to

hth 1 ^°""'"'" '""^^^' *^'^h P^^^"' steep andhigh escarpments ou the side towards the sea.

plItel'^d'TherjZitut'f '""^^ ''^/'^ ^^^' '^^ g^-t
inverted basin and the rfm

^}}.,^"'S r^pres^nt^ respectively by the
smaller sc.le. si.ilar'toTat Jt SriaTf oIJSJ^.^^^'^'^

'''^^ ^

^ J
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Section Thus the physical features of the continent help to explain

I;
why Africa, which in dim ages past gave birth to the

wondrous civilisation of Egypt, and at a later date to the

mercantile greatness of Carthage, is now the least civilised of

all the quarters of the globe, and why, as known in Greek

and Roman history, it compriseil little more than the Valley

of the Nile and the comparatively small tracts of fertile

country bordering on the Mediterranean, lands which belong

rather to Europe and Asia than to the continent of which

they geographically form part.

It would be beyond the scope of this book to discuss how

fa in classical and pre-classical limes Africa was explored,

what were the bounds of Libya, as it was then called, and

where the tribes and races, whose names are recounted by

Herodotus, had their dwelling-place. There seems no

reason to doubt the far-famed voyage of the Phoenicians

about 600 B.C., who, at the command of Necho, king of

Egypt, started from the Red Sea, sailed round Africa, and

within three years relumed to Egypt by the Straits of

Gibraltar, telling lo an unbelieving world that, in the c . .se

of their travels, they had the sun on their right hand, .lut

it was a barren enterprise, fraught with danger, real and

imaginary; it opened no fresh trade route; and, if the

southern Cape was I'lssed this once, no subsequent voyagers

in ancient times seem to have sailed so far again. In the

same passage of Herodotus' we read of one Sataspes,

a Persian of noble birth, but a convicted criminal, who was

sent by Xerxes with a Carthaginian crew lo sail round

Libya from west to east. Though more than a hundred

years had passed since the former venture, this task was

imposed as an allernilive lo a lingering death ; and, daunted

by the difficulties and currents of the West African coast, the

Early
exploration

oj Africa,

rhanician
and Car-
thaginian
voyages.

if

M
U

II

> Hdt. iv. 42. 3. The statement that the Phoenicians had the sun on

their right hand proves that they crossed the Equator into the southern

hemisphere.
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unfortunate man turned home again and met his fate. Yet Chapteh
to the trading nations o^ old, to the Phcenicians and their "•

Carthaginian descendants, Africa was not wholly a blank.
"^^

Down the Red Sea went the Phoenician merchants to bring
back to the Mediterranean world the spices of the East. The
coast of East Africa was, it would seem, included with the
shores of Asia under the general name of Ophir ; while Aden,
close to Africa, was a great emporium of merchandise, and
found a place in later Greek geography with Perim and
Socotra—the island of Dioscorides ',

Nor on the West .y.-^s all dark beyond the Pillars of
Hercules-the gates of die inland sea. Outside them was
placed the Phoenician city of Gades-in oldest days a centre
for an Atlantic traffic, as it was in after time, the port of
entry for the riches of Spanish America. The Canary
Islands and Madeira, the legendary Isles of the Blest were
most probably known to the Phoenicians and Carthaginians
and possibly were within the limits of their sea-going trade*
Along the coast of Morocco, Hanno, the Carthaginian, in
450 B.c. planted a series of colonies; and he himselt sailed

planted a Greek colony^i £otr^ " ''"' ^'''" *''" *""* '« ^^"^

Nations; IJ ,n>b 4" sKotnoMr \i
"'—''"'' ^'"'''^ '"""^ African
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I i:

Section south down Africa to the Senegal and Gambia, if not as far

); as Sierra Leone. From Herodotus it may be inferred that

Carthage trafficked by sea with the Gold Coist, and on land,

owing to her command of the caravan routes of the Sahara,with

Upper Egypt on the one sic 2 and the countries of the Niger

on the other. In short, antiquarian researches have tended

to show that in old days the Semitic settlers on the ?.Iediterra-

nean shores knew something of the northern half of Africa

—more at any rate than Europeans knew before the days of

Prince Henry of Portugal * ; and the aggry beads, which are

to this day found in West Africa, have been held to be of

Egyptian or Phoenician make, and to be evidence of a

trading connexion between the North and West of Africa

in very early times ^

The Old World ran its course. Egypt, the Phoenician

cities, Carthage with all her wealth and all her depen-

dencies, the fair Greek settlement of Cyrene, all the northern

coast of Africa became merged in the Roman empire. But

along the coast-line only that empire extended. In Africa,

as in Asia^ the Romans were in no sense pioneers of

civilisation among savage races; they were not explorers

of strange lands; they kept within well-known limits and

ruled where others had gone before; the shores of the

Mediterranean were under their government and within their

ken; but over the great mass of the African continent

brooded deeper darkness than ever.

Africa in

Roman
times.

' Reference should be made to Heeren's Historical Resenrches, African

Nations. Uanno's Periplus is given in Appendix 5, to vol. i. 2nd ed.

Among the passages in Herodotus from which Heeren draws his de-

ductions are 15k. iv. chaps. 181-t;, and chap. 11^6. It is worth noticing

th.'jt onr of the colonies which Hanno fouiided on the Morocco coast

was called Acra—the name of the present scat of Governuient on the

Gold Coast.
" It is said that no English manufacturer hss been able to imitate

these beads sufficiently well to deceive the native women. See VVin-

woo»l Rc--!e's St-"ry of the Ashantcc Campaign, pp. S 10.

^ The expedition to Arabia in the reign of Augustus perhaps forms an

exception to this statement.
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M

Centuries passed, and at length the Arabs brought a new Chapter
life into Africa, a force which is not yet spent, a religion "•

which is still spreading. The year of the Hegira was 622 The Arah
A.D.; and so great was the strength of the new religion, so '" "^f"^'"-

irresistible was the onward movement of the followers of
Mahomet, that, by 709 a.d., the whole of the North African
coast had been overrun and subdued, and the two following
years saw bands of Saracens cross into Spain, and give to the
northern pillar of Hercules a new Arab name, Gebal Tarik,
now modernised into Gibraltar '.

Nowhere has the Arab race and the Arab religion been so
successful as in Africa. ' The northern coast of Africa,'
wrote Gibbon, 'is the only land in which the light of the
Gospel, after a long and perfect establishment, has been
totally extinguished"; and in the interior, at the present
day, to the north of the Equator, Christianity has hardly
a foothold, whereas the religion of the Moslems is all in
all. Elsewhere, in Europe and in Asia, Mohammedanism
has long been a deadening creed of fatalism and decay •

but here, in the dark places of the world, it has overlain
the fetish worship of the negroes, and is stil! a living force
full of fire and energy, awakening the hearts and inspiring
the lives of men. Nor was this Arab movement a mere
rehgious crusade. It was a gradual importation, lasting
through centuries, of an Eastern language and Eastern man-
ners and mode of life into the inmost parts of Africa
Coming at first as missionaries, the Arabs planted their
schools in the negro towns. Arabic became the lantrua^e
of education and the means of intercourse between distant
tribes. In every town a Moslem quarter grew up, and larger
and larger bands of converts followed their Sheikhs to holy
wars. Hence have arisen the Mahdis of the Sudan at the
present day; and the intensity of their fanaticism, and the

' See vol. i. of this work, p. 8
* Chap. li.

'
^
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Sfxtion strength of their following, show how completely the Arabs

I
have dominated North and Central Africa and its peoples.

"""**

Egypt was from the first as much Asiatic as African:

ancient geographers hesitated whether to place it in Asia or

in Africa. ' By its situation/ to quote Gibbon's words, ' that

celebrated kingdom is included within the immense peninsula

of Africa, but it is accessible only on the side of Asia, whose

revolutions, in almost every period of history, Egypt has

humbly obeyed '.' The Phoenicians and Carthaginians, the

chief colonists of the African coast, the only explorers of the

continent so far as in ancient times it was explored, were of

Semitic origin; and the Arabs again were an Asiatic and

Semitic race. Thus, dowr to the opening of modern history,

so far as Africa was leavened from without, the leaven came

from Asia rather than from Europe. But, unlike the Phoe-

nicians, the Arabs were not a seagoing race ; they colonised

by land ; they did not come in here and there to holes and

corners of the coast ; they did not abide in trading stations

by the sea ; on their camels they ' navigated the great dry

ocean'" ; their road was through the desert, their sphere was the

great inland plateau, the length and breadth of northern Africa.

Their work, as has been said, is still going forward ;
and

thus, ever since the fifteenth century, ever since the time

when the nations of modern Europe, having become, in a

sense, solidified at home, began to send forth ships and men

to other parts of the world, Africa, outside the southern

peninsula, has been subjected to a double process, to two

moulding influences, simultaneous but, for geographical rea-

sons, wholly independent of each other. The manners and

the religion of the East are being spread in the interior,

while Christianity and the civilisation of the West are being

introduced by sea.

• Chap. i. p. 161 (1863 ed.).
. ^ . c

a .See Winwood Keade's Slory of the Ashanlce Campaign, p. IJ, from

which the preceding passage has mainly been taken. The camel is not

a native of Africa, but was brought in by the Arabs.
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While the centre of Africa was being gradually transformed Chapter
into an Eastern land, the very existence of the continent, ^};

beyond the narrow limits of antiquity, was unknown to
Europe. The break-up of the Roman empire left Europe
m darkness and chaos, in travail while modern nations were
being formed and brought to birth, hardly holding its own
against the great mc.ement from the East which was taking
Africa captive, slowly and painfully working out within its own
limits a new and brighter order of things. In the Dark Ages
and in the Middle Ages, Africa was to the Western peoples
of Europe almost as unknown as America ; it was a world
beyond the horizon, waiting to be revealed when the fullness
of time had come.

Whatever riches came into Europe from without came Tke
from the East. From the East Genoa and Venice drew "'"'^''^

their stcres of merchandise. India and China were the ^/j^Sf'
goal of travellers like Marco Polo. To the East men's ^''^ ''"^ '"

minds and eyes were turned, as to the birthplace of Xhtfo'/nta
human race, the source of light and life; and when the haze ««^«'y
which had so long enshrouded Africa, gradually lifted before

"'"''^'"'

the rising sun of modern history, it disclosed to the expectant
gaze of Western peoples not so much a new continent as
a new road to the Indies.

French writers in past times claimed for their countrymen French
the honour of discovering or rather re-discovering the Gold '^''''"' ">

Coast. Norman sailors from Dieppe, it was asserted, s. .. d 'tTl'sT
thus far as early as 1364, and built a fort at Elmina in 141^ '«'"^^^

But the claim must be disallowed, as not being based on any 7!^}^
solid foundation, and there is no question that the Portuguese
were the pioneers of European discovery, trade, and settle-
ment along the West Coast of Africa.

If, however, these early French visits to the Gold Coast Firsi
must be dismissed as an idle tale, it is certain that the first

''f''^'"e»t

European settlement in the Canary Islands, which comes 'cJti,,withm the range of modern history, was of French origin
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SECTION Before the fifteenth century opened, these islands had been

\' reached by Genoese and Portuguese sailors; and, in 1344,

"
don Luis de la Cerda, of the royal house of Castile, obtained

a grant of them from the Pope under the old name of the

Fortunate Islands, taking himself the title of Prince of For-

tune. Nothing, however, came of these high sounding words,

and it was not till the year 1402 that the Canary Islands,

or rather some of them, were colonised from the West of

Europe. In that year, Jean de Bethencourt, a Norman

baron, whose estate lay not far from Dieppe, sailed from

Rochelle with a small company, and established himselt in

the island of Lanzarote, as it was afterwards called, whence he

extended his dominion over other of the islands, reducing the

natives to vassalage, and bringing them to the Christian faith.

He was engaged in his work of conquest and colonisation

for some three years, a"d finally went home in 1405, leaving

his nephew to govern in his stead. Bethencourt's backing

came principally from Castile, and to the King of Castile

he did homage as his over-lord; but, some years after his

departure, his nephew, on leaving the colony, ceded his

uncle's rights first to the Castilians, and subsequently to

Prince Henry of Portugal. Thus for a while the sovereignty

of the islands was claimed by both Spain and Portugal, until

a treaty of 1479 gave them to the Crown of Castile, ':i whose

possession they have remained down to the present day \

North of the Canaries, and Airther from the coast of Africa,

the island of Madeira is reputed to have been the scene of

a medijeval settlement, or rather of a mediaeval romance, the

hero of which was an Englishman. The story runs that, in

the reign of Edward III, about the year 1344, a young

man numed Robert Machin eloped with Anne d'Arfet or

Dorset, a lady of noble birth ; and, sailing from the port of

Bristol for France, was carried out to sea as far as Madeira.

» See Mr. Major's edition of the Conquest of the Canaries (Hakluyt

Soc. 187^), and Helps' Spanish Conquest in America, Bk. 1. chap. i.

Ami in

Madeira
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There the lovers soon died; but one of the survivors of th,e Chaptercompany, after a period of captivity in Morocco, was brought "
o Portugal, and the report of his adventures contributed to

"^
th re d^covery of the island in ^,^,-,o by the captains ofrrince Henry the Navigator'.

in 'L*!.Irid°f
"'" °' '" ''"''• "''° *»'' ^•^ Soof «rk /«,<.m the »orId, few names stand as high as that of Prince ''"'y

toTZd' nT'-
"'

t'^"" ™'
*- -^ disL' L^.f""

.
°^"""*rful degree, and his life is well summed up in themotto wh,ch he took for himself, 'Talent de bien fale••

peace and war. He „ad rehgious enthusiasm to carry himforward and a calm steadfastness, which made him"Itemto sow, leavmg to later generations the fruits of hTs »a" en

Zt "r:f ^"r----^™*' father of mo em!
r^HifanTJ L':^^*:^t'°'- r- '° ^-'

exactly a centnrv K»f^, u-
^ 394, almostiv-iiy a century before his countrymen '"oiin.i fi,

•

round thp r'or^^ r /- , ,
'-"""if/"ien .ound their way

Knglish blood mingled in hTsTdns- C.T T^""^
"^

•videly ditrerent racfs, but e^hSL "in ^li le"" ^^*e world in discovery and colonisaton ^.^^
if fam hftther he inherited the chivalrous daring of

' llh

-.^.esouther!r;i;if^^r,:::frthe.5-s

VOL. III.
'^' "•
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having there struck a strong blow for Christianity and fpT

Portugal, having given his country a firm footing in Afri a,

having widened by contact with the Arabs his knowledge of

geography and commerce, he set his mind more and more

as a patriot, as a religious enthusiast, as a scientific discoverer,

to explore the coast of Guinea and find a new road to the

Indies. At the extreme south-west of Portugal, near the port

of Lagos, the bare rocky promontory of Sagres— -le Sacrum

Promontorium of the Romans—looks out on to the Atlantic

;

and here, at the end of Europe, on the brink of the outer

ocean, Prince Henry, in or about the year 141 8, stationed

himself and built his observatory. Here, year after year, he

studied maps and the stars, sending ship after ship down the

African coast, unfaltering in his convictions, unmoved by

failure, gradually lifting the veil from land and sea.

Great were the diflBculties with which he had to contend,

slow and laborious was the progress of discovery. Cape Non,

i.e. Cape ' Not,' Cape No Further, near the southern boundary

of Morocco, then marked thr horizon ; and beyond it for

1 100 miles, to the mouth of the Senegal, stretches an in-

hospitable coast, without harbours and without rivers. He
had to train his sailors to face the real dangers of these

desert shores, and the still greater perils with which the

human imagination ever credits the unknown.

In 141 8, two members of his household, driven out to

sea by a storm, reached the little island of Porto Santo, and

in the following year the neighbouring land of Madeira was

discovered. Steps were taken to colonise these islands, and

the first governor of Porto Santo, a man named Perestrello,

deserves mention as having been the father-in-law of

Columbus'.

' Columbus married the daughter of Perestrello after the latter's

death, and with his wife visited and spent some time iu Porto Santo.

The first of the Azores (so called from the hawks which were found

there; was discovered in 1431, and the larger islands of the group

between 1440 and 1450.

\\ I
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tK
^"<

'u}^.
^ f'^^ ''^P ^°"'^'"^ '^^^ taJ^^"- Cape Bojador

the bulging cape, off which the Atlantic currents ran
perilously strong, was doubled in that year; and the Portu-guese sa.Iors now began to work their way southward along
th barren coast of the Great Desert. An expedition, sen'

Zl '^^»' b'-o^ght back some Moorish captives; and

he h^then led to the issue of a papal Bull, granting to

SrEoVdor ^^V^;'!.*'
'''y might discover fromCape Bojador to the Indies. In the following year, two

gold dust-first mstalments of the two baleful products the

pot West m''"r""'^ ^^°"^'" -h--"
bavofT" •

"'• ''°^' ^'^^-^^ "-^ obtained from the

seems foT 'VV '"'' '" ^^^^' ^ ^>'"'^'^^'« °^ ^°-Panyseems to have been formed at the port of Lagos, the firstof many companies established by different nations foexp omng the West Coast of Africa. The princip 1 fi.u"in .t was Lanzarote, a late retainer of Prince Henrv^

islands
,
and its firstfruits were 200 slaves, of whom PrinceHenry received one fifth by way of royaUy

As yet the land of the negroes had not been reachedand such slaves as were brought to Eurone h.H J.
cured through the Moors of the Desert In xL-

1" ''"'

Spe "Ce" the f^ t'"^""

" ''' "" ^te a^di^'w<ipe verde— the westernmost point of Afr,Vo ^ a

The Senegal divides the Sahara from the Sud=.n T.

' See above, p. 16.

C 2

Cape
Bojador
rounded.

Beginning
of the negro
slave trade.

The
Senegal
and the
coast of the
Sudan
reached.
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SECTION towns and cornfields, of the negroes who dwell upon Us

I Zhern bank. Thus at last, after years of toilsome

-^ ZXl the Portuguese had reached a settled and a .^tered

land a country which gave promise of great wealth and

which, difficult as it had been to reach, -as after all not

far from home. The French are now masters of the Senegal

and the northernmost British possession in West Africa is

on the Gan,bia river some .40 miles farther down thecoa^^

The first Portuguese to reach the Gambia were the membe s

of an ill-fated expedition, which started in 1446, and nearly

all of whom, including their leader Nuflo Tnstam, perished

at the hands of the natives. It was left to a young Veneuan,

Cadamosto named Cadamosto, acting under Prince Henrys guidanc ,

'^
to explore the river ten years later in two voyages under-

taken'in m55 and 1456 S to Ag^^-'^^ to trade wuh*^

negroes, and to leave a full account, for the benefit of after

aces of the scenes and results of his travels.

Prince Henry s life was by this time drawing to a close.

Though much work had been done, much still remained

;

and he was not destined to see the full results of his long

unselfish devotion to the cause of science and discovery.

But ere he died, he had taught his countrymen their lesson

;

L had trained them to press on to the south, to reach

vear after year some new cape, some new river, some

Lnher landmark on the African coast. He had made the

way comparatively easy for after-comers; for, by the nne

of his d ath. men's hearts were hardened and heir ima-

ginations fir^d to seek and to find new lands of promise^

He died in November, 1460. in the 67th year of his

^^When the Portuguese thus lost their great counsellor, the

furthest point reached on the western coast of Africa was

the mouth of the Rio Grande, which still belongs to Portugal,

.On the second voyage. Cadamostodhcovered^^^^^^^^^^

An earlier date is sometimes assigned to their discovery.

Death of
Prince

Henry.
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and which is situated midway between the Gambia and Chapter

Sierra Leone. The latter peninsula, the Mountain of the
II.

Lions, so called from the noise of roaring thunder, lies sUrra

about 500 miles to the south of the Gambia. It was ^"V^.
sighted shortly after Prince Henry's death, in 1461 or 1463

\"^

and its discoverer, Pedro de Cintra, sailed on as far as

Cape Mesurado, in what is now the territory of Liberia.

Then for a few years little progress was made, for men
missed the master-mind which had so long given them
guidance. But the rulers of Portugal inherited, with the

blood, something of Prince Henry's spirit, and the work of

exploration had now been carried on long enough to have

become commercially profitable. In 1461, a fort was Iwgun Thefott of
on the island of Arguin to give protection to the trade in ^''i'**»-

gold; and in 1469, King Alfonso, nephew of the great

prince, from his conquests in North Africa surnamed the

African, farmed out the traffic of the African coast to

Fernando Gomez for five years, on condition that in each Fernando

of these five years 300 miles of coast should be explored, <^<""*--

beginning from Sierra Leone. No time was lost in carrying

out the contract. Passing on from Sierra Leone, explorers

skirted the shores to which the name of the Grain TheGuima
Coast was afterwards given, and which are now included^"'"'"'''

in the Liberian Republic : they rounded Cape Palmas, where
''^^'^^ '

the coast-line turns north-east and east into the Gulf
of Guinea: they sailed by lands known in after years as

the Ivory Coast, the Gold Coast, and the Slave Coast:

they found and christened the islands of Fernando Po,

St. Thomas, and Annobon ' : and, within two years, they The
carried the Portuguese flag across the Equator, into the ^P'<^or

passed.

' Fernando To, supposed to have been discovered at this time, and
at first called Formosa, vtras subsequently christened after the name of its
discoverer. The island of St. Thomas was sighted on St. Thomas'i
Day, 1470 ; and the island of Annobon, which lies south of the Equator,
is said to have been discovered on New Year's Day, I471. Hence the
name Anno Bom, Good Year.
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southern hemisphere. Cai - S;. Catherine, two degrees

south of the equinoctial line, wa^-. the furthest point leacl.ed

before the death of King Alfonso, which took place in the

year 1481.

In one of these expeditions, probably in 1471, two com-

manders whom Gomez had sent out, Joao de Santarem

and Pedro de Escobar, first landed on the Gold Coast-

in Portuguese phrase the coast of La Mina, and there

trafficked for gold at a village named Sama. When in ten

years' time King John the Second succeeded his father

Alfonso on the throne of Portugal, one of his first acts was

to build and garrison a fort at a neighbouring point on this

same coast, which was given the name of San Jorge de

Mina, and is known as Elmina at the present day. This,

the first European settlement on the West Coast of Africa,

is now in British hands, being one of the principal stations

of the Gold Coast colony. Commerce was thus following

in the track of exploration, but exploration went on fast

and far ; and in 1484 Diogo Cam reached the Congo, where

his just and kindly dealings won the hearts of the natives,

and In a few years' time brought about a rapid spread of

the Christian faith.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, there was through

Europe a widely spread belief, that somewhere in the far

East a great Christian king and conqueror held sway,

a champion of the true religion against Moslem and infidel.

This legendary potentate, who was a kind of Will o' the

Wisp to mediaeval travellers, was given the name of Presbyter

or Prester John; and, at a much later date, the legend

was localised, and Prester John identified with the King of

Abyssinia ». At the time when the Congo was reached,

» The story of Prester John has been analysed by Sir Henry Yule in

Cathay and the Way Thither (vol. i. pp. i73-»a) >«> t^^e Haklnyt Society s

Series, and also in his Book of Marco Polo (2nd ed. 1875, vol. I.

pp. 339-33)-
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a tale came to Portugal, from negro sources, of some Chapter
monarch in Central Africa, whose description seemed to _2L_
tally with that of Prester John ; and, fired by the accounts "

which he received, the Portuguese King determined once
for all to make every effort to find a way to the East.

Two expeditions were sent out, one by sea, the other
by land. The first discovered the Cape of Good Hope but
did not cro<!. Indian sea: while the travellers, who
were sent by the overland route, successfully accomplished
the object of their journey and reached India.

The first expedition started at the end of August in i486. Bartholo-

It corsisted only of two small ships of fifty tons each, with ^^/'f
a siill smaller boa: as tender, but it was led by a strong, Gyv.

'

determined man, Bartholomew Diaz', one of a family
of explorers. Sailing past the newly discovered Congo,
tacking and turning with the wind, Diaz reached Cape
Voltas, the Cape 01 ' turns,' near the mouth of the Orange
river. Driven southwards from thence by storm for thirteen

days, he beat up again east and north hoping to find land.
He found it at length, but the coast was now stretching in

an easterly instead of southerly direction, for, without
knowing it, he had rounded the southernmost point of
Africa. The land which he sighted was the shore of Vleesch
or Flesh bay, near the Gouritz river. Sailing still east,

he set up a cross on a small island in Algoa bay, which still

bears the name of Santa Cruz or St. Croix ; and sub-
sequently reached the mouth of the Great Fish river, which
in modern times was long the eastern limit of the Cape
Colony. Here he turned back, not of his own will but in
deference to the fears of his crew; and, on his return journey
along the coast, he sighted, first of modern sailors, that great
landmark since so familiar in both history and geography,
which now o.u of all the numberiess points of land on the

» He was related to DiHs Diaz mentioned above, p. 19,
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Section earth's surface has appropriated the generic name of 'the

}• Cape.' At the time, the tempest-tossed sailor christened

"
it the Stormy Cape; but, on his return to Portugal in

December 1487, the King, from promise of good things to

come, gave it a more cheering name—the Cape of Good Hope.

Some eight months after Diaz had started on his voyage

to the south, two men were sent out, whose mission it was
India
readied
hy the

roriuguese to make their way into the Indian seas by an overiand

overland. ^^ ^^ route. Their names were Pedro de Covilham and

Altc so de Payva. Journeying by Naples and Rhotles to

Alexandria and Cairo, they reached the shores of the Red

Sea and crossed over to Aden, then a great entrep6t of eastern

trade, and described, a few years later, by the Bolognese

traveller Ludovico di Varlhema as 'the rendezvous for all the

shipswhich come from India Major and Minor, from Ethiopia,

and from Persia '.' Here the two travellers parted company

;

Payva went to Abyssinia ; and Covilham, taking passage in

an Arab ship, reached Cananore on the Malabar coast, from

whence he went to Calicut and Goa—the first Portuguese

who ever landed in India. From Goa he crossed over to

Eastern Africa, examined the gold mines at Sofala, and

gathered news of the island of Madagascar, styled by the

Moors the island of the Moon. Returning to Egypt in 1490,

he heard of the death of his fellow traveller, .111 net with

messengers sent by King John to learn how his journey had

sped. By one of them he sent the cheering message ' that the

ships, which sailed down the coast of Guinea, might be sure of

reaching the termination of the continent, by persisting in

i "'se to the south ; and tha., nhen they should arrive in

b . ' . 'n ocean, their best direction must be to enquire 'or

' the island of the Moon.' Thus Portuguese

sailoia .v.-aded the Cape, and a Portuguese traveller reached

India. One link alone was yet to be forged in the chain of

» See the TraveU of Ludovico di Varthema [Hakluyt See. Ed. 1863,

p. 60]. Varthema visited Aden in 1 503.

!• I
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discovery, one last task was yet to be performed : the ships Chapter
which came from the West had still to work their way up "•
the south-eastern coast of Africa, and, turning over the

~**~
Indian Ocean, to complete the tea route to the East Some
few years pasM>d before the goal Mas reached. Troubles at
home in Portugal, and the sickness of the King, delayed its
fulfilment; and the New World beyond the Atlantic was dis-
covered five years before the toil and daring of the Portuguese
was finally crowned with success.

In 1495, King John ' the perfect prince ' was succeeded by The voyage
his cousin Manuel 'the Fortunate.' Like his predecessors of^'^o'ka
the new ruler of Portugal was staunch to the cause of dis-'
covery, and in 1497 he sent Vasco da G ma on his far-famed
voyage. Bold, resolute, resourceful, uhless. Da Gama
seems to have combined the best and worst qualities of his time
and race the courage which ensured success, the cruelty which
darkcnc^ it On March 25, or on July 8. for accounts differ

',he sailed with four ships, his starting-point being a chapel some
four miles from Lisbon, which had been set up by Prince Henry
for the spiritual comfort of outward-bound saUors, and whereKing Manuel subsequendy built the church of Bethlehem or

^^^:^. ,
P?r '"'^ "^'°'"''°"' '^^ ^^P^dition set sail,amid the tears and forebodings of the people of Lisbon, for theway was dark and dangerous., and the Portuguese nation did not

share the high hopes of the Portuguese King. In November
they doubled the Cape; and. afterencountering storm and tem-
pest and tho southern sweep of the Mozambique current', on

Soiled' f/the Hon''TE °f ^S^.^^ 'i"'""'
'^""'^ '°' ^^ "aklnyt

other Lte^ of th^v^ge L^aU^r^tisly^gvPf- "' ''' "°'^'- ^^«
Inis current flows south between th.. Lu^a r »* j

the India Office pp i.S ,fi. . *
^^P^" ™ "»<= Old Kecords c

an obstacle to the fouthSid vol^T^'f ?!,"* ^V^'' *=""«=« ''^^ ^^
just as on the wesrS^thli^^' f *ff A"^^°° ''''^^"'"f Af.ia.
obsucle to the Phce^S ?n^d C^^^^^^^i^^S^^^'^'^ -
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Section Christmas Day they again sighted land, and called it Natal

.'. . in honour of the birthday, the dies Natalis, of the Christian

leligion. Sailing on up the East African coast, they came to

the island of Mozambique, to Mombasa, and Melinde, which
they reached on Easter Day, April 15, 1498 ; and, taking

a pilot from this last-named place, they went eastward over the

ocean, until,onMay 17, they came withinviewof the long-sought

shores of India. Three days later, on May 20, they anchored

off the town of Calicut. The return journey was by the same
route. Melinde was reached early in January, 1499; on
March 20 following, the Cape was again doubled ; and, at

the end of August or the beginning of September, they sailed

into the Tagus honoured of all men. Thus the work was
done at which generations had toiled, and the new way to

the Indies was opened up at last.

Thenceforward, until in our own days the cutting of the

Suez canal brought back the commerce of nations to its old

annel, the high road between East and West was no longer
the overland and Red Sea route, but across the southern

ocean and round the southern cape.

Thus Africa was opened and closed again ; its fate was
sealed for centuries; its coasts were to be visited, its gold
exported, and its natives enslaved ; but it was to be merely
a handmaid to the far East and the far West, seeing the

coming and going of men, with all its vast interior unheeded
and unknown.

The he Modern history dates from the fifteenth century. Its

^Modern birthplace was Portugal, its father Prince Henry the Navigator.
history. The time had come, the chosen people, and the man. The

discovery of America and the rounding of the Cape must not
be regarded as isolated events, standing alone in solitary

grandeur. They were but incidents, though the most striking

incidents, in a world-wide movement. The century, which
ended with the great deeds of Columbus and Vasco da
Gama, had seen the last lingering remains of the Roman

%
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^/
mc lUFKs. ihe book of the past was then af H-

engU, final,, dosed, ,he eas.em half o. .he anciem Medt
—

cu. adnft from ,ls old moorings, turned iu back on bygonedays and found in itself a new s,ar.i„g-p„in, for ,he f„ZAs the centre of life sMicm ue,,,,-..,! j, „.„^ ,. ,„, .

.
e peninsula, which on o ,e side looVs c„ ',<; .f^fnt LTo'the other on to the open

, cc.n, and wh.-h ,vas thusTarCout on the map to be th. ....... ;„g li„k Z^'^X^Uand the new. Here, at this weslen, outpost of fte ,h

"

Atlanfc, ,n the comer of Europe which nearly touched

turope, he West began to assert itself against the East-

^^ir'™ "'"' ' "^''""^ ""= f™^". »"=> gathereds rength by constant struggle within a limited area a4,ins!a„

ward into Africa '
^'' '° '^^ f'^''«=^ '"r-

^^Z'ZZ!"'"'^' ^r™".
''^d "' way among

She had a g'^I^T. ;".' "'""f"""
°"' "^ J^-^P-

dominion outTEto!
'"""' ^^" '° "' <'°- Her

with her own Europe ? erriiorbLTh"'""'
"""""°"^

^. .as a natural conVn^Td X^sioTof h^^t;;!^

ii
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The Asiatic and American dominion of Portugal

grew out of her African dominion, and her African dominion

was a continuation of her growth in her own peninsula*.'

The southward expansion of Portugal was the natural outcome

of circumstance and of geographical position, and in this sense

the African discoveries of the Portuguese were the outward and

visible sign of a national movement. But, ifthe movement was

national, it was not popular. The people of Portugal may have

been glad to fight near home for the Cross against the Crescent,

but there was n^^ 'popular enthusiasm for Atlantic voyages.

When two-thirds of a century had been spent in tracing out the

coast of Africa, when only one crowning act remained to be

done, when the discovery of America for Spain might naturally

have awakened the spirit of national rivalry, it was against

the people's will and amid ill-omened lamentations that Vasco

da Gama was sent out to sail to India. It was the princes

and rulers of Portugal who pressed on discovery, it was their

personal followers who did the deeds. The nation shared

the glory of the enterprise and its rich results, but they shared

it in spite of themselves.

Among these princes who proved so strong and true, one

figure stands out above all others. ' The grand impulse to

discovery was not given by chance, but was the deeply

meditated effort of one master-mind ".' From Prince Henry

the Navigator came all the inspiration and all the guidance.

The names of explorers, who were great when he was gone,

are better known to the world- than his; but, tried by the

highest standard, he takes the first place. Scientific and far-

seeing as Columbus was, he went to work when new coasts

and islands had been already found, when technical and

general knowledge had made some way, when sailors had

begun to trust the sea ; and, after all, in sailing to America,

!-iM

' Freeman's Historical Geography of Europe, chap. xii. sect. 3.

' Thus Washington Irving writes of Prince Henry of Portugal in the

Life and Voyages of Columbus, bk. i. chap. 3.
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he cast his bread upon the waters and found it after not so Chaptekmany days. Pnnce Henry, on the other hand, made the first
^L

beginiung; he told his captains where to go and what they
"~**~

would find; he taught them to despise fabulous dangers to
overcome those which were real; they came back year after
year and proved his words, and then he doggedly worked
out some further problem.

In the course of human affairs it must needs be that great
movements will come, but honour to the men by whom theycome. If ever the agency of individual men can be tracedm history then the hand, which drew back the curtain and
et m the bnght light of day on more than half the world, wasthe hand of Prince Henry of Portugal.

Books relating to the Subject of this, Chapter.

venleTKnl^^L"'^^'^ "°^'^^' '"^^ f°»--S are mentioned for con-

Helps' Spanish Conquest in America, Book I.

Major's Discoveries 0/Prince Henry the Navigator [,87.]
^;3^«---ooD's Report on the OM Records of the 'l.Uia Office

i€
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TNi: WEST AFRICAN DEPENDENCIES.

Section
11.

ci: kPter I.

INTBODUCTOBY—THE WEST COASx OP APBICA.

The West African dependencies of Great Britain are at

present divided into six Colonies or Protectorates:—(i) The

Gambia, (2) Sierra Leone, (3) the Gold Coast, (4) Lagos,

(5) the '' ritories of the Royal Niger Company, and (6) the

Niger Coast Protectorate.

The tabular statement given above on page 3 shows, as

in the case of other parts of the empire, how and when

these West African possessions were acquired by Great

Britain, and what is their present area and ix)pulation ; but

the statement is approximate only, and, if taken by itself

alone, might be to some extent misleading. As a matter

of fact, these dependencies have been built up bit by bit

during the course of three centuries, and t^e same process

is still going on. They consist partly of British territory,

and partly of districts which are only under British pro-

tection or within the range of British influence. The

Colony and Proter 'oralc of the Gambia, and the Colony

and Protectorate of the Gold Coast, have grown out of

the operations of a trading Company formed in 1618, which
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set up one fort upon an island in the Gambia', and an- Chapter
other at Cormantine upon the Gold Coast. The peninsula /•

of Sierra Leone was first acquired in 1787, by a company
formed for the purpose of establishing a colony of liberated
African slaves in their native country, and has r!nce been
a nucleus from which British rule has gradually been ex-
tended over the adiarc.u territories. The Colony and
Protectorate of i.agos date only from i86r, when the native
ruler of Lagos, unable to preven his land from being used
for the purposes of the slave trade, was compelled to cede
It to the British government. The territories of the Royal
Niger Company, and the Niger Coast Protectorate, are still
later acquisitions, having only been definitely secured to
Great Britain since 1884-5.
The Gambia, which is about a hundred miles south of Cape T.vo mam

Verde, the westernmost point of Africa, and Sierra Leone ^'^^' "^

some 500 miles further down on the same section of the Tp'enL
coast, look westward over the Atlantic. The other depen

"" "" '^'

denoes are upon the coast of the Gulf of Guinea, and ./^/^iT
face for the most part towards the south. The two groups
are separated by some 700 miles of coast: but they are all
to the north of the Equator, and in that portion of West
Africa which is sometimes called Upper Guinea.
When in the fifteenth century the Portuguese explored The

the western coast of Africa, they gave the name of Guinea
'^-«^«'

to all the countries they successively discovered from the
""'•

nver Senega to that of Camarones^ ... and many have

slave'^tia/r and"h i^Tn ' ^X ''^^l^''''^^
"^fter the abolition of the

in ChurchllP^^V'— J0I V The wrfr"*
^""'" '"

^^'l'
^""^ P"^''«^«^d

the second centur?! savs concerning »l'
''^^ remarks that

'
Ptolemy, in
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since extended this name of Guinea to the country still south-

ward ... as far as Cape Negro in 1 6° of south latitude.' The

English and the Dutch, both of whom adopted the name, are

said to have differed very much in the extent to which they

applied it. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

however, when the term was most in vogue, it seems to

have been used by both the two trading nations to cover

much the same area as had been assigned to it by the

Portuguese. The Guinea Coast began at the mouth of

the Senegal or at Cape Verde, and extended to the head

of the great bay which is still called the Gulf of Guinea.

At the present time, if used at all, the name is usually

confined to the northern shores of the Gulf, where the

gold was found from which ' guineas " were coined; but in

geographical works it is sometimes employed to denote

the whole of the coast between the Sahara or Great

Desert on the north, and the South African or Kalahari

Desert on the south; and this long extent of coast-line is

again divided into Upper and Lower Guinea by the

Equator.

North of the Equator is the land of gold. North of the

Equator too is that part of the African continent which

stretches out furthest towards America. When the coast of

Africa had once been explored, and when the New World

had been discovered, gold for Europe and slaves for the

American colonies were the two great attractions which

brought European traders to the West Coast of Africa.

and dry, however appropriate to the Sahara, would be singularly inap-

propriate to Guinea, v^hich is notoriously damp. The etymology of the

name Guinea seems to be quite nncertam.
t o r. u „i.«

1 Guineas will be found referred to in Pepys' Diary. Lord Braybrooke

in his edition of the Diary, vol. iv. p. H (1890), gives the following

note on the subject
: ' Guineas took their name from the gold brought from

Oinnea bv the African company, who, as an enconragement to brmg over

eoU! to be coined, were permitted, by their charter from Charles n,

["o have their stamp of an elephant upon the coin. There were likew.«

five-pound pieces, like the guinea, with the mscnption upon the nm, Ukc

the crown piece.'
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Consequently the peoples, xvho followed the Portuguese in Chapter
Africa, stopped short at the Equator ; or, if sailing to the ]'

East, they no longer skirted the mainland, but shaped their
""**~~

course straight for the southern Cape. Thus West Africa,
south of tiie Equator, remained till latter days an undisjiuted
part of the Portuguese dominions; and it was only in the
northern hemisphere that French, Dutch, Danes, and English
plied their trade and built their factories. The term West
Africa, therefore, as far as the British colonial empire is
concerned, is confined to the northern half of the continent.

Aga..., when reference is made to European trade and The'lVe.,
settlement in this part of the world, it is usual to speak not ^f"'!' "^
ofWest Africa so much as of the West Coast of Africa, or more

^'''"''

shortly of the ' West Coast.' This geographical limitation
represents actual historical facts. Rlore than four centuries
have passed since Prince Henry's ships came sailing into
African seas, yet it is still on the coast alone thai Europeans
have established a firm footing. The British settlements are
almost entirely coast settlements, forts and stations by the sea
The trade of the Gambia, of the Gold Coast, and of Lagos
IS at present almost entirely confined lo the low-lying districts
of the coast; and, if the products, which are shipped at
bierra Leone, have of late years come from a greater distance
inland, if the Niger brings down the commerce of the
western Sudan to be carried to Europe in British ships,
this trade developement is of comparatively recent date
indicating, it may be, the ev-ension of British infiuence buJ
not as yet m any true sense the spread of British colonisation
into the interior of Africa.

The three great rivers of Upper Guinea are the Senegal, The riven
the Gambia, and the Niger. The Senegal and the Gambia^//^-'
rise withm a short distance of each other, little more than

^"""^

200 miles from the sea-roast, upon the northern or north-
eastern slopes of the .mountainous country of Footah Jallon,which lies to the north of Sierra Leone; they then flownoith

VOL. III. „
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SECTION and west, until they empty themselves into the Atlantic>e

"•
Senegal about 140 miles to the north, and the Gambia—
fb^m .00 miles to the south, of Cape Verde, the western-

most point of Africa. The Niger, on the other hand, starts

in an easterly direction and takes a semicircular course.

Flowing first towards the north-east, to the borders of the

great desert and the far-famed city of Timbuctoo .t there

Turns due east for some 200 miles; subsequently, taking

a sharp bend towards the south-east, it continues m that

direction as far as the junction with the Benue river; and

finally, flowing due south, it pours itself by many mouths

into the sea at the head of the Gulf of Guinea, the length of Us

whole course being about 2500 miles. Of these three rivers

the Senegal is obstructed by a dangerous bar at its mouth

and by san.'banks along us channel. The Gambia, although

navigable by ocean-going vessels for about 250 miles from

the .ea, does not lead beyond the coast region. The Niger

alone gives access to the interior; but its mouth is barred to

ships of any considerable size, and it is only of late years that

the tribes Vo dwell along its banks have come to terms

vilh Eu.oi - peoples and given facilities for trade. There

are other smaller rivers in this region, many in number but

ihey are no more than local streams ;
they flow only from

ihe outside edge of the great plateau, and water only the

coast-line—the West Coast of Africa.

The whole of this coast, from Cape Bojador to the Equator,

has now, with the exception of Liberia, been divided between

different European powers. „ • j 1 .

The northernmost part, extending from Cape Bojador to

Cape Blanco, is claimed by Spain. From Cape Blanco round

Cape Verde, to a point rather over 30 miles north of the

peninsula of Sierra Leone, the coast belongs to France with

ihe two following exceptions- 1- The Gambia river, with the

> According to the latest maps, the Spanish claim begins north of

Cape Bojador%nd near the southern boundary of Morocco.

The
Present

f
arlition

of the

Wat Coast.
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strip of land immediately adjacent to its mouth and lower rwaters on dther side, is British; and a. between C^e Roxo

""
on the nort and the mouth of the river Cajet on the south

—
a small ami unimportant section of the coast-line has been

of the R,o Grande, the southernmost limit of Portuguese
explorat,on at the time of Prince Henry's death > and it !the only part of the mainland of Africa north of th^ e'Iwhich is still owned by Portugal.

^

be^.t?thfF "'r "' "'"' '-'^'"^ '^''^^' '^' "° ""-'es

of Liberia
"^""^^'""^-y-d 'he independent Republic

as^T^ fhf?;?'/""'
'^"" '^"'^ ^^^ ''- °f 'he shoreas tar as the Gold Coast, where the i..!sh colnnv ,nH

Protectorate extends for 350 miles from west to eatld
'

11 ' H ""V"''
^^^^ '^^""^ ^^^ -"'h of the Vo ta

ToJ;i i"''
""^'" ""'"" '™"^' ^^^ G^""-n Protectorate of

Imiits of this latter Protectorate. markv4 by tlte A
'' ^

San J.a„. and Corol,'""^ ta;'""'"^
'° "°"' ^"-^

See above, p. 20.

D 2
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From this enumeration of the various European possessions

in West Africa, it will '^ noticed that, as in ok! days the

f.,rts and factories of different peoples along this coast were

interspersed one ^^ith another, so. at the present time, the

different nations break each other's line at this point and

at that, and no one of them has consolidated its dei>endencies

so as to form a continuous stretch of territory. North of the

Congo there are six separate strips of coast belonging to

France, four to Great Britain, two to Germany, two to Spain,

one to Portugal, and one to the Liberian Republic. The

French own the longest extent of coast-line and claim

dominion over the lar-st area, but the English have the

s'rongcs, advantage of being more centralised, and of h- Ulmg

positiomcv stronger positions. Their dependencies do not extend very

the Coast,
j.^^ ^^^^j^ ^^ ^.^^j. f^^ ^^m,, T^hey are all between 14 and

4^ North latitude, all between the westernmost point of

Africa and the head of the Gulf of Guinea. The mouths

and loNvcr basins of two out of the three great rivers, the

Gambia and the Niger, are in British keeping; the best

liarbour on the mainland coast is the British harbour of

Sierra Leone; and the rich Gold Coast belongs to Great

Britain. Even if, by the late partitions of Africa, the French

have acquired a predominating share of the 'Ilinteriand,' the

fact remains that the main outlets of trade and the richest

sections of t'le coast are left in British hands '.

Each of the British dependencies in West Africa has its

own special characteristic features, which have caused it to

be included within the limits of the British empire. The

, Gambia has its wide, deep, and navigable river. Sierra

^£ct Leone has its unrivalled harbour, valued for Imperial as

well as for local purposes; it has streams which bring the

produce of the coast-belt down to the sea; and it has easier

. According to the Statesm.Ws Year Book for .892. t'^e

'"'iTthe
the French dependencies and Protectorates in \Ust Africa north of the

Equator, including the Sahara but excluding the Gabun, is 2.140.000

square miles.

Special

charac-

teristics

of the

respective

British de-
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land routes to the interior than are to be found at any other Chapter
point in Dntish territory. The Gold Coast, which possesses I-

none of these advantages, whose rivers are rendered compara-
'~^*~~

lively useless by bars and rapids, whose shores are harbour-
less and surf-bound, has yet the stores of precious metal
which gave it its name in earliest times. Lagoj—the lagoon
colony— is placed at the outlet of a unique network of lakes
and rivers, by which the trade f many miles of coast is

brought to be shipped to Europe m exchange for Eurojwan
wares. Lastly, the Nijr.r, difficult as it is for ocean
steamers, carries boats and launches far into the interior; it

gives access to thickly peopled regions of wide e.Ktent; and
Its Delta is the most central point on the western side of
Africa.

But, though each H^pe idency has its particular value, they Charac
have more in com fian they have apart. In the --^ven-

'''^'''"

teenth and cighter .enturie., the forts and factories on the .'^'^i^^.
Gambia and the Gold Coast, although separated by more '^'^

than 1,200 miles, wore controlled by the same company; and
twice within the nineteenth century' the Gambia and Sierra
Leone haxe been united with the Gold Coast under one
Governor-in-Chief. None of these j.laces are colonies in the
true sense of the word. At none of them can an Englishman
hve and thrive. They arc all troj ical dependencies. They are
all cursed with the same malarious climate. All are, in the
main, of the uatur. of trading stations by the sea, scenes of
barter and exchange rather than fields of production. All
have been concerned with the rise and the fall of the slave
trPde; and, in these brighter days, all, if the gold of the Gold
Coast be excepted send the same kind of produce, chiefly
palm oil, to the country which has the good or bad fortune
to own them as dependencies.

' From 1821 to 1838, and again from i866 to 1874.
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CHAPTER II.

EARLY EUBOPEAN TRADE AND SETTLEMENT ON
THE WEST COAST OP AFRICA.

In a preceding chapter it has been seen that the fifteenth

century brought with it the dawn and sunrise of modern

history ; that the races of Western Europe then became con-

solidated into nations, and, led by strong men, began to enLrj^e

their borders and work their way slowly over the sea ; that the

African coast, nearly continuous with Europe, was the earliest

scene of discovery and exploration ; and that, therefore, on

this coast were placed the first forts and factories in the

history of modern trade and modern colonisation.

Newfoundland, which is commonly regarded as the oldest

British colony, dates back its colonial existence to 1583, when

Sir Humphrey Gilbert annexed but did not settle the island

;

but the Portuguese built their fort at Elmina in 1481, almost

exactly a hundred years earlier, and more than 300 years

before any European settlement was planted in Australia. The

first point to notice, therefore, in the case of the West

African dependencies is their comparauve antiquity.

Again, because this part of the world is near to Europe,

and because it was in consequence early found out and

explored, therefore nearly every colonising nation has had

part and lot in its history. As the Spaniards were followed

into the West Indies by English, French, Dutch, and Danes,

so the same four nations dogged the footsteps of the Portu-
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guese in West Africa; and, in the seventeenth and eighteenth Chapter
centuries, when the system of tropical plantations worked by "•

slave labour was in full force, West Africa formed one and Ch^
the same sphere of colonial enterprise with the West Indies ^'>»'t^'^io»

and Brazil. The Dutch West India Company monopolised %Z7"
not only the eastern coasts and islands of America, but also '^^'^^ "'"^

the West African coast from the tropic of Cancer to the 'lUdUs!^
Cape. While attacking the Portuguese in Brazil, the Dutch
attacked them also in Angola, and wrested from them their
fort of Elmina on the Gold Coast. The sphere of the French
West India Company, again, included at one time the coast
of Senegambia and Guinea. In short, as long as the slave
trade lasted, the very existence of West Africa, as far as
Europe was concerned, was bound up with the plantation
colonies of the New World, and West African history was the
complemcni of West Indian.

The only groat colonising nation, which was not repre- The
sented on the coast, was the Spaniards, just as the Portu- ^P<^**ia>'i^

guese alone were not to be found in the West Indian islands. 'dtlZ^.
The celebrated papal Bull of 1493, which had no bindin- «" ^'^^'

force on later comers, marked off the eastern world for the
^^'^'''''

Portuguese, and the western worid for the Spaniards; and
though the former found their way to Brazil and the latter
to the T'hilippincs, they respected in the main each other's
sphere of trade and settlement, and the Spaniards did
not acquire their present little West African possessions of
l-ernando Po and Annobon till as late as the year 1778
Even if it were possible, which is not the case, to treat the European

story of West Africa separately from that of the West Indies "*'*«««'
.t would be found that they have much in common. In the lHw'"'
one case the Portuguese, in the other the Spaniards, ran their ^M<» <^n,l

course. In either case, the northern nations of Europe came tts''"'m gradually on the outskirts, trading, plundering, ^^\,^:,,,^co»trasUd
side by side, making efforts at first spasmodic, afterwards L";tr-more sustamed, gathering boldness and strength as the Latin

'
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SECTION peoples drooped and declined. In both cases the work done

"• was, at the outset, rough and ready to the last degree
;
but,

""^
for the following reasons, the West Indies took definite form

and shape in the history of European colonisation to an

extent which has never been the case with West Africa.

Theclimate West Africa and the West Indian islands are in the same

of*^^ latitudes, they both lie within the tropics, and are the nearest

f^iff" tropical lands to Western Europe, West Africa being the

favourable j^^^^er of the two; but, while the West Indian islands have

%a:7enlc. a comparatively healthy climate, the West African coast is

metuthan notoriously unhealthy for Europeans, and even its native

inhabitants suffer from the constant malaria of the low-lying

shores. Hence, while the West Indies became a sphere of

European settlement, and, as far as the British race is con-

cerned, have been one of the very few tropical parts of the worid

where colonists from Great Britain have made a home, the West

Coast of Africa has been from first to last hardly suitable even

for the temporary residence of Europeans. European traders

perpetually came and still come to West Africa, but they

have as perpetuallv gone away again ; they find no suitable

resting-place for .vives and families ; they build up no society;

they buy and sell; but. speaking generally, they never settle

and never colonise. Under these conditions, the connexion

of Europeans with West Africa has had no stability, no ele-

ment of permanence, such as is to be found on the other side

of the Adantic.

Again, the West Indian colonies are places which have

always been producing colonies. The first settlers grew

tobacco, and sugar subsequently became the universal product.

The settlements were plantations where systematic agricul-

afrreaur ture was carried on to supply the European markets
;
and

exunt than ^^ ^^^^y^ ^f slavery was to extend, though at the same time

^/flL. to stereotype, the cultivation of the ground. West Africa on

the contrary produced, it is true, and still produces gold in

some districts ; and, at the present time, it sends palm oil and

The West
Indian
Colonics

have hcen

producing
colonies to

a greater

JS
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similar commodities to Europe ; but its products are in the Chapter
main jungle products ; there are few or no sugar, coffee, or ^]-

tobacco plantations; the ground is not cultivated under

European management on a definite system ; there are no
regular agricultural settlements, just as there are no great

mining centres.

Further, whereas slavery in the West Indies promoted Slavery

cultivation within certain limits, in West Africa it retarded it.
^""^'^'^

The discovery of America converted the African coast into cultural

a great hunting-ground for procuring slave labour for the ]'nthT^'est
American colonies. It was impossible to develope a part of l*tdies, the

the world which was perpetually being drained of its labour ie^^Ztit
supply. It was impossible at one and the same time to make »« ^est

war and peace, to burn villages, to kill and transport their
'^•^"^''"

inhabitants, and to build up agricultural communities or to

carry on legitimate trade. At first Europeans trafficked with
the West African natives, only kidnapping a few here and
there. Then the slave trade became the one absorbi ^ in-

dustry of the coast, with the result that West Africa was in

a perpetual state of war, and the European dependencies in

West Africa .vere simply so many fortified posts. Then
came a time when forts and settlements on the coast were
mainly valued, at least in the eyes of the English, for the
nobler purpose of putting down the slave trade ; and finally
the stage has been reached, at which honest bona fide com-
merce has reasserted itself, and the West Coast settlements
have become places at which Europe and Africa supply each
other's wants. Thus there has been a want of continuity in the
economic, as in the political, history of West Africa ; there has
been on the whole no steady commercial developement, just as,
north of the Equator, there has been no long uninterrupted
ownership of any large area by one and the same European
people.

Once more, stress has already been laid on the fact that The iVeu
Africa is on the way to other parts of the world, and never -f'"*""*'^

lesi aplacc
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„ ««t times a final goal—an end in itself. Its coasts

"ir :::;:xpCe Tofind a4 - the East, and the discovery of

.—
The way to the East coincided with the discovery of America

£rX n lolexion with this point of view, it is -terestrng to

•'/-"
notice a parallel to the history of West Afnca m the ear^

his^y of the sn^aller West Indian islands. Most of these

li t e islands were constantly changing hands, whereas the

iLt. over against which they lie. was cont.nuous^

owned by the same power. The reason was that, though

auite close to America, they were not actually part of it.

Cy ve but the threshold of the New World, and there

Ls something better beyond. Con-quently the Spamard

passed them by, treating them as detached parts o their

property, and after-comers owned, disowned, shared, and

Copolised them in turn, just as they took up from t.me to

time this or that point on the West Coast o Africa But

if not actually the goal, these islands were close to it, the

ownership therefore became gradually more and more con-

tinuous. West Africa, on the other hand, is far from the East,

and, the more scientific navigation became the more men

passed :t by. as being a little off the straight road. So the

nrst owners, the Portuguese, in great measure neglected it

later peoples strayed into and out of it ;
and the one permanen

element in its history was the slave trade, -l-^ turned >

towards America instead of towards the East, arid which at the

same time made it less than ever a final

-«f
S-.P^^.^"^^^

than ever a part of the world to be visited, raided, deva tated,

and left. In a word, the history of the European depen-

dencies on the West Coast of Africa is a story of traffic no

of settlement, a chronicle of broken andf
P^ntea emerpr.^^^

its central feature is the slave trade; the New World was

discovered, and West Africa was sacrificed to America.

r;u The colonial history of Portugal ilowed in a parallc

'•/-'T'' channel to that of Spain. Side by side the two countries

X'.L%... rose to greatness, side by side they gained their empires.

J.;
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Beyond all other nations who conquered ard colonised, they Chapter
were the counterpart of each other ; they coincided in time ; J|-

their main lines of action were the same; the world was .„
shared between them

; and the real differences in the char-
3'^?'

acters and methods of the two peoples have been to some^"^'""
extent obscured by the strong family resemblance which
cither bore the other. Yet the points of divergence are
strikmg and suggestive; and, as each nation took its own
route over the sea, the varying circumstances of either
course brought out and intensified the special national
characteristics.

Portugal is a small country, Spain is a large one. The
Portuguese were traders even more than conquerors, the
bi^aniards were conquerors alone. The Spaniards overran
a Western continent, the Portuguese took and held positions
which gave ihem command of the Eastern seas. The
Spanish conquest of America was in a sense a single act.
\V,th the exception of the little islands on the north-west of
Africa, the Canaries and Azores, there was nothing between
the Old World and the New. There was nothing h^ay
in the geography; it was all or nothing in the history. The
Portuguese, on the other hand, reached the East after a long
series of coasting voyages, and their way to the Indies of
necessity continued to be round the shores of an intermediate
continent. The Spanish route was a line for a conquering
race, the Portuguese route was a line for a trading racebo also when they reached the end of their voyages TheSpamards found, it is true, two great empires, Mexico and^eru, but they were isolated organisations, which couldbe broken ,n pieces; and outside them were virgin landswhose inhabitants were physically and politically weak.'
I he Portuguese found Eastern kingdoms and Arab tradersja commerce of long sta^iding, peoples not to be swem

te. ."'k°
'' P"'^"^ ^°"^^^ ^^ ^-- °f arms, parllly

.beguiled by specious treaties, a scene for planting LtS
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SECTION on coasts and islands, to form the nucleus of a great

n- overlordship, but not an all unconscious world to be
.

"
conquered, ruled, and enslaved.

,

Great as is the extent of Central and South Amenca, it is

compact as compared with the numberless peninsulas and

islands of the East. There was nothing compact in the

territories which the Portuguese claimed for their own. Their

sphere extended from Brazil to Japan. It included West

and East Africa, the Red Sea, India, the Eastern islands

and the China seas. A great nation might weld half

America into connected provinces of a continental dominion,

but how could a people numerically weak do more than

hold points of vantage in all the lands and waters of the

East? . , , . . 1 J

They could not do so; their commercial mstincts led

them not to do so; and their previous training, as Heeren

points out>, told in the same direction. For, as compared

with the Spaniards, the Portuguese were, in the field of trade

and colonisation, a trained race. For years and generations

they had been feeling their way, exploring by slow degrees,

doing a little and again a little, finding out the worth or

worthlessness of new countries, learning to refuse the evil and

to choose the good. Had the Spaniards at one stroke dis-

covered the Gold Coast with its signs of precious metal,

as they discovered the gold and silver of America, they

might have stayed and poured in floods of adventurers to

look for Eldorado on the Upper Niger; but the Portuguese

came gradually to the place, they built a fort to keep it for

their own, and then they went on their way to the East-

to the lands where merchams had already found more than

^°it"is true that, when at length they came to the East, their

rate of progress was even faster than that of the Spamards

' In the Manual of the History of the Political System of Europe and

iU Colonics, Tr. 1834, vol. i. pp. 39. 4°-
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in America. In less than twenty years from the date of Chaitek
Vasco da Gama's first voyage, in 151 5, wlien Albuquerque "
died, they were at the height ol their power, at least as

~**~
strong, though not perhaps as showy, as ever they were in
after years

;
and the extraordinary rapidity with which they

pressed forward, when once they had reached the Indies
contrasts strangely with the slow and hesitating movements
of their earlier voyages down the African coast. They
moved so fast, and went so far, because they were in one
sense less thorough, as in another they were more thorough
than the Spaniards. They did not conquer whole coun-
tries, but contented themselves with forts and towns and
districts of limited size. ' The Portuguese established them-
selves in the Indies,' writes Pyrard de Laval ', who visited
Portuguese India in 1608-10, 'at first partly by war as in
some places, and partly by friendly commerce as in others
The latter was the most successful means, for they have
with difficulty taken towns by force, as they did Goa and
some others'; and he adds later on, 'under all these
treaties and agreements the Portuguese have managed to
become masters of the Indi i; seas.'

pared wuh the power of Spain. Theirs was a sea. not '-f

-

a land dominion, a monopoly of trade rather than a mUitary '{'Xuese
empire. This was the reason why. in every hole and corner

'''"«''"''"-

ittr • ^r'^
^°"°"'' '^'"^ "P ^'^ ^"chunrelent- .^.T.:;mg pertinacity. Like was drawn to like, a small people to S":^

a small people, traders to traders. In the East in Rrn^n in '''"'^^"r'
West Af^a, the Netherlanders, far more ^^^^l^Z^^^^
han the Portuguese themselves, hunted them as rivals in 21'*
trade rather than as foes of their religion and their raceThe national quarrel of the Netheriands was with Spain
not with Portugal; but the Portuguese .'eld the very pLes
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which the Dutch longed to hold, for the self-same reasons

;

and the union of the Crown of Portugal with that of Spain,

in the year 1580, gave to the bold sailors of the seven Urited

Provinces a political excuse for attacking the Port-guese

dependencies, which exactly coincided with their commercial

instincts. Philip the Second interdicted his rebellious sub-

jects from trading with Lisbon, from whence Dutch vessels

had hitherto carried the imported wealth of the Portuguese

Indies to other countries of Europe. The Dutchmen's

answer was to go to the Indies themselves, and to wrest

from the Portuguese the Spice Islands with all their wealth.

At home the Netherlanders fought for life and liberty with

Spain. Abroad they won a trading dominion at the expense

of Portugal.

Spain, as has been noticed, secured the Philippines in that

half of the world which had been assigned to Portugal ; and

Portugal owned Brazil within what was or was supposed

to be the Spanish sphere. The possession of Brazil was

a very important factor in the colonial history of Portugal,

and especially important in connexion with the West Coast

of Africa. The Portuguese claim to it dated as far back as

1500, when Cabral, the commander of the second voyage to

India, was carried to its coasts by storm and wind. Neglected

while the East, with all itT dazzlii.j, alth, absorbed the

attention of Portuguese statesmen and Portuguese adven-

turers, it grew as their Eastern dominion declined ; until

in course of time it became the soundest and strongest of the

Portuguese dependencies, the one part of the world which

was really colonised by Portugal, the one part of the world

where they formed a territorial dominion, and where they

proved more than a match for the Dutch.

Now, bearing in mind that the Portuguese were essentially

a commercial people, and bearing in mfnd also that they

owned Brazil as well as the East, we can take true stock of

their position on the West Coast of Africa.
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After the voyages of Vasco da Gama and Cabral. the ChaptfrPortuguese government sent year after year a series of "
expeditions to the Indies. Their main object was to extend

~^
and consohdate their Eastern trade. They left behind them
their fort of Elmina on the gold-bearing Guinea coast
stations on the Congo, and other more or less isolated foot-
holds on the Atlantic side of Africa. They were undisputed
masters of these seas, for there wa- none to contest their
supremacy; and, having no call to safeguard the scenes of
their eariier discoveries, they devoted all their energies to
exploiting the coasts and islands of Asia. During the first
half of the sixteenth century they built up their world-wide
empire, while the nations which were afterwards to supplant
them were slowly growing from youth to manhood, slowly
training for the coming time. But, as the century went
on, Brazil, at 'irst despised, began to attract the attention
o. the home government, and the introduction of su^ar-
planting mto .hat country brought about a demand for
African slave labour. Africans we. : wanted too to supply the Re^.nin.^
place of the natives, whom the Spaniards had killed out in e^^^^
their American dependencies. Thus West Africa became tne ^^fS
field of a great traffic in black men, and the owners of West "A"W/jJ«

wealth whicT^h'
';" r '° '"^'""^' supplemented the SST.-wealth which they drew from the East by becoming carriers ^'-4 -of labour to the West.

v,a.Mcis
Brazil.

In short there came to be three distinct branches of Portu-guese trade, and three distinct spheres of the Portugueseempire. Goods were imported from the East; slaves we etransported from West Africa through Portugal to AmerZand, with the help of the labour thus obtaLd, suga "as
g own ,n Brazil and brought back to Europe. Gold voTpepper and cottons were also obtained from the Gu7n7acoast

;
but, as far as West Africa was concerned, th tnde nmen quite dwarfed all other kinds of commerce Hel!merchant ships carried the East Indian trade : in the Wes e n

''i
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traffic smaller craft were employed, the swift - sailing

''wht Dutch and English began to intmdc into West

Africa, they found the Portuguese most firmly established at

U. G'ambia and near Cape Verdo at Elmina on the God

Coast, and in the southern province of Angola^
J, ^ Z

Portuguese explorers fared well in the kmgdoms of the

Congf^ and Angola, which lies to the south of that grea

river! ^as the strongest dependency of Portugal m West

Africa, the part of the coast which became and remams to

this day most exclusively Portuguese. Lymg due east of

Brazil, it was a great recruiting-ground for ^^^^^^ '/"^ f;"^'

ir» 1578, San Paulo de Loanda was founded, a toN n of

no small importance in the colonial history of Pertug 1

especially in connexion with the war m Brazil. The old

writer Pyrard de Laval, who has been already quoted notes

that.
' the possessions of the Portuguese, as well on this side

the Cape of Good Hope, at Angola, Guinea, and the adjacent

islands, as in Brazil, are held in a different manner from the

East Indies: for in the former places they are sovereign

lords, for the most part, like the Spaniards in the West Indie ,

^vithout other competitors, having fortresses both on the coasts

and within the country which mostly belongs to them and is

being continually conquered by them>'; and m the sarne

chapter, referring to a silver mine in the interior of Angola,

he writes that 'the Portuguese there and those c lozem-

bique and Sofala wish to join from the one si' and the

other to conquer it, and reach this mine tc work it .

These passages imply that, by the beginning of the seven-

teenth ccnturv, the Portuguese in West Africa, as in Brazil

had obtained some measure of territorial dominion
;
and

Angola was, up to a point, colonised on much the same lir. ^s

» Hnio"* /s^akfof this mine in much the ^me way.

Voyage of Linschoten. vol i. p. 3» (Hakluyt Soc. ed. 1885).

See the
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as Brazil. lI^c the South American country, it was made

undrr r '^'^T"^'^'
•"^^'"ding Jews who had fallen

under the ban of the spiritual tribunals; and these forced
settlers together with Jesuits and traders, gave to Loandaa co„s.derabIe white population. But in no part of W 's^
Africa, not even in Angola, did the Portuguese really ruleany great extent of territory. A coast of which 'the grea^

over wuh traders' forts; but solid evidence of a stronedom.„>on was to be found in the American land to wh"?ihe Africans were sent, not in Africa itself

«

Two years after the town of Loanda was founded, in , =80Portuga was annexed to Spain. The annexation gave a'

vh h h.T
'° '" ^^"^"^^« P-- The national 'v^urMh ch had earned the sailors of this small nation in triumph

oun, l"l"[
"'"' °' ''^ "°^'^' ^-« «Wd when thecountry wh.ch they had made great became the der,endency

could but cont-ibute to th^ Z^l' tl^^tj::^
ne means of the owner are wasted and frittered awavfrom sheer size, from simple want of adequa" conZ'the Spanish Portuguese dominions fell to rack anH rT

spendthrift wastefulness. Then little 1^,,^ t
'"

A pathetic story is that of the Portuguese No .rf,

1
From Pyrard de Laval, as above

Annexa-
tion of
Portugal
by Spain—
the death-
blow to the

Portuguese
empire.
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S.cT.u« except t^rhaps -I Spaniards, fell from .0 ^^^^^^^^^
"• into.uch (leplor.iblc decay. Cast m a

^"^f"^'
™°3—

ban h^ ^,an,. : .. they win more synn,athy. for they lo,

heir power I'MOugh being annexed by Spam, and the

de^rJined patn.u n. shown by their colonists in faz bore

.Tilcin^ witness t.. ., strength and courage of the race, in

tSv^ " i the nrst bright act of their colonial history,

fn MrilatL . u . .ems to be drawing sadly towards the

do e Th. <M. ndc. cies of Angola and Mozambique tell

, r , , V ,. ' cakness of a nation whosf sun has

t:^^"^^^^^'^^' Vet ^omething . due u,

^^eLor.o.avcry,= .^- past; and a,ose>^^

where the .V:P:|:msc . '^ once all powerful wh<a ade m

hriands an. .ail on .. seas which they had ma e the^r

own may well find . x..ses for the people who led the van

of modern enterprise so boldly and so well, who p.loted

Kuropeans into Africa and the East.

When new worlds were discovered, the Enghsh were

among the first to bestir themselves; but they reconnoitred

Z and then drew back again, as though, conscious of

weakness, they wished to husband their resources and bule

their time Thus Cabot discovered North America m 1 49 .

.

but beyond the Newfoundland fisheries, nothing came erf

Ihe'discoverv for the space of a hundred years. English

h ps gain,' found their way to the West Indies as early

as X
.' b^t no English settlement was formed m any

L islands until the year .6.3. when St. Kitts was Ar

colonised. The same was the case m regard to the ^^est

Coast of Africa.
., ,

In 1481, the year in which the Portuguese foundeu the

Castle of St. George at Elmina, an attempt -asjna.^ ^y

two Englishmen to fit out a fleet for the coast of c,uine.

Hearing of their preparations, King John of Portugal at una

sent an embassy to England to remonstrate; and. so grea.

was the name of Portugal at the time, so strong the respe .
for

Early
English

enterprise

in West

Africa.

Projected

voyai^e to

(j'uinca in

I4B1.
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tb. papal Bull • of 144a by which the Portuguese discoveries Cupt.k^^ere safeguarded, that the English King, Kdward the Fourth, H
agreed to the demand that the fleet should be dissolved and

~*^
liie txpedition given up.

Years went on. Cabot made his famous discovery.
English nshermen sailed summer after summer to the New-
foundland Banks. Writers' hinted at the possibility of

?arrl'
"°«h.western route to the Portuguese Indies and^Cathay. But the first half of the sixteenth century passed

a^^a>. barren of outward ar.d visible results, 'hough under

ZXt^'''-''
'-''- -- "-'-^ --^ ^" the scienct

One English voyager alone is recorded to have visited the irWa^Gumea coast I -fore 1550. We learn from Hak'uyt ' that^ ^-•
m the years 1530-2.

'
Old Mr. W:"iam F' wkins of Plyni'outh

' ^^1" '"

wf^L
""' ''""" ''^ J°^" "^« -^' ' ^ -" for h

''-

a d M;ri";r"'' S'
"'" " ^^"^^"^^^' -"-' -teemedand

1
doNed of Kmg Henry the Eighth,' made three voyages

"h ch bounded Iir,t.sh enterprise at the t,me. In the course^T these voyages ' he touched at the river of Sestos upon

T

tX; I :T:''"^
he traflickedwith the negro' ., andtook of

,! .m elephants teeth and other commodities wK-chha place y.eldeth. The short cl ronicle of th. ver 'e

ZZ Zi: TrT ^^"" °' '"^^^-^'- ^t is note. 4'hat the first Lnghsh trader, who touched at the Guinea

oM.rcat Br.tam
;

.t is noteworthy too that h. visaed "' ^Africa, not. like his son, to kidnap Africans" ! t fc "'-hepurposes of honest trade; and again, the fact 'th b venthere on the way to Brazil, illu«.ate. th. g.o.ing .

.'
,^1

See above, p. [9. ' F 1.1 u
^Reference should b- Tnade on th> S . j

'"'onie, in 1527.
beginnings of English n. rUme en e ^nC" o"??

"
i^""^^

"^"^^
English in Amtnca, vol. .. chao ^ '*"

''?t'
^.^'^>"'-'^ ''^^O o. the

"P 4- Vtu.iv.pp. ,<^.^j^ .Sued.).
B 2

m

1

'I; il

I
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Gutaea and Benin' took place m ,553, *^/7„„^.,^,

^'"°"C\.r,ier: :: ^^^X^^. «^e -,.
passage to the Indies when ^

-ion, and Chan-

others since, ^v•as sacnficed »<' ^rct. «pu, '

^^^^

eeUor. returning ^o- ^ ^^^^^^^^^ .^venturers in

for British trade. In tbat year »

London equipped 't.o goodly
^fVapato Windham,

Coast of Africa. Their •=™»='"''"
T"'^ „r Barbary,

„ho had already made two '"W^^'^* /^.l" pi„,eado.

,he Frenchmen ";, ^
^^^',,^„^, ,„d «,ber man, a,

serie any pnnce, as a wise .

,

f ,,

well an expert F"- -« ^^-e aT t^e Portuguese

"' '"
°"d Log hfwav"o Sand, he led Englishmen

cour. ; and, finding his «^ >" J ^
, ,,„ matched

into Portugnese Afnca. ""
"""^J^^ „,, , ^„ta. and

^^Sonro^Co:, ; but lx«h the commanders ,^«
fives, .and of seven score men "- l>°- '» ^l)™" *

scarcely forty, and of them --=;
^^^taea bu, nothin.

fl,„ ill-omened trading voyage to G"'"" •

J^"
•

^
daunted, English merchants sent on. more ships in the ver

' Vol. ii PP- 466-9-
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next year in charge of Captain John Lok, who reached the
Gold Coast, and brought home a cargo of 400 lbs. of gold,
a quantity of 'grains ' or Guinea pepper ', and 250 elephants'
teeth. Other voyages followed. In 1555, William Towrson
brought back gold dust and ivory, in spite of being attacked
by the Portuguese

; and, in 1556, the same captain joined
forces with French traders on the West African coast, but
found them indifferent allies ; and, after beating off a Por-
tuguese squadron near Elmina, with difficulty defended
himself against another French vessel, which took advantage
of his crippled condition.

It will be noted, in connexion with these early voyages to
Guinea, that constant mention is made of the French as
trading and privateering in African waters, and that the
Portuguese were not able to j.revent either French or
English from intruding into their domain. Even if the
Portuguese had been much stronger than was rjially the case,
it was impossible that their cruisers could keep watch over
the whole coast of W^est Africa; and, as a matter of fact,
they were beginnir„ to be found out, just as a few years
later the inherent weakness of tho Spanish power in America
was exposed by Drake and his fellow freebooters. The
chronicler of Windham's voyage refers almost com mptuously
to the Portuguese monopoly of the African trade, speaking
of West Africa as a promising field for British enterprise, 'if
the same be not hindered by the ambition of such as, for the
conquering of forty or fifty miles here and there and erecting
of certain fortresses, think to be lords of half the worid^'
Seventy years before, a remonstrance from the King of
Portugal had sufficed to scare away the English from
Africa

;
but neither hard words nor hard blows were likely

' Hakluyt, vol. ii. p. 464.
'
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in future to have much eflfect, for a generation was springing

up in England, in Holland, and in France, which could

gauge the strength and weakness alike of Spain and Portugal,

and which intended to share the good things of the East and

West. As modern discovery began in Africa and was the

work of Portugal, so the northern traders and freebooters,

who eventually broke up the Spanish and Portuguese empires,

first tried their prentice hands in the Guinea voyages at the

expense of the Portuguese.

It is salisfactoiy to find that slave-catching was not

a feature of these early English voyages. Guinea pepper,

ivory, and gold, were the objects of the expeditions. From

the constant mention of the Sestos river, on what was then

called the Grain Coast and is now the Liberian Republic, it

would seem that Guinea pepper was much prized in these

days, for we read that 'Betwixt the river de Sestos and

the Cape das Palmas is the place where all the grains be

gathered'.' The first Englishman who was concerned in

slave-trading was Sir John Hawkins, who, in 1562, carried off

300 negroes from Sierra Leone and sold them to the

Spaniards in Hispaniola. This fact, we are told and would

like to believe, met with no encouragement from Queen

Elizabeth, who \i reported to have said on hearing it, that

if any Africans should be carried away without their free

consent, it would be detestable and call down the vengeance

of Heaven upon the undertaking'^'; but, inasmuch as she

lent Hawkins one of her own ships, the 'Jesus' built at

Lul>eck, for his next slave-trading voyage in 1564, and

probably shared the profits; inasmuch as she gave him

a coat of arms on which a negro oound in chains was

a prominent feature, it may well be doubted whether her

remonsi-ance, if it was ever made, amounted to more than

a • pious opinion.' Hawkins, who was a freebooter of the

' Hakluyt, vol. ii. p. 486. ^ , , ^ . <
» Quoted in Bandinel's History of the Slave Trade (1843). p. 2P.
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most pronounced type, combined with the slave trade
plundering of Portuguese vessels on the Guinea coast- and
when he took his negroes over to America, he competed the
Spaniards to buy them by force of arms. He was almost the
first of the many English sea-captains, as bold as they were
unscrupulous, who set at nought and finally broke up the
power of Spain and Portugal. As yet, however, state policv
required that adventurers of this class should not be directly
countenanced by their sovereigns, and for a few years more
the Portuguese seem more or less to have held their own
against English and French interlopers in West Africa
offering a reward of 100 crowns for every Frenchman's head

''

But their strength was on the wane, and their doom was sealed
when the Portuguese king died without heirs, and all his
dominions became the property of Philip the Second of Spain
Thenceforward, the many enemies of Spain were ipso facto
enemies also of Portugal, and open authorised attack soon
took the place of unauthorised and spasmodic hostility

In 1588, the year of the Armada, Queen Elizabeth,
being then at war with Spain, gave a patent to '

certain
merchants of Exeter and others of the west parts and
of London for a trade to the river of Senega and Gambram Guinei; conferring upon them a monopoly of the
traffic of these two rivers and the intermediate coast for
the space of ten years. Thu , rather more than a century
after the first British expedition to Guinea had been con-
templated and given up. a company was formed to trade
with West Africa under the direct sanction of the Crown
The preamble of the patent recited that the merchants
who applied for it had been 'persuaded and earnestly
moved to that course 'by certain Portugals resident within our
dominions, and the document went on to Ftate that the
voyages which were contemplated under it 'will also be a
great succour and relief unto the present distressed estate

* Harlot, p. 113.
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Section of those Portugals.' Thus, as a Portuguese sailor piloted

^|- the first British expedition to Guinea, so the first Guinea
"

company originated, it would seem, with representations

matic by Portuguese residents in England. Possibly they

were lefugees, who preferred exile from their own country

to Uvmg at home under Spanish rule ; and their case may

»>e quoted as one among many which iViustrate how much

England has owed to the aliens who have settled on her

shores. The voyages' undertaken under this patent had

no connexion with the slave trade, nor did they result in

any settlement being formed upon the coast. The account

of one of them, entitled in Hakluyt « the ' voyage of Richard

Rainolds and Thomas Dassel to the rivers of Senega and

Gambra adjoining upon Guinea,' in 1591, throws consider-

able light upon the state of Senegambia at this lime. The

Portuguese had apparently almost entirely disappeared from

the Senegal', and w-re chiefly to be found in the negro

towns of Porto d'Aliy and Joala* between that river and

the Gambia, and in the Gambia itself, ' which is a river of

secret trade and riches concealed by the Portugals.' The

settlers consisted in the main of ' banished men or fugitives

'

from Portugal or Spain, colonists of the same type as was to

be found in Angola ** and Brazil. They were, according to

this English, probably a biassed, account, hated by the natives,

being esteemed 'a people of no truth'; and, so far from

exercising any real dominion over this part of the coast, the

writer states that ' in all these places hereabouts, where we use

to trade, they have no fort, castle, or place of strength, but

only trading by the negroes' safeconduct and permission.'

The French were apparently more in evidence on the

• Bandincl, p. 38, mentions three voyages in 1589, 90, 91.

' Hakluyt, vol. iii. pp. 2-7.
, „ ,1

' The account says, ' In the river of Senega no Spaniard or Portugal I

used to trade'
• Now I'ortadal or Sali and Joal, both in French territory.

' See above, p. 49.
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been trading there for many years past, whereas the Entr- "•
hsh were quite new-comers'. The list of commodities, which

~-
at racted European traders, included all the ordinary' WestAfrican products; but no mention is made of slav s, andthe natives appear to have been sufficiently masters of thesituatirn to prevent their country from being raided inorder to supply the labour market '

the Span h andPortuguese colonies in America.

.ranted' bv' 'oJ^M'^l "t
"''''''' ^"°'^^^ P^'^"^ -as /-«.«. .ygranted by Queen Elizabeth to Mr. Thomas Gregory of '59^-

Taunton and others 'for traffic between the river Nonnia(Nunez) and the rivers of Madrabumba and Sierra Leonaon the coast of Guinea V This patent, like the former
one, was granted for ten years, and it covered a stdpo

as Kxeter merchants are specified in the first- patent soa Taunton merchant is specified in the second, for the West

led the ^^ay in British enterprise beyond the sea.
The seventeenth century came in. James the First tookthe place of Elizabeth. An age of setLent succeeded^

plied, and the English l,egan in real earnest that lonecompetuion for trade and dominion in all parts of the woTd'«h.ch ,s still being actively carried on-nowhere moreactively than in Africa.

Compan';thth"'''r'^'T;
"^^ «-"'^d '<> - English /...,....

• Th M
'"^'""^'^ f^"- 'he purpose cf ' adventuring f^ ^A^-'

vhich S.r Robert R.ch (afterwards Earl of Warwick) was ^-'"-'^
the chief promoter, was stvled ih^ r«,«^ c kT ' »/ Pernio,,

of Lonrinn .,. V Ir
Company of Adventurers tra.ii»^London trading mto Africa; its operations were directed

'"''>

bega^t^S^" "''''^ '° ''" '"'''^' *" ""^.'"y'-.P- ^ :
' our trade hither

'''«•

Haklnyt, vol. iii. p. 7.
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at once to the Gambia and to the Gold Coast; and for

protection, as much against other Europeans as against the

natives, one fort * was erected on the Gambia, and another

at Cormantine on the Gold Coast. These were the earliest

British settlements in West Africa.

The gold-bearing districts of West Africa are the Gold

Coast, and Bourd on the Upper Niger ; and a large pro-

portion of the gold from the Bour^ mines used, till a few

years ago, to find its way to the sea by the Gambia river.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the accounts

given by mediaeval writers, such as Edrisi and Leo Africanus,

coupled with reports brought over the desert by the mer-

chants of Morocco, credited Timbuctoo, which lies north-

east of Rourd on the Niger and much further inland, with

being a great mart for the trade in gold. Consequently the

efforts of the newly formed company were mainly directed

to reaching that place by way of the Gambia, which was

then supposed to be one of the mouths of the Niger, antici-

pating the attempts which have been made of late years

to penetrate into the interior by the same route.

•s An expedition was sent out under a leader named George

Thompson, who sailed up the Gambia as far as a place

called Kassan, and, leaving his ship there, continued his

journey up-stream in boats. In his absence the Portu-

guese and half-breeds, jealous of any intrusion into their

own special river, seized the vessel and massacred the

crew '. Thompson, however, contrived to send news of the

li

» This was perhaps Fort James ; but if so, it was rebuilt in 1664. See

^"
» Jobson's acconnt of what happened, given in the Golden Trade

( 16A\ is as follows : • The ship was betrayed, and every man left m her

his throat cut by a few poor dejected Portingals and mulattos, whom

they cave free recourse aboard, being only banished people and for the

most part mnnagados from their country.' He constantly calls the

Portuguese ' the vagiai.t rortingall," confirming the earlier description

of the character of the Portuguese settlers on the Gambia, which has been

quoted above, on p. 56.
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and went on his way again with eight companions. In "•
1620, the company sent out two more vessels in rharc-

~*^
of Captain Richard Jobson who was L^H

'^'T "^"'""'^

A f • ... •' ' " *^ greeted on arrival in '''oywjc.
Afnca with the news that his predecessor had been kHed
.t would seem by one of his own men. Notwithstandl.
he too pushed up the Gambia, passed the falls of B^f^

a pomt called Tenda m the narrative, when, for reasonsnot fuhy explained, he gave up hope of reaching Timbuerourned back, and came home to England. Thus ended the'
first attempt to find a way into the interior by the line ofh Gambia, and no similar effort was again made by thUroute for a hundred years.

mentions a negro trader on the Gambia who came to him ^"^y^f
bringing women to be sold for slaves T).« -„,o • '^''^ '^"^

was fh-if Vr..A- u J.J
^"^ answer given uot a siavc-

hat they did not buy and sell one another, 'or any tha
"""^'"'•

had our own shapes.' Up to this time, such Englishmen
s ad gone to Africa had. with the exception of Hawtnskept clear o'' slave-trading. The settlements in VirdnTaanithe Bermudas were still in their infancy; the e we eas yet no British colonics in existence in the Vest Indlsand. even after St. Kitts. Barbados, and other islands hadbeen colonised, any slaves that were brought over wereimported not so much in British vessels as in Dutch. The

cZLTT '°"'P'"^' "^^^^ ''^^'^'^ •'« charter from

the West Indies, but ,t was not till after 1660 that the Englishbegan to take any leading part in the African slave-trade

mmen, and. although it was incorporated under royal charter
^""'^'^ ^^

I p . , ,
' t^w govern-

rim!
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it received no further backing from the Government than

the British North Borneo company, the Royal Niger company,

or any other of the chartered companies of the present day.

Indeed, in one respect it was less favoured by the Crown

than modern companies, for the territories, in which the latter

carry on their trade, are recognised as being under British

protection or within the limits of exclusive British influence

;

whereas this first African company had no rights as against

foreign nations, and, in sending ships to the Gambia, its

promoters trespassed on what had ever been a Portuguese

preserve. The building of a fort was a step beyond what had

been achieved in former ventures; but the foothold thus

obtained was very precarious, and a much later date than

1618 must be assigned to the first permanent British settle-

ment on the Gambia.

It has been seen that the French claimed to be the

earliest explorers of the West Coast of Africa, and that the

first colony in the Canary islands was planted by a Norman

noble'. It has been seen too that English voyagers to the

Guinea coast in the middle of the sixteenth century found

French vessels " there, busily plying their trade, and that the

Portuguese apparently regarded Frenchmen at this time as

the most dangerous of the various intruders into the charmed

circle of their African dominions'.

The world has never known bolder or better seamen than

those who sailed west from the Norman and Breton ports.

They were among the very first visitors to the Newfoundland

fisheries ; and, led by Jacques Cartier, they had, in the first

half of the sixteenth century, discovered and explored the

St. Lawrence. Many, if not most, of them belonged to the

Huguenot party ; and, as the sh?de of religious persecution

grew darker over France, they turned their eyes towards

foreign lands, to find places of refuge no less than new

openings for industry and trade.

> Seeabove, pp. 15-6. ' See above, p. 53- ' See above, pp. J^ "^S-

liU
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The French were the first to make the beginnings
of coIon.es on soil which belonged to Portugal and
Spam, and the Portuguese had good cause to fear them
and to offer rewards for every Frenchman's head. In i««
under the counsel and advice of the great Huguenot leade;
Coligny a band of French colonists was sent to Brazil, and
esubhshed themselves at Rio Janeiro. The scheme was
wrecked by rehg.ous discord, and by the mismanagement
of he commander Villegagnon ; and. in no long time, the
settlers were all dnven out of the cou itry. Enough however
had been done to make the French for the time being more
formidable than any other Europeans to the Portuguese, who
dreaded French men and French ships not only in Brazil
but also m West Africa with which Brazil was so closeK-
and constantly connected. About the same time occurred
the episode of the Huguenot colony in Florida, planted by
Ribault m ,502, savagely extirpated by the Spaniard Menen-
dez m

1J565,

and again, in two years' time, avenged with
terrible thoroughness by the French adventurer Domenic de
Gourgues. The story of the ill-fated settlement is so dramatic
that Its real importance is almost lost sight of in the setting
of the tale. As a matter of fact, though it was cut shortm Its mfan.y, the colony was a bold attempt-the boldest
for many long years-to give a rival European people
a foothold w.th.n the range of the Spanish dominions andhad It succeeded. France might well have disputed withbpam the sovereignty of Central America.

i^umea coast, thoir mam sphere of operations was and ''"*'"'
always has been the country of the Senegal. The narrative

^•^"'"

of Ramolcis voyage to Senegambia in ,591, which has
already !,een quoted '. states that ' the Frenchmen of Dieppeand N.-whaven have traded th.,-.hcr above thirty yearsand commonly with four or five ships a year, whereof two

' Above, p. 56.
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Section small barks go into the river Senega.' On the other hand, it is

*^" added that ' the Frenchmen never use to go into the river

of Gambra,' the trade of which was left in the hands of

the half-breed Portuguese. The power, which the French

always possessed above other European nations, of ingra-

tiating themselves with native races, was as conspicuous in

their dealings with the negroes of Senegambia, as it was

at a later date in their relations to the North American

Indians or to the Caribs of the West Indian islands '. ' In

all places generally they were well-l)eloved, and as courteously

entertained of the negroes as if they had been naturally

born in the country. And very often the negroes come into

France and return again'.' Coming after the Portuguese,

and not at first concerned to kidnap slaves, they must, in the

eyes of the natives, have presented a pleasing contrast to

their predecessors, who were represented in West Africa by

the scum of Portugal. It is o.iiy surprising that, having so

good a start, they kept themselves almost entirely to the region

of the Senegal, and did not compete with English and Dutch

further south on the coast of the Gulf of Guinea. By the

year 1626 \ a French West African company had been formed,

entitled the ' compagnie libre de Dieppe el Rouen,' which had

an agency on the Senegal. It was contemporaneous with

the beginning of French colonisation in the West Indies,

for the first West Indian colony of France was planted in

St. Kitts in 1625, and in 1626 Richelieu incorporated the

'company of the islands of America.' Accordingly, in a

short time, the trade of the Rouen company developed into

a slave trade for supplying labour to the West Indian

plantations, and in 1664^ it was merged in the reconstituted

French West India company.

Fighting for their lives and homes against Philip the

' See vol. 11. of this work, p. 50 note.
' From the same narrative as above, Haklnyt, vol. iiL pp. a-7.
' Kaynal gives 1 62 1 as the approximate date of the first Frendi settle-

ment on the Senegal.

i
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1
he Dutch, therefore, were the first of the

' Barbot, bk. 3. chap. j.
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SEcTit)N three peoples to treat West Africa as purely subsidiary tc

_^;__ America and the West Inches. They showed their usual

sagacity in thus early consolidating their forces. They

had on« great East India company and one gnat West

India company. The sphere of the former was east of the

Cajie of Good Hope, the sphere of the latter was west of

the Caj*.

As far hack as 154a, the Dutch had been trading in

contraband fashion off the Spanish main, and their first settle-

ment on the coast of Guiana dated from 1580'. In 1609.

Hudson had in their ser\ice sailed up the fame river which

still bears his name ; and at its mouth, in 162 ': year after

the West India company was formed, a ^ •; settlement

was established under the name of New v .crdam, the

forerunner of the present great city of Ne - ork. But in

East and West alike trade not settlement was the aim

of the Dutch, and in East and West alike they saw clearly

that their own profits could only be secured at the expense

of the Portuguese. Consequently, in 1633, their West

India company began a Thirty Years' war in Brazil ; and in

connexion with that war, as well as with a view to securing
Poriusimsc. ^^ carrying trade to the West Indies, they went to work with

grim and dogged determination upon the West Coast of

Africa.

The French and the English in Africa rather avoided than

courted conflict with the Portuguese. In the East Indies the

Dutch themselves did not as a rule invite collision. But on

the Guinea Coast, as in Brazil, they made straight for the

centre of the Portuguese dominions, for the Gold Coast,

where the fort of Elmina had stood for nearly a century and

a half; and there they fought it out with their commercial

rivals, with the subjects of the king whose sovereignty they

had themselves cast off for ever. At a very short distance to

the east of Cape Coast Castle they built, in 1624, a fort at

' See vol. u. of this work, pp. 39, 52, a6S.
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Section clearly than their contemporaries that West Africa was the

H *

I

;
IJll

II
natural recruiting-ground for the lalwur required in the

plantations of the New World, and that wealth was to be

made by the slave trade. Bosman, the Dutch historian of

the Gold Coast, says that 'the Portuguese served for setting

dogs to spring the game, which, as soon as they had done,

was seized by others*.' His words were applicable to

Portuguese history elsewhere than in West Africa, but they

applied most fully to the Guinea coast. These Europeans

were indeed hunters—of human game; and. when th» slave

trade was becoming most profitable, other nations—above

all the Dutch—supplanted the Portuguese.

We have traced the Ix'ginnings of English, French, and

Dutch enterprise upon the West Coast of Africa. It remains

to notice two other peoples who, though later comers, made

some show on the coast before the seventeenth century

ended. One of them, the Danes, held their ground and

played a considerable part in West African history down

to our own times. The other, the Brandenburghers, made

but a short slay.

The seventeenth century was a notable time in Northern

Europe. Its earlier years saw the victories of Gustavus

Adoljihus, the great King of Sweden. Its later years saw the

formation and growth of the Prussian power. The striking

success of the Dutch in foreign parts seems to have awakened

a spirit of adventure am.)ngst the peoples of the North, and

traders set out from the lands which iKinkTcd upon the Baltic

to try their luck beyond the sea. Notices of the Swedes on

the West Coast of Africa occur in old writers, and in 1642

a colony of Courlanders settled in the West Indian island of

Tobago *.

' Imoiii a New niul .\ic«rate 1 tfsciiption of tlic Coast of (luiian, \>\

William Hosman, chuf factor of the I)iitch at the castle of St. Geor^'c

n.lii.ina. [
l.iij^li-h Trall^lali.m, jnd cil. 1721, i'.

J.] llosman was on

tia- cnast at the irvl "f tiic -.c\eiiticiilh century

' See vol. ii. of this work, |>. J 54.
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days, the Danes do not seem to have prospered greatly in

Africa They were there side by side with stronger

European powers, and they hardly held their own against

the negroes, who. in the later years of the seventeenth century,

deprived them for a while of their fort of Christiansborg and

transferred it to the Portuguese. They played apparently,

though on a smaller scale, the same part as was played by

the Dutch, feeding the markets of other nations rather than

supplying any wants of their own. Their West Indian island

of St. Thomas was, like the Dutch islands of St. EustaUus

and Cu:a9oa, a distributing centre ; and its owners in West

Africa, as on the other side of the Atlantic, seem to have

contented themselves with a moilest share of the carrymg

trade between the Old World and the New.

In the early years of the seventeenth century, the Mark of

Brandenburg was united to the Duchy of Prussia; and,

under Frederic William, the great Elector, who ruled from

1640 to 1688, the newly-formed state grew in strength and

indeiK-ndence, until in 1701 his son took the title of King.

Late in the great Elector's reign, some Dutch merchants,

chafmg against the monojKjly of the Netherlands West India

Company ', are said to have instigated him to mcorporate

a conipany for trading on the West Coast of Africa. The

result was that, in 1682 «, a fort which, like the Danish fort

at Cape Coast, bore the title of Fredericksburg, was built

at Cape Three Points, towards the western end of the Gold

Coast, iKtween Axim and Elmina. Two smaller outlying

forts were also built very slightly to the east ;
and, some three

years later, a fourth station is said to have been established

' Compare lU case of the rortutjueie incichants ia England, aboM-,

''^^
The 'dates connected with the Brandenl urg Company are very

variously t-iven. According to Uosman, the Uraiu cnbur«hcr» were 1.1

West .-Uri^ beforo .6-4.
*"
kaynal says they sold the.r fort, to he

Dutch in 1717. Harbot, iu ijio. bosman speaks of them also as the

Embden Company.

14

^-i«X4
1 »Ti . I.

.
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far to the north near Cape Blanco, on the island of Arguin Cupt.vM.h.ch. from the earliest Portuguese times', had be „ T*^
a favoune place for European factories. Forty years was

"^
the hfe of th.s German epi.ode in West African his ory. A

^entrn
"'

T""""
^*^°^'^ ^"^ '^'^ P--- Govern-ment had more than enough on their hands at home "oengross the.r energies, without competing for the doubtf^advantages of West African trade. In or about%,o"Brandenburg forts were sold to the Dutch; and under it!new masters. Fort Fredericksburg became Fort HdlandL.

' See above, p. 21.
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By the middle of the seventeenth century, the African

slave trade had become gradually recognised in Europe

as a legitimate kind of commerce. It is a subject of

which it is difficult to write. The details are so revolt-

ing, the inevitable accompaniments of the traffic were so

horrible, that any sober estimate of its causes and effects

may ap|)ear at the present lime as an attempt to condone

the wickedness of while men, and to explain away the

sufferings which for so many years they inllicled upon

a lower and a coloured race. Yet, in good truth, ihe

slave trade, in its origin and in its devclopcmt-nt, was due to

natural, to economic causes. It was the necessary outcome

of time and place.

The place, from which the slaves were transported, was

'm^jmZ'^ a land where slavery always was, and still is, one of the

normal conditions of native life. P^uropeans are not

responsible for the beginning of slavery and slave-raiding

in Africa. Their resjK)nhibility consists in having utilised

an existing system for their own interest, in having inten-

sified ils evils, and in having forcibly transported thousands

and tens of thousands of human creatures to a new scene

of slavery beyond the seas. The Kuropeans in Africa have

been sjiokcn of above in metaphorical terms as hunters

of human game; but these words do not quite correctly

thi nsull

ofCi onomic
causes.

Slavery

IHiliXVUl

to Africa.
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tr.rLnh"St«f'"^''
No doubt black .en, fro. C....K

7 L .

I'ortuguese voyages onwards, were con- "'•
Stan ly kuhiappcd by white; but such cases were the ex- ^PTceptjon. the ordinary rule being that black men rLed -Z-^"'black men, and sold their victims to the aeents nf r)„»rh

'" '^^''"

French, or English c„n,pa„ics. ,. «T JL« tf
="-

th rrrmie^Tirhirr
""*'""" "°' '»'- '"

.... "'cmseives.
1 hey had factories on the coast '^^tchers.

winch .n most cases they simply leased from native ch^e

'

They were there more or less on sufferance, and theydealt wnh negroes for negroes, just as they dellt and dtlwuh them for gold dust and palm oil. It was a tradethough an infamous trade. It was fimili-ir fn
.'

i„. , ,

*"* lamuiar to, countenanced
y. and welcome to the stronger native races. In it andf'-ugh ,t the Kuropean sank to the African level but

i:rr:rdr^"'-"^"'^^

thJ^pi^to^hirth' 'f
"''" ''^ °' '^^ ^''-"^' '°^^-'-i»e piatt to which the slaves were carried. Here was ^'^<^l*l^d

great expanse of rich tropical lands, which had l)ecome -M""'-the property of European peoples. Thes ,a urrT.^?^' '^

Z^^'ftf^''^ ^°-"^' plantation systm^""^-and mo.t of al for growing sugar. If their riches were'to be developed, coloured labour had to be supplied foH .te labour was found wanting in all resp ts I u.0 cured labour was not to be procured on the spot. T e

tie W . I ,

)" T '" "''^P'^"'^'-'^. or they were, like

il
Indian Caribs and the North Ameria^n Indiansa limited numbc-r of fierce, intractable savages. Hence ^

" *" '""'"* '"-fo-, ,ha. f,„„, Africa ..houM ^;:
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Section the labour supply for the New World. The slave ^rade

^^- thus served a useful purpose. Without it. the West Indian

islands and the mainland of tropical and siib-tropicai

America would not have been cultivated. Without it, these

lands would not have been colonised, would not have

been peopled with a race admirably suited to the climate.

Nor were the conditions of linng in the New Wcwld

widely different from those of Africa. The blacks, it is

true, were carried into slavery; but slavery had been uni-

versally prevalent in the land of their birth. In Africa

the weaker negro races were slaves of the stronger, in

America they were slaves of European masters. They

were set to profitable work in their new homes, they

formed part of organised communities, they exchanged

spasmodic and useless servitude for the settled routine of

plantation life.

Circum. As long as the world lasts, there will ever be abundant

*'*!'?'"
,. evidence that some races are superior to others; and, as

wkuh ledto
, ... . , ,

the slai't long as such evidence exists, there must be consciousness

trade. qJ superiority among some races and of inferiority among

others. It is not a long step from this position to the

assumption, that the white man should always rule and the

black man should always serve ; and from such an assump-

tion may easily be deduced a further conclusion, that force

should be used to ensure service, to make the coloured

man fulfil the purpose for which he might be presumed to

be most suited by nature. This in past times was the

apology for slavery.

Thedis- From the days of the Romans down to the fifteenth

'th*^ft- tl
'^^"^"'y' ^^^ peoples of Western Europe were never broui,'ht

century into contact with uncivilised coloured races. They fought

Rtt't •
^"^ traded with Eastern nations, but they fought and traded

brought with them as equals. The Saracen was at least as civilised

^o'^fveftern
^^ ^^^ Crusader, the Moor was more civilised than the Gothic

Europe noble of Spain. If Christians took Mohammedans captive.
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rival races and rival r^.\Z -7 'f^V^^^^on between _m_

^^^^^t^-^^tr -Tt ;:::;;
;='

tnat perish. Even M-here a civilisation was found like thatot the Aztecs ic was rl^nrlv k,o a
' ^^

sense or suejrestin? favonr.h)
^PP^.*""fi^ «o any hi-her

tvpes of life In n./
^o'nparison ^vith European

A^ric tere Z^:ZT'\ "V°''^ ^^ ^^"^ -^'' ^>^-
ofmn u ^ '"^" ^™'" beyond the seas bold '^^"'^^
^tronp, enthusiastic, but withal half-civilised th^S T '""'"""•W-
and brutal, fanaticil tn fK« i

7";'^'"*^^ themselves, fierce cfe;,ej!rsf

life was fo ce Ton,
'^'^'''' ^^^ '^^^- «'" -hose ^'r^'"'ii'e was lorce. Bond-service and villeinaee had lnn„ i

'^^"*-

an integral element in th^ c^ •
1

^ °"° ''<^^" '"'"'''^ '«/"

.lav.r,.;.
^°"^' ">«'«'" of Europe and ^A''-« «'"'

slavery was countenanced at once by custom and bv reH^ion
'""'""'

>ii«.ed
.„ cocasL, lofltyfrilar'

''"''^'' '^'''^''

y bnng „„re gam ,„ ,he f„,„,e. On >l,e other .id?

I
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Section were ranged not only the lowest impulses—greed, luxury, and

II' sensual slothful enjoyment—but also higher motives, strangely

enlisted on the side of wrong. The enslaving of the body

might, it was thought, bring about the saving of the soul.

So Prince Henry of Portugal rejoiced over the firslfruits of

kidnapping in West Africa, and the Poimj contributed his bless-

ing. Las Casas, noblest of philanthropists, yearned to save the

miserable remnant of worked-out Indians from the inhumanity

of his countrymen, and hence he suggested to the Spanish

government the African slave trade as the lesser of two evils.

The Spaniards and Portuguese, the first two p)coples who

foumi their way to Africa and America, and who went

raw nil I j' among negroes and Indians, had a strong strain

of ferocity in iheir national character. Their training had

hardened and intensified their disposition, and they became

rutliless, masterfi fanatics. Of ail Euroj)eans, they were

least likely to deal out either just or kindly treatment to those

who crossed their onward path. In their case too, as in that

of other peoples, the udveniurers who went to distant lands

were in large measure men who had sinned against society

at home. Condemned criminals were sent out from Spain

to con(iuer and colonise America. Convicts and outlaws

formed u great proportion of the Portuguese settlers in Africa '.

At all times, even in an age of steam and of telegraphs, it is

diflicult for a government constantly to keep full control over

its subjects beyond the seas. In the early days of discovery

and adventure, control of any kind was well nigh impossible.

Thus the worst specimens of cruel peoples went in and out

among natives ; the new conditions of their lives encouraged

all their vices ; they became more and more faiuiliar»M'd to

constant brutality ; their bad deeds were done, before the news

of them reached the earst)f the government at home ; and laws

and regulations, framed for restraining their inhumanities, were

framed for men who were out of sight and out of reach.

' See above, pp. 49, 56, 58 note.
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Of thcM two peoples the Portuguese ^vere the slave traders. C.u.tkkThey ounc^ .„ Africa the source of supply, and they suppli d "'

ot only the Spanish colonies but also their o'n gr^at T-.T^
c e,.ndeney of lirazil. Tl.e .lave trade was well suited to

^^-"<^-'

It tJ.e> combined oppressive ownership of lower races with
/^^'>"'«

a lorm of commerce. It was nnt nniv „^. 1 u
•'^''»'''

ilicm hilt ^vo..i., •. J ,
'^ "°' abhorrent to traders.tnun, but exactly suited their inclinations.

It .s not unfair to say that the Northern races of Europe Tkeare on the whole more humane than the Southern andX ^^^>'-
sense of freedom was far stronger in EncrHnH J A"//""/
Netherlands than in Spain or Porfuga

"
ThT." pL h^

"Xr"
traders to Africa, as has been seen' would 1 ve nothing"*"-say to enslaving the natives, and Hawkins ws almost

long >tars. How came it then that our own countrvmenm the.r turn, to their eternal disgrace, meddled :rth?s'

^vuh natives, and deteriorated in consequence Th! ZT , '"r

""

- that diey owned colonies in th^^uS' ^^^'^^t.
fi s Enghshmen came and looked on Africa and the Africanand went the.r way; others came and came again- h".aw accustomed to what had at first disgusted Them- h v

::.^d Vi' '''^"T'
^"^"^^'^"^ ^^' ^-« -'' -

Vf ' i^^
^ T '"^'"'^'^ ^'"' '^'^ '^^"^"•''•on^ of WestAfrican life, as with the malaria of the Vest Afrir.n .1-

'"ey touched pitch themselves and were dfi." ^^-me time while constant contact with coloured mn wa

hl'S rV';
"^'^^--'^ onowering the Ero^a

fo Ti . Lt
'"^'^'/°^°"'^«' -"<^ --^"i'^g out for laboutheir plantations. It was impossible to depend on white

-I
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Section labour, forced or free. Tl»c quantty to be obtained was

;;• not suflicicnt, the kind was olivously unsuiicd to the climate.

As philanthropy C( mhined with interest to substitute negro

lal)Ourer.s for the natives in the Spanish colonics, so the

same combination of motives dictated the employment of

coloured workmen in the plantations of the tropical and

sub-tropical colon es of Great Britain, in preference to Fnglish,

Scotch, or Irish employds, whether they were convicts, or

()oliti('al prisoners, or frer mi i under contract of servi '

for a term of years. But to import free East Indian labour

in those days was out of the question. The age was not

one for a carefully rcj,'ulatcd •system of indentured Coolies,

such as was devised when nepro slavery had become a thing

of the past. The English had barely even a foothold in

India. They had no command whatever of the labour

market of that country; and, if they could have procured

the labourers, the expense of carrying them to America

would have been prohibitive. They were obliged to turn

to Africa, and in Africa the workman was a slave and

could only be procured as a slave. Englishmen were there-

fore face to face with the alternatives of carrying their own

slaves, or of leaving the traffic in the hands of some other

European nation. Humanity was not likely to he served

by the latter course, and the former course offered a new

and profitable opening for British merchants and British

sailors. Thus it was in the natural order of things that

the English l>ecame sl.ive traders.

It is impossible then to resist the conclusion, that the

slave trade was inevitable, and that it provided the material

by which tropical America was developed and was colonised,

and without which developemcnt and colonisation would have

A'esiilts of been impossible. But such an admission involves no denial

\radr'' of its hideous atrocities, or of the evil which it brought on

every country and every people which had part and lot in

its wickedness and its shame. In America, it produced
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economy, wh.ch make the present anxious and the fuTuaal uncertam. In Africa, it stereotyped savagery, it p^ral^dmdustry. u created such nonstrosities as tllgrrler
of Da^jomcy it made the land which Europeans LtS.n modern history the darkest and most degraded part of Je«^rld. But worst of all. it tainted and lo:crcd the^^^^^^^^^
of Europe, u ran directly counter to freedom, to humanityo every noble impulse of growing races and moving Urn

!'

ami u left a mark of infamy on English history. w1.ich L'chromcler can minimise and no apologist erase.
The slave trade began when the sailors of Prince »Ie„rv n,of Portugal brought back negroes from Africa to E^ o^J^K;^'at first obtaining them through the Moors, and afterwa ds

'"^'
carrying them off from their own coun ry. The pj'
received these firstfruits of the traffic, whicl/was nc'f ^a posMble means of saving souls; and Prince Hen y..m^clf encouraged it. taking by way of royalty a certa n.upon.o„ of each batch of slaves. It is due. hoL^he Irince s memory to record, that he framed regulatLnl

^71 %'" " ^'"^'^ ^"^—'- cruelty on rpan of the Portuguese slave dealers, and laid down t

at the island of Arguin. instead of being hunted and kMnapped along the African coast.
^'

Indeed the guilt and shame of the slave trade, with all

n u, rather than on their rulers or statesmen c .A \X.-„. .fuse. ,„ c„„„.„a„ee i... [tlhr Ten'rX5^-
I A lions of the
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filled the papal chair in the years 1513-22, issued a Bull

against slavery. Charles the Fifth, in 1542, prohibited the

traffic for the time being, and ordered that all the slaves

in Spanish America should be set free; and Queen Eliza-

beth, again, is said to have rated the first English slave

trader, John Hawkins*. It is true that such prohibitions

were temporary and spasmodic, and that, as a rule, the

various European governments authorised the trade. But

they followed in the matter, they did not lead; they were

overborne by economic forces, and by national interests;

and, when they interfered, the interference was frequently

on the side of humanity

Before Prince Henry died, some 700 or 800 negroes

were, it is said, imported every year from Africa into

Portugal; and, as America was not discovered for another

thirty years, the number of slaves in Portugal at the end

of the fifteenth century must have been considerable.

Reasons of economy, if not of humanity, must sooner or

later have put an end to the employment of slaves in

Europe, where there were too many white workmen already

on the spot to make black labour profitable. Consequent!}-,

if the New World had not been discovered, the slave trade

would probably never have amounted to more than supplying:

the great houses of Spain and Portugal with a limited

number of black domestic servants.

But America was discovered ; and, as the Spaniards began

to work the mines or Hispaniola, the necessity for stronger

workmen than the native Indians became apparent. Accord-

ingly, as early as 1503, some Africans appear to have been

imported into the island from Portugal. Eight years later,

in 151 1, King Ferdinand formally authorised their importa-

tion in larger numbers ; and from this time onward, for three

centuries, a constant current of forced black labour poured

from Africa into the New World.

* See however, above, p. 54-
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went on, however, and as the European settlements in

America grew and multiplied, the direct trade between

Africa and America increased, with the result that the slavers

and their ships and freight rarely came into European ports,

where they might have been inspected and supervised by

the governments, under whose authority they plied their

trade.

A demand for miners first brought Africans to America,

but it was the rise of the plantation system, and most of all

the development of sugar-growing, which gave the greatest

impulse to the slave trade. Before the middle of the six-

teenth century, the cultivation of the sugar-cane became an

important industry in Br? W ; and from that country, about

the year 1640, a Dutchman is said to have introduced into

the English colony of Barbados the art of sugar-making S

which the Brazilian colonists had turned to good account.

From this time onward, the West Indian colonies absorbed

an ever-growing number of negro slaves. In Hispaniola,

sugar plantations took the place of silver mines ;
over half

of the island French rule was substituted for Spanish:

Africans multiplied, where native Indians had been extv^r-

minated; and the desolated land became, under the name of

St. Domingo, the most prosperous agricultural settlement in

the West Indies. To Jamaica, once a neglected dependency

of Spain, sugar-planting and negro labour gave wealth and

power, and for many years Kingston harbour was a great

distributing centre of the slave trade. Barbados became and

has ever remained a marvel for the density of its population

and the developement of its soil ; and into every island in

turn working colonists were imported, to grow sugar for

European markets, and to make money for European owners

of American lands and African men.

Before the West Indies were thus transformed, the Portu-

guebe in Africa, like the Spaniards in America, had had

' See vol. ii. of this work, pp. 64 and 178.
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bitterness and sorrow to after-generations. Cromwell was

not the man to leave the carrying trade of Great Britain

and her colonies in the hands of a rival nation ;
and the first

of the Navigation Acts, which was passed by the Government

of the Commonwealth in 1651, was dii.-cted against the

Dutch. His measures were continued after his death, and

the British slave trade came into being as an integral part of

a national commercial policy.

In 1662, the fhikd African company received its charter

from Charles the becond, under the title of 'The company

of Royal Adventurer, of England trading to Africa.' It was

under distinguished patronage, one of the members being the

King's brother, the Duke of York, afterwards James the

Second ; and it contracted to supply three thousand slaves

annually to the British colonies in the West Indies. Thus

the slave trade was sanctioned by the Government in the

most direct and formal manner, and the Royal family of

England thought it no shame to take part in the traffic.

The time when Englishmen refused to deal in human beings

had p.,.-.sed away. Evil communications had corrupted good

manners, and now the carrying of negroes from Africa to

America had become a matter of prime interest to the British

government and the British nation. The company was not

successful. The Dutch were in force on the West C:oast of

Africa, thwarting and injuring their English rivals. Their

depredations brought on open war from 1665 to 1667 ;
and,

in 1672, the adventurers were glad '0 surrender their charter

to the Crown, and to dispose of their property and interest to

the fourth African company, incorporated in the same year

under the title of the Royal African company of England.

The new company is said to have numbered among its

members the King himself, as well as the Duke of York.

Its charter was most comprehenr-ive, conferring upon it

exclusive rights over the whole coast of Africa, from the port

of Sallee in South Barbary to the Cape of Good Hope, for
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'e to all British subjects. The statute took effect

4, 1698, and remained in force for fourteen

African ti

_ from Jui

years, till June 24, 171 2. It empowered any British subject

to trade from England or from the American planta-

tions to Africa, but it enacted that all traders should pay

an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent, on any exports to

Africa, the proceeds of which were to be applied by the

company to the maintenance of the forts and garrisons upon

the coast, which gave protection to all alike.

Up to this date the English slave traders had in the main

confined themselves to supplying slaves to the British

colonies; for, though in 1689 the African company entered

into an agreement with the Spanish government to supply

the Spanish colonies in the West Indies with negroes from

Jamaica, the French were, at the end of the seventeenth

century, the principal importers of slaves into Spanish

Statistics of kmtnc2.. Official returns published in 1789, in the report

the British
f ^j^^ -p^- Council on the Trade to Africa ', showed that,

slave trade •' ,-,-.,. 1 • j >- z-

at the end in the years 1679-1688, the English imported 46.396

f'enteenth
n^g^oes into the colonies, the African company shipping

century. slaves between 1680 and 1688 at a rate varying from 5,000

to 9,000 per annum ; that, in the period from January

1 680-1 to February 4, 1688-9, 15,872 slaves were sold in

Tamaica by the company, at an average price per slave of

£13. I J. 9</.; and that, between 1698 and 1707, the company

and private traders combined landed in the plantations abou

25,000 negroes per annum. Thus, by the beginning of th

eighteenth century, the British slave trade had grown to ver-.

large dimensions.

From the year 1713 onward, the English took the lead in

catering for the colonies of other nations in addition to

their own. In July of that year the peace of Utrecht was

signed, the twelfth article of which confirmed the famous

Assiento contract already concluded in the preceding March.

' Part iv. Tables No. 5 and No. 25.

The Peace

of Utrecht

and the

Assiento

contract.
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The Act, which gave the African company the proceeds of

the ad valorem duty on exports to Africa, expired in 1 7 1 2 ;

and thereafter, while the trade remained open to all British

subjects, the expense of keeping up the forts fell upon the

company alone. Unable to bear the constant loss which

ensued, they petitioned Parliament in 1729, and the House of

Commons pa .sed resolutions to the effect that the African

trade ought to remain open to all, that it ought not to be

taxed for the upkeep of the forts, that the forts should be

maintained ' as marks of the possessions of Great Britain,'

and that an allowance should be made for their maintenance '.

The sum of £10,000 was accordingly voted for this

puriK)se, and a similar grant was made annually, with two

or three exceptions, for the next twenty years. Still the

company did not thrive, and, in 1749, a further memorial

was presented to Parliament. The result was two Acts of

i-arliament, one passed in 1750, the other in 1752. The

preamble of the lormer Act * recited that * the trade to and

from Africa is very advantag(>ous to Great Britain, and

necessary for supplying the plantations and colonies thereunto

belonging with a suflicient number of negroes at reasonable

rates, and for that purpose the said trade ought to be free and

open to all His Majesty's subjects'; and it went on to enact

that all His Majesty's subjects trading to Africa ' shall for ever

hereafter be a body corporate and politic in '•ame and in deed

by the name of the Company of Merchants tic. ling to Africa.'

Such was the system devised to take the place of the old African

company. A new corporation was formed, but it was pro-

hibited from trading in a corporate capacity; its member-

ship was open to all British traders to Africa on payment of

a fee of 40^ ; and its affairs were to be managed by a com-

' See the report of 1789, part i, paper entitled :
* An account of the

most material proceedings that have been had in the House of Commons
relative to the African trade.'

' 23 Geo. II. cap. 31.
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war and kept up by war, it depended on a set of conditions

utterly opposed to progressive development of lands and

peoples. A thriving trade in «ome agricultural or mineral

commodity brings in its train other subsidiary sources of

wealth ; but f' profit derived from trading in aien was paid,

so to speak, out of capital, and was acquired only by

draining a continent of its labour supply and checking
'\i\ ^crt«it'all legitimate industries. The second reason was, that the
tto mo- 1 • 1 «• • • . . .

»upolyu<ai
comjKinies engaged m the trafiiL were m the eighteenth

aiJoweJ. century face to face with unlimited competition. In old

days a charter as a rule implied exclusive privileges; but,

during the greater part of its existence, the Royal African

company was expressly prohibited from enjoying any

monoj. )ly; and the association of merchants which took

its place was forbidden to trade at ail as a corporate body.

Rcasonv'hy Why, in an age of monoiolies, was free trade in the case of

Africa not only not discountenanced but actually insisted

upon by the British government and the British nation?

The answer is, that the numbers interested in the African

trade were too great for any chartered company to "oniend

with and exclude. The London, Liverpool, and Bristol

merchants were determined that no company should have

exclusive rights to trade to or from the West Coast of

Africa ; and, strong as was their opposition to any monopoly,

the opposition of the American colonists was still stronger.

To the planters in the West Indian islands cheap labour

was a necessary of life. Barbados thrived, while the

carrying trade was open to all nations and negroes were

imported by the Dutch. Its prosperity waned, when the

Navigation laws broke down freedom of transport, and when
English African companies for a while, though only for a

while monopolised the slave trade. The. law of 1 750, whose

pn. wble has been quoted above, recited that the African

trade ought to be free and open, with a view tc supplying

the plantations 'with a sufficient number of negroes at

monopoly
was fro
hihitcJ.

I'he

Planters

required
cheap

labour.
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administration, which would regulate their dealings by fixed

rules. Hence no pressure was put upon the Government

to annex territory and to exercise sovereignty; and the

British parliament was well content with subscribing to keep

up a trade which was a matter of national interest, without

also pursuing a policy of annexation.

It has been noticed that, in 1729, the House of Commons

resolved that the West African forts ought to be maintained

' as marks of the possessions of Great Britain.' The original

resolution was to the effect that these forts were necessary

for securing the African trade, and the substitution of the

words quoted may be taken as an indication of some feeling

at the time in favour of asserting British sovereignty. But,

when African affairs were again brought to the notice of

Parliament in 1749, the phrase was struck out, and protection

of trade remained the only reason alleged for the intervention

ofGovernment. Again, after the peace of 1763, the northern

part of West Africa, including the Gambia, was placed under

the direct control of the Crown ; but twenty years later it

was handed back to the company; aiid, even after the

company had been dissolved in 182 1, and the forts on

the Gold Coast placed under a formally organised colonial

administration, they were, six years later, once more trans-

ferred for a while to the custody and control of African

merchants : so hesitating was the action of the Government,

so entirely was West Africa considered to be a sphere of

British trade, not an integral part of the British dominions.

It is very difficult to asertain even approximately the

number of negroes whom the slave-traders carried off year

by year from Africa to the New World. It has been seen

that, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, the total

annual number carried into the plantations in British vessels

was estimated at 25,000.* The possession of the Assiento

1 See above, p. 84.
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Section Church jf England, author of the 'Negro's and Indian's

..• Advocate,' who had seen in Virginia the fruits of the slave

trade, and Richard Baxter, the great Nonconformist divine.

In 1750 Montesquieu, in the ' Esprit deslois,' wrote aerainst

slavery in every form ; and, at a later dale, his countrymen

Lafayette, Condorcet, and others, who formed the Society of

the Amis des Noirs, made common cause with the English

enemies of the trade. In 1761 the Quakers began to protest,

the VVesleyans followed suit, and Bishop Warburton from the

pulpit proclaimed the slave trade to be contrary to all law

human and Divine. In the years 1769-17 72 occurred the

celebrated trial, brought on at the instance of Granville Sharp,

when Lord Mansfield and his brother judges decided that

a slave on setting foot in England became free and could

not be carried back to slavery. Four years later, in 1776,

the first—an ineffectual—resolution against the slave trade

was moved in the House of Commons ; and, in 1788. owing

to the efforts of Granville Sharp, Clarkson, Wilberforce, and

others, who had formed themselves into a private society for the

Abolition of the trade, the Committee of the Privy Council

for Trade and Foreign Plantations was directed by Order

in Council to hold an enquiry into the subject. The
evidence which was taken, and which was presented to the

House in 1789, contained, as might have been expected,

many contradictory statements, and the witnesses on behalf of

the slave-traders maintained that the traffic was carried on

with all humanity. But the real test of a system is whether

or not gross abuses can be practised under it, and, tried bv

this standard alone, the slave trade stood in the light of

abundant evidence hopelessly condemned. The horrors of

the Middle Passage were duly entered in print, and the

evidence went further to prove that. the mortality among

the English sailors employed on the slave ships was very

high, so that the cause of the negro slaves was helped by

compassion for tiie men who were paid to carry them in;o
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Section supplemented in the next year by two laws, one prohibiting

_}li_ British subjects from carrying slaves to any foreign country

or colony, the other making it illegal for any new vessels to

be employed in the traffic; and at length, m 1807, after Pitt

had died and Fox had died, without seeing the end of the

wearisome parliamentary struggle, Lord Grenville's Act for

ihe abolition of the slave trade, emanating, be it noted, from

the House of Lords, was carried through both Houses and

received the Royal assent. By this Act the African slave trade,

as far as Great Britain, her subjects, and her colonies were

concerned, became, from May i, 1807, • utterly abolished,

prohibited, and declared to be unlawful '; and the same Act

broke for ever the chain, which had so long linked together

in an unlovely bond the history of West Africa and that of

the West Indies.

' The evil that men do lives after them,' but the doers are

spared by death from seeing and feeling the full consequences

of their crimes. For peoples there is no such merciful

dispensation. They reap in bitterness what they have sown,

they cannot cancel the past, or lightly regenerate scenes of

former misrule. For a century and a half the English had

taken a foremost place in keeping the West Coast of Africa

as a preserve for catching, buying, and selling men. They

had discouraged peace and the arts of peace. They had

encouraged raiding and war. They had invited the native

races to prey on one another; and, th'^ugh in the end they

abolished the slave trade and reversed their policy, they

could not undo the mischief which that policy had wrought.

West Africa was left as a dead weight on their hands,

profiUess, helpless, well nigh hopeless, disorganised, demor-

alised, with its natural barbarism artificially intensified.

Eighty years and more have passed ^ince the date of the

Abolition Act, English lives have been lost, and English money

has been spent, in trying to bring peace and order and

industry into lands which were taught to know none of these
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Down to the present centur}^, the slave trade was the

central poin' in West African history. All ot lor events

were grouped round it, and its exigencies determined the

relations of the various European powers to each other in

Africa. For this reason it seemed necessary to give a con-

tinuous sketch of it' rise and fall, which must now be

supplemented by some notice of the wars, the treaties, and

the international dealings which it involved.

North of the Gulf of Guinea, the English have from first

to last been brought most into contact and conflict with

the French. On the coast of the Gulf of Guinea their

chief rivals till little more than twenty years ago were the

Dutch. It will be remembered that the company of 1618

established themselves at two points in West Africa, on

the Gambia, and at Cormantine on the Gold Coast '. The

fort at the latter place, a few miles to the east of Cape

Coast Castle, was kept up in spite of the dissolution of

the company; and, with some minor factories on the same

coast, was in British hands in the year 1662, when the

new company of Royal Adventurers took over the African

trade of Great Britain. Hard by Cormantine was Moiirec.

where, as we have seen'', the Dutch in 1624 built their

first stronghold in Guinea. Thus side by side the two

peoples planted themselves upon the Guinea coast. The

' Above, pp. 57-8. * Above, p. 65.
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against the Netherlands at the beginning of 1665, and

thus questions arising out of the Guinea trade brought on

open hostilities between the two leading naval powers of

Europe.

It was a memorable struggle—this war which originated on

the West Coast of Africa. It was fought out on the sea, on the

coasts of England and Holland, in African waters, in the

East Indies, on the Hudson river, on the shores of Guiana,

and among the West Indian islands. The great Dutch

admiral De Ruyter was everywhere, at one time on the Guinea

coast, at another raiding the Leeward Islands and threatening

Barbados, and again sailing up the Thames and Medway,

while Monk hard pressed could scarce keep London safe.

Long before the two governments had finally broken with

each other, their subjects in foreign parts had come to open

warfare. For a while the flowing tide was with the English.

In the autumn of 1663, an expedition was sent out to West

Africa to protect British trade. Its con mander. Captain

Holmes ', took all the Dutch forts upon the Gold Coast with

the exception of the two strongest, the fort at Axim and the

Castle of Elmina. Off Cape Verde, he laid low the twin forts

Nassau ^, which the Netherlanders had built on the island of

Goree ; and at the Gambia, he founded Fort James on an

islet in the river, about 20 miles from its mouth, 'for the

principal seat of the English commerce and to secure their

new conquests over the Hollanders on this coast V The

conquests however were short-lived. In the summer of 1664

Holmes sailed west for the Hudson, where the days of

the Dutch colony of New Netherlands were rapidly being

numbered; and almost immediately De Ruyter made good

his countrymen's losses in Africa, recovering every Dutch fort

' Afterwards Admiral Sir Robert Holmes. See Die... of National

Biography, s. v.

' One on the hill and one on the plain (Barbot, p. 20).

' Barbot, p. 74.
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century, on the West Coast of Africa, fire-eating Dutch and

Fnglish captains protested loudly from their ships and forts,

and backed up their protestations with gun and sword,

regardless of the responsibilities which they were entailing on

their respective governments. There is no rivalry more

unscrupulous, no jealousy more bitter than that between

traders of different races in foreign parts, and the servants

of the Dutch West India Company on the one hand and

the English Adventurers on the other hammered at each

other, until their quarrels and reprisals brought on a world-

wide war.

When peace was restored, the Dutch were in a far stronger

position than the English ; but, with the incorporation of the

Royal African company, B/itish prospects improved. Forts

were built at Accra, Dixcove, Winnebah, Secondee, Com-

mendah, and Annamaboe on the Gold Coast : and further to

the east, on the Slave Coast, a post was established at Whydah,

the chief centre of the slave trade. Cape Coast Castle itself

was at the same time strengthened and enlarged, until it ranked

second only to the Dutch stronghold at Elmina ; and here

the Agent General of the British company resided, with the

title of ' General of Guinea from Sierra Leone to Angola'.'

Thus the English drew up level with the Dutch in West

Africa, and more than a hundred years passed before any

serious difficulty again arose between the two nations in

African waters.

North of the Gold Coast, Dutch and English alike had to

reckon with the French, who, under Louis the Fourteenth

and his minister Colbert, were making a bold bid for colonial

trade and colonial empire. Following the example of the

Dutch, Colbert, in 1664-5, incorporated two great exclusive

companies, one for the East and one for the West. The

West India company, in which the old Dieppe and Rouen

company was merged *, wa" given the sole right to trade, in

lisi

Barbot, p. 170. See above, p. 62.
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Section one of the most important strongholds, if not the moat im-

,,' portant, of the French in West Africa, 8utx>rdinate only to

St. Louis on the Senegal, which was, as Barbot tells us,

the usual residence of the Director or General Agent of the

French company. In addition, the French ..ad a station

on the Gambia, at a place called Albreda over against

the English Fort James; and about the same date, in 1685,

they appear to have carried on trade in the Bissos or Bissagos

islands, lower down the coast, off the mouth of the Rio Grande,

though here, as on the Gambia, they were less successful

than the English.

The short life of the French West India company has

been taken as an illustration of the fault, which more than all

others marred the colonial enterprise of France, the want of

a continuous settled policy, as opposed to a series of schemes

generally well conceived, often brilliantly executed, but on

the other hand rarely persisted in for a long time on the

same lines, modified, amplified, or reversed, according to the

whims and caprices of the French r er^ for the time Leing,

Curiously enough this criticism di. s na ap^^ ^ to the main

course of French history in West Airica. Here they seem

to have from the first marked out for themselves a well-

defined sphere. That sphere was the Senegal river and the

surrounding districts, and they kept themselves on the whole

steadily within its limits. Judged at the present time, with

reference alike to past history and to future prospects, the

French in Senegambia have on the whole achieved distinct

success, as compared not only with the work of rival

European nations in West Africa, but also with their own

doings in other parts of the world. This result may be

attributed to the fact, that on the African const they measured

their interests correctly, and moved fouvard neither too fast

nor too far. Though their traders were among the first to

exploit the Guinea coast", there were no French forts or

' See above, pp. 15, 53, 60.
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a footing on the Senegal ; on the Gambia, on the other hand,

the French had their factory of Albreda, while Dutch and

Portuguese also canio trading up this latter river *.

There was no rest for the English in West Africa. War
wiui the Dutch on the Gold Coast was followed by war with

the French in Senegambia. In 1692, an English expedition

from the Gambia took Goree and St. Louis from the French
;

but St. Louis was retaken at once, and Goree in the following

year. In 1695 came the turn of the French, who levelled

Fort James to the ground. It appears to have been soon

rebuilt, for it is stated to have been again twice* taken by

the French between the peace of Ryswick in 1697 and the

treaty of Utrecht in 1 713. In the eleventh article of the

latter treaty, mention is made of some outstanding French

claim in connexion wiih the capitulation of the 'castle of

Gambia.'

This then was the position of affairs on the West Coast

of -Jrica in the early years of the eighteenth century, that

century of great wars and of the slave trade. North of the

Gold Coast, the two leading nations were the French and the

English. They alone had fortified posts on the Senegal and

Gambia and the adjoining coasts, though there were Dutch

and Portuguese traders also on ihe scene, who possibly

maintained some factories of small account. On the Gold

Coast there was a strange medley of nations, but among
them the Dutch and the English held the strongest forts,

while the French had no fortification at all.

West African history was slowly shaping itself according

to the course of events in Europe, the English gaining

strength on the Gold Coast as compared with the Dutch,

and in Senegambia competing, sometimes defeated, sometimes

' The English however were far stronger on the Gambia than other
Europeans. Writing in 1682, Barbot (p. 75) speaks of the French as
having an inconsiderable trade here in comparison of the English, whu

are almost as {^ood as masters of the river.'

' Probably in 1702 and 1709, but the dates are not very clear.

\\
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1872 the English took over the Dutch forts on the Gold
Coast, it was found that the Dutch were still paying an
annual subsidy to the King of Ashantee, which, though stated

not to have been of the nature of a rent or tribute, had been
paid from time immemorial to the neighbouring chiefs, and
was at least evidence of insecurity of tenure '. In fact, these

payments were intended in one form cr another simply to

safeguard trade: companies were concerned, not govern-

ments : factories were in case, not colonies : ownership or

no ownership, trade was the one thing needful, and without

the goodwill of the natives no trade could be carried on *.

The Treaty of Utrecht, by confirming the grant of the

Assieno contract to the Royal African company, placed the

English in front of their rivals on the West Coast of Africa.

Out of this contract arose war with Spain ', but no serious

complication on the coast with either French or Dutch i=

recorded until the time of the Seven Years' War. The
schedule of the Act of 1752 *, which completed the dissolution

of the African company, enumerated the forts of the company
according to a survey which had been held in 1749. They
were nine in all ; eight on or near the Gold Coast, viz. Cape
Coast Castle, Commendah,Secondee,Dixcove,Tantumquerry,
Winnebah, Accra, and Whydah ; and James island, as it was

styled, on the Gambia. There were no doubt also subsidiary

factories, but none others that were garrisoned or fortified.

French here, for the privilege of their factory and trade, pay to the King
of Senega sixteen in the hundred for hides, ... the I'ortuguese paid
but ten when they traded here, and but little for other commodities.'

See Parliamentary Paper, c. 670 (1873), ' correspondence relative to
the cession of the Dutch settlements on the West Coast of Africa,' nnd see
below, pp. 133-4.

"^ Meredith in his Account of the Gold Coast of Africa (iSi'\
pp. 103-4 note, writes: 'We appear to claim no right of conquestm Africa, as far as it respects the natives. The company pay ground-
rent and water-custom at most of their settlements. The forts have been
maiiitamcd for the purpose of trade only.'

" See above, p. 85.
* 25 Geo. H. cap. 40. See above, p. 87.
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Thus for the time being the French were entirely driven

out of West Africa'.

In 1 763 the peace of Paris was signed. The tenth article

restored Goree to France ' in the condition it was in when
conquered,' but confirmed to Great Britain, ' in full right,'

' the river Senegal with the forts and factories of St. Louis,

Podor, and Galam, and with all the rights and dependencies
of the said river Senegal.' Judged by the light of subsequent
events, it was a stupid, ill-advised provision, one of those com-
promises inevitably leading to future trouble, for which the

English seem to have a perfect genius, and examples of which
might be almost indefinitely multiplied from the annals of

colonial history.

Treaties should be the end, not the beginning of strife.

There must, it is true, be a certain amount of compromise,
but the arrangement need not be so framed as to invite

further friction. By this very treaty of Pr-'s Great Britain

took the whole of Canada
;

yet, as though deuberately to sow
the seeds of future dissension, the French fishing rights on
the coast of Newfoundland were fully confirmed, and the

islets of St. Pierre and Miquelon were ceded to France. In

West Africa, if Great Britain had kept all her conquests, the

connexion of France with this part of the world would have

been for the time being, and m-ght have been for all time,

completely broken; if, on the other hand, the French forts

had all been given back, French and English s^ heres of

influence in Africa might have been definitely marked off

with some hope of finality. As it was, the Senegal was
taken, and Goree was left, a position near enough to the

Senegal to make the recovery of the river an ever-present

object to the French, and strong enough to facilitate that

recovery at a convenient season.

' An account of these operations on the West Coast of Africa will be
found m Smollett's History, chips, xxvii and xxi.x. Sec also the Annual
Register for 1 758, p. 75, to which there is an interesting note.
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of the differences which had arisen between the English

African company Jind the Di .h West India company,

' relative to then avigation on the coasts of Africa, as also on

the subject of Cape Apollonia.' The forts were duly restored

in the following year.

The last great struggle came on between England and

France, and West Africa was involved in the war. In i8oo,

and again in 1804, th.. English took Goree, and in 1809

St. Louis also; but the treaties of 1814 and 1815, which, as

far as West Africa was concerned, revived the peace of

Versailles, gave them back to France, and in 1817 the

English evacuated them for the last time.

In 1786, in spite of the treaty of Versailles, the French re-

established themselves at their old post of Albreda on the river

Gambia. They justified their action by contending that,

though the treaty guaranteed the Gambia to Great Britain,

the river only began at James island, which is really about

twenty miles from the mouth, and that therefore they

were free to build a fort at or slightly below that point.

After 1814 they returned to Albreda, and maintained their

position there down to the year 1857, when they finally left

the river, as a set-off against the abandonment by the English

of their trading rights at Portendik.

Before the eighteenth century had quite passed away, two

events occurred in West Africa, which were signs of the

coming time. In 1787, the year in which the first British

colonists were sent to Australia, a beginning was made of

a settlement at Sierra Leone. It was intended to be an

asylum for negroes, who had been brought over or had found

their way over to England from America or the West Indies,

and who, on landing in England, had gained their freedom,

and gaining it had been left to starve. For their benefit,

a tract of land was bought from the natives on the peninsula

of Sierra Leone ; and, at the instance and under the charge

of private philanthropists, but at the expense of the Govern-
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Section gone to any distance from the sea, and, at the end of the

J|- eighteenth century, hardly more was known of the interior of

Africa than had been known two hundred years before.

Some advance had been made by the French on the Senegal

between 1697 and 1720, when Andr^ Brue, Director of

the French Senegal company, carried French influence as far

up the river as M^dine, 625 miles from St. Louis ; and, about

the same date, an English exploring expedition was sent up

the Gambia. But, whatever scanty knowledge experts may

have thus gained, to the ordinary public Africa was a sealed

book, and the great West African river of the Niger was

wrapped in a kind of legendary obscurity, such as even in

our own time shrouded the sources of the Nile. A note to

the Annual Register of 1758' runs as follows: 'The river

Senega or Senegal is one of those channels of the river

Niger, by which it is supposed to discharge its waters into the

Atlantic ocean. The river Niger, according to the best

maps, rises in the east of Africa, and, after a course of 300

miles nearly due west, divides into three branches, the most

northeriy of which is the Senegal as above, the middle is the

Gambia or Gambra, and the most southern Rio Grande.'

Such was the authorised view of the waterways of West

Africa, written at the time when England was well nigh

making the world her own. Three centuries had passed

since Europeans first came to West Africa, and the net

result was the most hopeless ignorance of all beyond the

coast. The reason was, that Africa had never been "alued

for itself, never been more than skirted by traders, whose

interest it was to keep the veil undrawn.

Exactly at the time when the settlement at Sierra Leone

was founded, the African Association, formed to promote

discovery in Africa, began to send out explorers to the north

and west of the continent. The dangers were groat, the

results were small, and one and another lost their lives. .At

• p. 75 ; reference has been made to this note, above, p. 108, note.
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CHAPTER V.

THX BI8X OF THX BBITI8H WX T COAST

8BTTLX1SXNT8.

With the abolition of the slave trade in 1807, the close

of the wars between French and English in 1815, and the

dissolution of the African company in 1821, we enter upon

the Modern history of West Africa, or rather of Europeans

in West Africa. The line is sharply drawn betweeti the

old and the new, more sharply than in other parts of the

world. Nowhere else, perhaps, was there such a complete

break, such an entire reversal of policy and system. The

slave trade disappeared. The connexion between Africa

and America was severed. Companies gradually made way

for Governments. Forts and factories leased from natives

developed into settlements, colonies, and Protectorates,

stretching further and further inland. Europeans ceased

to war perpetually with each other, or to encourage strife

between negro tribes. Their objects and their dealings

were changed. Only there remained the same unhealthy

lands, the same savage races, long made more savage by

the slave trade, and now further demoralised by gin.

The change, which was gradually wrought in and for

West Africa, resulted in more pronounced interference by

the British government; but it must not be overlooked

that in this, as in every other phase of English historj-,

private pioneers first showed the way. Private associatnns

led the battle against the slave trade, and originated the

scheme of a free negro colony at Sierra Leone. A private
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native tribes would be inexpedient; and that the object of

oui policy should be to encourage in the natives the

exercise of those qualities, which may render it possible

for us more and more to transfer to them the adminis-

tration of all the governments, with a view to an ultimate

withdrawal from all, except, probably. Sierra Leone.' Yet,

as a matter of fact, territory has been extended; govern-

ment has been assumed; a long scries of treaties has been

made, perpetually enlarging the sphere of British protection

;

until, at the present day, the British government is far

more deeply and far more definitely involved in West

Africa, than ever it was in the days of the slave trade.

This result has been mainly due to two causes. In the

first place, human nature being what it is, the English had

been too long on the coast to leave it all at once. Even

the Danes and the Dutch, who had for many years fallen

behind in the race of nations, kept a hold on the Gold

Coast, the former people till 1850, the latter till 1872.

Much more then was it impossible for the leading European

power in West Africa by one act to dissolve for ever

a connexion which was two centuries old. But, unless the

knot was cut, unless a wholesale severance was at once

effected, it was absolutely certain that a people which was

still growing, still m^xin^^ forward, voukl, by mere force

of circumstances, be carried along the thorny path which

leads to annexation, to sovereignty whether directly pro-

claimed or partly veiled under the guise of a Protectorate.

In the second place, as England had been most deepi

tainted with the guilt of the slave trade, so she was beyond

all other nations pledged to wip^ it out. Philanthropy is

essentially aggressive, and a nation instinct with the philan-

thropic spirit moves forward fast and far. Sierra Leone

was the outcome of a new-born love for the human race.

If all the forts on the Gold Coast had been given up, if

the Gambia had been left for ever, if Liverpool traders
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Sf-ction as the Gold Coast forts. Both the one and the other

,, were placed under the government of Sierra Leone, which

had become a Crown colony on January i, 1808; and the

whole formed for administrative purposes a single colony,

under the name of the West Africa Settlements.

Thus, for the moment, all vestiges of company rule were

swept away, and the various disjointed dependencies were

united under one administration and under the direct control

of the Crown. It was too good a change to last. Behind

Di^nilties the Gold Coast is the once powerful negro kingdom of

mth the
Ashantee, which had risen on the ruins of other native powers,

and which was, in the early years of the present century,

extending its supremacy to the seaboard over the Fantee tribes.

who claimed and received the ground-rents of Cape Coast

Castle. In 1807, the Ashantees besieged Annamaboe, and,

playing off the Dutch against the English, extorted from

the latter an acknowledgement of their suzerainty over the

coast tribes and a promise to pay to their King tribute or rent

for the forts. Two new invasions took place, in 1814' and

1816 respectively, in the latter of which Cape Coast Castle

was blockaded. In 1 8 1 7, the company, sending an embassy

to the Ashantee capital Coomassie, made a treaty, under

which the authority of the King of Ashantee over the coast

and its native inhabitants was duly recognised, while he on

his side accepted an English resident at his capital. In the

next year, 181 8, the British government interfered for the

first time directly in Gold Coast affairs, and sent an envoy.

Mr. Dupuis, to Coomassie, who made a fresh treaty with the

King. The company appear to have resented the interference

of Government in what they considered their own sphere.

Their agents rejected Dupuis' treaty, and at the same time

refused to carry out the terms of their own, with the result

' In the invasion of 18 14, the Ashantees took the fort of Winnebah, and

killed its commandant Mr. Meredith, the author of' Kn Account of the

Gold Coast of Africa.'
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Section Accra; and finally, in 1827, the governor of the West Africa

,.'
.

Settlements was instructed that, after a short interval had been

allowed for the merchants on the Gold Coast either to remove
or to make arrangements for staying at their own risk, every

fort would be evacuated, every garrison would be withdrawn,

and all civil government would be discontinued.

But the Government was not destined to rid itself of the

Gold Coast. The merchants took over '."he forts, but they

gffvemment ^^^^ ^^em over with what was tantamount to British protection,

on the Gold and with the security of a Parliamentary grant. In October

1828, it was definitely arranged that the government of the

forts should be vested in a committee of London merchants

trading to the Gold Coast, under whom five of the residents

at Cape Coast and Accra should form a local Council of

Administration and a court of Justices of the Peace. The
London committee was to be chosen by the Government,
and the names of the local councillors were to be ap-

proved by the Secretary of State. The authority of the

merchants was not to extend beyond the limits of the forts.

Cape Coast and Accra were to remain nominally depen-

dencies of Sierra Leone, so that British hw would there be

still in force, and felonies and misdemeanours would be tried

bef< 'e the Sierra Leone courts. No rules or appointments

were to be made without the sanction of the Government.
The ports were to be free to all ; and a Parliamentary subsidy

of £4000 per annum was to be allowed for the maintenance

of garrisons and fortifications ». Thus the Gold Coast once

more passed into the hands of merchants, but the merchants

were strictly tied down. The Government nominally retired

from the coast. Virtually it retained t.ie control, and, with

the control, the burden of responsibility.

When a country is uncivilised, a rough and ready adminis-

tration, depending on persons more than on rules, generally

' See the correspondence contained in a House of Commons paper,
dated Feb. 17, 1830, Sierra Leone, No. 57.
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Sfxtion grew up among the savage inhabitants of the Gold Coast.

,,' Their inhuman customs became sensibly modified ; n.nd

Wesleyan missionaries began to spread the knowledge of the

Christian religion, making their way even to the Ashantee

court itself.

But Wes^ Africa could not be wholly civiiised in ten or

twelve years, and meanwhile public opinion was moving on

Complaints in England. Reports came home that the merchants and

1/"'/"/"' ^^^''" representatives on the Gold Coast tolerated domestic

i^ovcrn- slavery, and furnished supplies to the factories and vessels

of foreign slave dealers. These charges against the system

were supplemented by personal accusations against Maclean

himself. In 1840, Dr. Madden, a commissioner of West

Ind' n experience, was sent out on a mission of enquiry, and

on his return the affairs of West Africa were submitted to

a select Committee the House of Commons. The Com-

mittee's report bore strong testimony to the good which

had been done under Maclean's administration. They

recognised, however, that the time had come for a change of

system ; and they held that greater confidence would be felt

in the character and impartiality of the government, if it

were 'rendered completely independent of all connexion

with commerce,' and ' placed in direct and immediate com-

munication with the general government of the empire.'

Accordingly, they recommended that the government of the

British forts upon the Gold Coast should be resumed by the

Crown ; that several of the forts which had been previously

abandoned, such as Apollonia, Winnebah, gnd Whydah,

should be again occupied, and that others should be recon-

structed ; that the ii 'brmal jurisdiction which had grown

up outside the forts should be more accurately defined;

that the Gold Coast should in future be no longer even

nominally dependent upon the government of Sierra Leone

;

and that the Gambia should also be severed from the latter

government.
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sanction to the new arrangements. The first ',
' An Act to

enable Her Majesty to provide for the government of Her
Settlements on the Coast of Africa and in the Falkland

Islands,' recognised by its title the fact that the Crown owned
West African settlements, and empowered the Queen to legis-

late for their good government by Order in Council. The
second", the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1843, legalised

the exercise of British authority and British jurisdiction beyond

the limits of British territory, wherever by treaty or by

usage such authority and jurisdiction had already come
or might afterwards come into being. It was from this

latter Act that the Judicial Assessor on the Gold Coast

derived his powers. Under the jurisdiction thus constituted

the natives on the coast lived and prospered in security

and peace; and in 1844, the year after the Act was

passed, the Fantee tribes in the British Protectorate ex-

ecuted an agreement known as the ' Bond,' by which they

renounced human sacrifices, and agreed that all cases of

murder, robbery, and other serious crime, should be tried

by the officers of the Queen.

Just at the time when these changes were taking place,

the French, it is interesting to note in passing, began to gain

a footing on the coast of the Gulf of Guinea. In 1843, they

established a post at Assinee, at the western extremity of the

Gold Coast, near the spot where, in the eariy days of the

eighteenth century, there had been a short-lived French

factory *
; and one of the native kings of the district is stated

to have accepted French protection. They came, it would

seem, in the hope of exporting gold; and, although little

resulted from the enterprise at the ti ae, for a few years later the

station was said to have been virtually abandoned, they never

entirely lost their hold on the district, which is now definitely

recognised as being under French influence. From 1843,

therefore, may be dated the time when English and French

* 6 and 7 Vic cap. 13. * 6 and 7 Vic. cap. 94. » See above, p. 103.
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Section on their trade ; while, over and above questions of native

,,' interests on the one hand and merchant interests on the

other, there was a further difficulty, arising from the presence

of foreign nations on the coast. The Dutch and Danish

forts still stood side by side with the English, and the Dutch

and English spheres of trade were hopelessly intermixed.

Any attempt, therefore, to impose customs di lies at English

ports, promised to be, as it had already proved, of little avail,

unless the Dutch adopted the same tariff; and, although the

Netherlands government were inclined to co-operate, their

officials on the coast, being themselves traders, succcs:'ii!ly

obstructed any combined action. So matters stood in the

year 1 850. In that year two important steps were taken. The

first was buying out the Danes from the coast. By this measure

forts ly tkt the British government obtained exclusive authority over the

Gold Coast from Christiansborg eastward, and brought under

its influence the tribes of Akim—a large and fertile territory,

and of the district watered by theVolta river and its tributaries.

Separation The second was the issue ofa charter, formally constituting the

Coastfrom ^°'^ Coast a separate government from that of Sierra Leone.

Thus the Gold Coast Colony and Protectorate, as it is

now called, was gradually being evolved, slowly taking form

and shape as a dependency of the British Crown. The

purchase of the Danish possessions not only eliminated for

ever one of the two European nations which had long shared

with Great Britain the control of the sea-board, but it trans-

ferred to the Br*ish Crown 'in full property and sovereignty'

a certain number of existing forts, and exclusive, if ill-defined,

rights of protectorate over a large extent of 'Hinterland.'

It added to British sovereignty as well as to British trade

and influence. It increased the responsibilities of the British

government. That government still went forward, recognising

its responsibilities and strengthening its position. A Supreme

Court of Justice was established ; a small local military force,

the Gold Coast Corps, was formed; a military road was

Purchase
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Danish

British

govern-

ment.

Sierra

Leone.
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from his territories. As the slave trade declined, healthy

commerce grew; and, with its growth, came a demand for

greater security of life and property. Under an impotent

native ruler such security was not to be obtained ; and it was
felt that, if slave-dealing in the Bight of Benin was to be

completely suppressed, if the aggressive barbarism of the

neighbouring kingdom of Dahomey was to be held in check,

Lagos, the key of the coast, must be in British keeping.

\ccordingly the negro king Docemo, on August 6, 1861,

was induced to sign a treaty of cession, and the senior Naval

Officer on the station, with the British Consul, took possession

of the island in the name of Queen Victoria.

The story of the cession of Lagos illustrates what took

place everywhere else along the coast of West Africa.

British philanthropy warred against the slave trade ; British

mterests followed close on the heels of philanthropy ; native

chiefs were bound over by treaties ; treaties implied super-

vision by the stronger of the contracting parties; and in

the end philanthropy and interest combined to bring in

sovereignty or Protectorate. In the case in point the

results were far-reaching. The acquisition of Lagos took

the British government beyond the Gold Coast towards

the head of the Gulf of Guinea, towards the Oil Rivers and

the Delta of the Niger. It marked the formal beginning

of a new ring of trade and settlement. It was a fresh

centre round which Protectorates would gather. In 1861,

Lagos was the furthest British outpost on the Guinea coast.

In 1891, it was almost the nearest point in a great sphere

of British influence, which covers the whole basin of the

Lower Niger.

In the year 1865, a select Committee of the House of

Commons inquired into and reported upon 'the state of

the British establishments on the Western Coast of Africa.'

It was a strong committee, and the report was brief and

decided. Recognising 'that it is not possible to withdraw
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Section 1853 and in i86j, the Ashantces again appeared in arms.

,,' Meanwhile the original and all-jKiwerful reason for the

maintenance of British influence in West Africa was fast

disappearing. Hardly any country, except Cuba, was left

into which slaves were still imported ; and, as the demand

for slaves became extinct, the slave trade was bound to die

a natural death. These were the motives which inspired

the well-meaning report of 1865. But Committees of the

House of Commons cannot stop the working of natural causes.

Neither peoples nor individuals ever stand still. They either

go forward or they go back ; and if a white race, not de-

caying in itself, keeps a hold among und is brought into daily

contact with natives, it must, b ' a law of being which over-

rides ail Parliamentary dicta, neither stand still nor go back,

but extend its influence and widen its empire. Wlicn the

Committee prefaced their report with tlie admission that the

British settlements and engagements in West Africa could

not at once or wholly be abandoned, they practically j(ave

up their case ; for, impossible as was immediate and total

abandonment, it was perhaps les^ impossible than for the

English to remain in Africa without still going forward.

Their recommendations therefore were for the most part stiil-

Sierta born. Though Sierra Leone was, as they suggested, made

theTenlriof^^'^
'^^^ ^^*-* '*^''*' '^^ government for al' ihe West African

Adminis- dependencies of Great Britain, this change was nothing but

the ^'British ^ mere shuflle of the cards, which were duly rc-shufiled in the

Je/cndcii- course of a few years.
ciesinlVcst « r .1 /-• 1 1 /^ . , .

Africa. ^^ '^'" ^^ '''^' ^"'" Coast was concerned, it was patent

Cession of that, if any satisfactory administration was to be established,

'forts m'the
^°"^^' arrangement must first be come to with the Dutch.

Gold Coast The forts of the two peoples still stood, as they had stood

'liHtain
^^"^ ^^'^ '^^* ^^^° hundred years, in and out of each other

along the coast. No line was drawn, on one side of w hich

were th" Dutch, and on the other the English. No Pro-

tectorate or Sphere of influence was definitely marked out
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Section dered and destroyed; and all along the seaboard the

^, Netherlanders were little better than prisoners in their own

forts. In 1870, the Fantees from the British Protectorate

invaded the Elmina territory, destroyed some sixty villages,

and blockaded the castle of Elmina itself; and, in despair,

the Netherlands government negotiated for the cession of all

their settlements to Great Britain, glad to leave the Guinea

Coast for ever, on receipt of an indemnity for the bare

value of whatever stores might be handed over to their suc-

cessors. A convention to this effect was signed at the

. ,j:,.,,i ;j.i,
Hague on February 25, 187 1 ; and, on April 6, in the

||: 11 :

1'
If 1

;;}
following year, the British governor of the West Africa settle-

ments made his formal entry into Elmina. There, in the

hall of the castle, in the presence of the native chiefs and their

followers, he reeeived from the representative of the Dutch

government the ancient baton f the fortress, the symbol

of the once far-reaching power of Holland upon the West

Coast of Africa, and which claimed to have been De Ruyter's

own. The old tower still stood, which had been reared nearly

four centuries back by Portuguese hands, a stern memorial of

a distant past, surviving both its former and its latter owners.

For 235 years it had been a Dutch stronghold, and now the

Dutch too went their way, and the English reigned in their

stead. One nation after another had come to the Gold

Coast, seeking gold and slaves, and of them all, Portuguese,

Dutch, Danes, Brandenburghers, and English, in the end the

English alone were left. It was, we may venture to think,

an instance of the survival of the fittest. When the age of

the slave trrde was past, when the time had come not to

traffic merely but to govern, it was well that the residuar)'

legatees of the Castle of St. George should be a people who,

with all their faults, could give rule which was not oppression,

and protection which was more than a name.

Not once or twice only in the colonial history of Great

Britain have the English, by taking over the possessions of
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Section King obtaining the paynotes ', which the Dutch had given to

—„;— the ruler of Denkera as a guarantee for their rent. From
this time onward the Dutch paid a small annual sum to

Ashantee, and, with the natives of the Elmlna district, kept

up an alliance and friendship with the Ashantee King. Years
went on, and the power of Ashantee still grew ; its conquered
subjects revolted in vain ; new territory was annexed ; and
a strong dominion was formed, the profession of which was
war, and its main source of wealth the slave trade.

In 1807, the year in which the British government
abolished the slave trade, the Ashantees first came into

direct conflict with the English, and a succession of wars and
treaties followed, some notice of which has already been
given «. No longer finding a market for slaves, the Ashantees
turned to arts of peace, to silk-weaving in narrow webs, to

manufactures in gold, iron, and pottery. They traded with

the Mohammedan tribes of the interior, and from the coast

they imported salt, rum, and fire-arms. It was all-important

to them to have access to the sea ; and, short of obtaining

a foothold of their own on the coast, they relied on their

long-standing alliance with the Dutch at Elmina for an outlet

to their country. Hence, it was no light matter to them that

Dmina should pass into the hands of another European
power, known as the protector of the coast tribes, strong

enough to discontinue at will the stipend, of no small signifi-

cance, if trifling in actual amount, which the Dutch had paid

from time immemorial to the Ashantee King, and able to

block the routes from Ashantee to the sea-board. There
were also subsidiary causes of friction. The native chiefs of

Elmina were at feud with the Fantee tribes of the Rritish

Protectorate
; they began to resent the transfer from Dutch to

British control, and openly intrigued with emissaries of the

Ashantee King. The latter meanwhile was being pressed

' These notes were apparently ' payable to bearer.*
' See above, pp. 118, &c.

u'W;i
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Section on February 6, and the expedition moved back at once to

m' the coast, followed some six days later by Glover and his

Houssa troops, who had made their way up from the east

in time to pass through the deserted ruins of Coomassie. On
his homeward march, VVolseley was overtaken at a place

named Fommana by Ashantee envoys, who, on February 13,

signed a treaty of peace to which the King afterwards afiRxed

his mark. Under its provisions the Ashantees renounced all

claims on the Protectorate, and promised to abandon human
sacrifices, to pay an indemnity of 50,000 oz. of gold, to

secure trade, and to keep up a good road to the Prah.

Such was the outcome of this short, sharp campaign.
For a while, it was doubted what impression the burning of

Coomassie had made upon the Ashantee King and his people,

and some years later a fresh invasion of the Gold Coast
was seriously apprehended. In 1 88 1, a native chief, who had
escaped from Coomassie, took refuge at Elmina, and Ashantee
messengers arrived to demand his surrender, bearing the

threatening symbol of a golden axe. The demand was as

a matter of course rejected ; but an attack was expected to

follow upon the refusal, and the forces on the coast were
strengthened in anticipation. The Ashantees, however, in

their turn took alarm, made full apology, and paid an in-

demnity of 2,000 oz. of gold.

The power of Ashantee had, in fact, been effectually

broken by the war. The reigning King had been deposed,
the vassal tribes revolted, and thus the one strong native

organisation behind the Gold Coast became, for purposes
of aggression, a thing of the past. Commercially, as well

as politically, the gain was great. Hitherto, the Ashantee
kingdom had not only threatened the very existence of

the European settlements, but also effectually cut them off

from trade with the interior. The routes were now thrown
open, and a free current ofcommerce flowed between the native

tribes of the forest-belt and the English merchants of the coast.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE LAST TWENTY YBAB8 IN WEST APBICA.

s.<T,oN In the preceding pages the story of European trade and

"• settlement on the West Coast of Africa has been told down

rl^ to the days of the present generation. Rival companies and

mm^ement ^val nations came and went, until at length the tangle seemed

in Africa.
^^ ^ unravelled, and some finality to have been attamed.

Yet just when the conditions became simplified, and when

the 'field was to some extent cleared—possibly for the very

reason that a clearance had been made-there was a new

and great outpouring from Europe into Africa. This latest

chapter in African history is very far from being closed; but

it is possible to trace to some extent the leading features of

the movement, its causes and effects, and to compare the

new < scramble for Africa,' as it has rightly been termed, with

the scrambles of former times.

//. causes Nations take to colonial enterprise for the most opposite

reasons ; sometimes in consequence of a great failure, some-

times in consequence of a great success. When a people,

vigorous and high-spirited, has, in the pride of its strength

not in the course of natural decay, experienced i senous loss

or defeat, it instinctively looks for some fresh path to great-

ness, seeking out a new worid to redress the balance of the

old
'

When the English lost their American colonies, they

Activity of {onx,^ compensation in colonising Australia. When the

the French;
Yxtxic\^ were defeated by the Germans in the war of 1870.

and deprived of their provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, ihey

turned to foreign venture with redoubled energy, and set
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J he interval in either case was very short. The oeace of VI.

17 3 reco,7..,ed the independence of the United St^e": t
"^

1788 Englishmen were settled in New South Wales. Thewar between France and Germany ended in .871: witWn
e next five or six years the French were bestirring them-^Ives in foreign parts, notably in Africa. Both cases it willbe noticed were instances of peoples, which already had

large colonial possessions, making further additions to the'

r

empires
;
and in both cases extension of dominion was the

result of a great defeat and of a national failure
But colonisation is often due to the opposite cause to

national success. History shows that the time when a naUon
first egins to send its sons over the ocean to found colonies
d acquire dependencies is. as a rule, the time when

has finished its constructive work at home. As soon aPortugal had taken its present form and sh.pe, as soon as ibecame a country and a nation, Portuguese enterprise he^an
to overflow into Africa. The great Spanish empire inAmen ,„^„ ^,.„^ .^^^^.^^^^^ ^^^^^_

.^
^

^P n

s th. direct outcome of, the consolidation of Spain by theun.on of Arragon and Castile. The Dutch suhjec'ts of PhiAe Second threw off their allegiance to the Spanish Crownn '^T^'^''
'"'° ^'^ ^"''^^ Netherlands; theyhe, freedom and built up their country; and out ofn ere grew a trading dominion in East and WestEngland, as we now know it. as an island power of the Wes

"

h tini::rr T^r '° ^'^ ^°"'"^"' °^ ^"-p^- ^-- f--

ae no V '"' '''''^ '^' '^' ^' '"^^ Sudors we

coin-
'°'°"'''' "' ^'^'' '^' beginnings of the^lonia movement Young, self-made peoples, liL young

etl" , "^"'l"^''"^'
--'h self-reliance, with the new-born«tn sense of .strength and life, must find some outlet forthe r energies; ana. when they have worked out their salva-t'on at home, they take their ways into foreign lands and

':H

fi;
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over distant seas. The result of the Franco-German war

was to finish the task of consolidating the German nation.

The Germans have always Ix n an emigrating race; but,

placed as they are in the h.art of Europe, the most con-

tinental of continental peoples, they owned, till the last few

years, no colonial dependencies'. The war made them one

great people. When it ended, they wanted new openings
;
and

they found them outside Europe—in the Pacific and in Africa.

The same law of national life, for it amounts to no less,

has operated in the case of Italy. United Italy, like United

Germany, is trying her prentice hand at colonial annexation.

In short, national consolidation within Europe has almost

implied national aggrandisement in other parts of the world.

Consciousness of loss, then, in the case of the French, sense

of work done, of union, and strength in the case of the

Germans, has been a motive force ; and, as one and the other

has moved, competition has sprung up in which other peoples

have joined, resulting in a race between nations for the waste

places of the world. In Africa, a few years back, these waste

places were chiefly to be found. This was the one unappro-

priated continent. Long as Europeans had been there,

European colonisation had made but little way inland; and,

even in th- healthy South, settlement had not moved very far

from the bca. Meanwhile explorers, from Livingstone to

Stanley, had been busy filling up the great blank map; and,

as their discoveries awakened curiosity and gave attractiveness

to Africa, the missionary came in and the trader, forerunners

of companies and governments, skirmishing in front of the

main body of European advance.

The secret of the Niger had long been known. Mungo

Park died in the belief that the Niger was one with the

Congo ^ and, acting on this theory, the British government

' The Brandenburg forts on the West Coast of Africa hardly desene

to be classed as 'colonial dependencies.'

» See above, p. 1 1 3-
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tended to make its way from the West Coast to the N.V^r VI.
stanmg from the Nunez river between the GambL and S f^a

~^
Leone. 7 he other, under Lieutenant Tuckey. aimed atfollowing up the Congo from it, mouth. Neithe eZditionproved successful

;
a.d, in r8,x. a new attempt wasTade topenetrate mto the Western Sudan from the north TJ^°time the lead..- was ClaDoerfon , r n

^'^

Bo™ an/S^.r:„?cletclXre^;'rr. tthre. years' ame „i,h largely increased knowledge of Ce„',l^A nca ,ho„gh ,he course of ,h. grea, river »as r^olm f hde™,„ed. Setting „„, again ., the end of Till^

bu. .he many mouths of one great streak.
""°" '"'''

The head waters of the Niger are not very far from those ofh Senegal
;

its Delta is to the east of the ffigh, „fTel T„

Z
'°"° """""^•""-"- " compasses neariy th who land

ncl, there has ever been a hne of divergence between

'\fi
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Section Upper and Lower Guinea ; and, while- the masters of the

_J1l_ Senegal—the French—now control the Upper Niger, its

lower basin belongs to the English—the leading power on

the Gulf of Guinea. Exploration wen; on simultaneously

in north id south. While Clapperton and Lander were at

work on the Lower Niger, Laing from Tripoli in 1826, and

Cailld from the Rio Nunez in 1827, made their way to Tim-

buctoo. Subsequently, however, to Lander's discover}-, British

enterprise was mainly devoted to pushing up the Niger from

its mouth, the chief promoters being Liverpool merchants

under the leadership of Macgregor Laird, whose first voyage

of exploration was made in 1832. The unhealthiness of

the country, and the hostility of the inhabitants, for many

years retarded the opening of the Niger to continuous and

settled trade; but, for a while, the Government supjKjrted

Laird and his colleagues in their work , sending steamers up the

river to make treaties for the furtherance of commerce and

the suppression of the slave trade, and once more, in 1849,

despatching an expedition from Tripoli into the Sudan. On

this last occasion, the German traveller Dr. Barth made his

way to the Benue, the great eastern tributary of the Niger, at

a higher point than had yet been reached.

The impulse given by discovery gradually died away.

The Niger was left in the main to private traders, who

competed one with anotb-; and, while tales of new-found

lands and waters were ning home from the Nile and

the Zambesi, from Cen» and Eastern Africa, comparatively

little was heard of tlie Niger for many years by the

outside world. At length, in tiie face of growing foreign

competition, all the English firms, who- traded in these

regions, combined their resources and their efforts in the

The year 1879, forming one large company under the name of

National ^^ United or National African company. This combination

llmpany. was a part and no small part of the new European move-

ment in Africa.
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Section Protectors, great Mrctches of the continent. They are building

||- up African dominions, as they built up empires in America

or in the Eastern or Southern seas. Africa, in fact, it may

almost be said, has at length been recognised as a continent,

and is being dealt with on continental lines.

West Africa especially illustrates this point. It was n

former times the West Coast and nothing more; geo-

graphically a part of Africa, but, as far as Europeans were

concerned, wholly unconnected with the main body of the

African continent, and rather regarded as an outlying part of

America. In the last few years this has ceased to be the

rae T' is true that European settUment in West Africa,

SI ch u^ it is, and direct European rule are still confined to

tie cmst-iine; but, on the other hand, Euroi)ean claims,

nd in some cases European outposts, have been carried

fai into the interior. The rivalry between Europeans is no

longer merely for the occupation of some particular ishnd.

promontory, or harbour, but for the control of vast river-basins

and of countries greatly exceeding their own in size. More-

over, in the demarcation of European Protectorates, Africa

has been considered as a whole, Western Africa bein- meted

out with some reference to the rest of the continent. The

great extension of French territory, for instance in Sen.

gambia and Guinea is not an isolated fact. It is at rnce

intended to counterbalance the spread of English ind

German power elsewhere in Africa, and part of ,. sdiome

and a policy, which looks to including the Sahara and the

Western Sudan on the one hand anci the North African

provinces of Algeria and Tunis on the other in one con-

tinuous Sphere of French influence.

The Dutch This same point of view may be further iliustraUi! by

and the
moling what European peoples were once strong :n Afi;

fomtand and who are they that now prevail. The Portuguese are sull

in reference
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ Q^ly a shadow of their fc :ier tlrength; the

%frka. English are there; the French are there. One Europear^
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Section away. When in India the rule of the Cro^^-n supplanted

_ii_ that of the East India company, when in Canada the tcrri-

torial rights of the Hudson Bay company were ceded to the

newly constituted government of the Dominion, it seemed

as though, even in the British emptre, the very heart and

home of private enterprise, the day of chartered companies

had gone for ever. Yet, within a very few years, they have

risen again to play a great part, doing in modern guise the

same work which was done on the whole so successfully

of old.

The mission of chartered companies is to go m front

of nations, into lands not yet ripe for direct European rule;

to exploit, to trade, to organise in rough and ready fashion,

preparing the way for fuller administration by the State.

They have found of late a new life in Africa; and here,

among others, the Royal Niger company, the Imperial

British East Africa company, and the British South Africa

company, are not unworthy successors of the great historic

The Royal companies of the past. Of these three, the Niger company,

^''^'^ having its sphere in Western Africa, suggests comparison

'rS with the old West Africa companies, of which some account

with the old ^^^ y^^^ ^\\cx\. in the preceding chapters. In former times,

^"'
a charter nearly always implied monopoly of trade. At the

present day, a British chartered company is as a matter of

course prohibited by the letter of its charter from setting

up any commercial monopoly. But, as has been already

pointed out, in the eighteenth century the trade with West

Africa was carefully kept free and open to all British

subjects, and therefore the terms under which the West

Africa companies of that time traded were, in one important

respect, similar to those by which the present Niger company

is bound. In other respects, however, the conditions were

widely dissimilar. The older companies had no territorial

rights outside the forts and factories, and even the forts and

factories did not belong in full ownership either to them or

West
Africa
(ompnnifs
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SECTION ciation of the Congo was formed to open up and develope

n-
the resources of the river-basin. Thus the Congo Free

"
State came into being, whose neutrahty was assured by

the Berlin Conference of 1885, the navigation of the river,

its tributaries, and its ouUets being declared to be free to

the merchant ships of all nations. Here the explorer came

first, the company followed, and out of it grew a state.

But the state was, in part at any rate the product of

international action, and its existence testifies at once to

the new growth of companies and associations, and still

more to the extent to which Africa has become of late

years an object of general European attention. Not only

have Europeans hurried into Africa, as though it were

a newly discovered worid ; not only have they jealously

marked out their respective claims, like so many miners

at a gold field; but they have already found occasion

to combine as well as to comi)ete, to frame international

arrangements, to guarantee neutral ground, and to safe-

guard to all comers the waterways into and out of a con-

tinent, which forty years ago, except in the extreme north

and the extreme south, was held of small account and

ij; attracted little interest.

Ii;

French and In a despatch dated March 30, 1892, and addressed by

Lord Salisbury to the British ambassador at Paris', will k

found a summary of the relations existing at that date

between Great Britain and France in West Africa. It run?

as follows : ' The colonial policy of Great Britain and France

in West Africa has been widely different. France, from

her basis on the Senegal coast, has pursued steadily the

aim of establishing herself on the Upper Niger and its

affi'icnts. This object she has attained by a large and

constant expenditure and by a succession of military

expeditions. . . . Great Britain on the other hand ha<

adopted the policy of advance by commercial enterprise

> Pari, paper, c. 670J, 92.

English
in H'eit

Africa.

i
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I

Section over the inland district of Footah Jallon. As in Sene-

,,• gambia, so also on the Guinea Coast. Here the old French

dependency of Assinee was revived, and its boundary ex-

tended, until the whole shore-line between the British Gold

Coast colony on the east and the Republic of Liberia on the

west has now been secured by France. Further to the

east again, Porto Novo and other stations on what was once

the Slave Coast are in French occupation, and from them

they have carried their arms into the Kingdom of Dahomey.

Even on the Lower Niger, for a short time, between the

years 1880 and 1885, the French competed with the English;

and, had they established themselves firmly in the river, it

would have gone hard with British trade in West Africa;

but the National African company proved too strong for

foreign rivals, and, after the Berlin conference of 1884-5, ^he

French withdrew.

German In 1884 began the career of Germany in Africa. In July

anruxrtion ^f ^^^ yg^j jjje German flag was set up at Togo at the

Africa. eastern end of the Gold Coast, and at the Cameroons hard

by the Oil Rivers and the Niger Delta.

Thus, whereas in 1874 the power of Great Britain in West

Africa was almost unchallenged, ten years later it was con-

fronted at nearly every point with claims on the part of

France or Germany. The French were gradually encircling

the West Coast dependencies of the Gambia and Sierra Leone.

and barred at Assinee any extension of the Gold Coast

colony to the west; while the Germans closed the Gold

Coast in on the eastern side, and threatened British trade at

the mouth of the Niger. British policy in West Africa was

and is complicated by various considerations. The French

wished to retrieve losses by making gains. The Germans

had nothing to lose and all to gain. The English, on the

other hand, had enough ind more than enough already in

West Africa. They would advance only if driven to do so

by necessity, and not because aggression and annexation

The
position

in 1884
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Section powers in the neighbourhood of Sierra Leone, the basin of

^l" the Scarcies river being assigned to Great Britain, and that

of the Mellicourie to France. But the arrangement was a

purely local one, and, even in the district to which it referred,

lef* outstanding points of difference to be subjects for further

dispute and for future conventions. An arrangement of

wider scope, including the Guinea Coast as well as Scne-

gambia, was subsequently signed by representatives of the

two countries at Paris on August 10, 1889; and in it

provision was made for the appointment of special Commis-

sioners, to trace out on the spot the lines of demarcation,

which had been laid down in the articles of agreement.

The In these two conventions Great Britain and France were

the NigeT ''^^one concerned, and in neither of them did any question

arise as to national or international rights on the Niger.

Here, and here alone in West Africa, Great Britain kept

pace with present or prospective rivals, for here and here

alone was a motive force given by a strong combination of

British merchants. Between 1879 and 1884, the National

African company made a succession of treaties with the

various native states on the Lower Niger; and, in the

summer of 1884, urged on by German intervention at

the Cameroons, the British government endorsed the action

of the company, and extended British protection to the

east along the coast-line of the Niger Delta and the Oil

Rivers.

The Berlin At the end of the same year and the beginning of 1885.

on^wTt" ^^ Powers of Europe met in conference at Berlin, and sat

Africa. in judgement on West Africa. They met, in view of the

scramble for Africa, to draw up rules of the game. They

laid down uniform conditions under which future occupations

should take place. They renewed declarations against the

slave trade, and they secured free navigation of the Congo

and the Niger. By implication, they recognised that Great

Britain was the paramount power on the Lower Niger, while
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July 10, the National African company received a charter

from the Crown; and, taking the title of the Royal Niger

company, was duly authorised to administer the terri-

tories over which it had acquired rights by treaties and

acts of cession. The range of these treaties extended be-

yond the limits of the Protectorate as recently proclaimed,

and accordingly the Gazette of October 18, 1887, contained

an amended Proclamation, by which the British Protectorate

of the Niger districts was declared to comprise, in addition

to the coast-line as agreed upon with Germany, 'all

territories in the basin of the Niger and its affluents,

which are or may be for the time being subject to the

government of the National African company, now called

the Royal Niger company.' Far-reaching as is the scope

of the company's control, it does not include the whole area

of British influence on the Lower Niger. The coast-line

and part of the interior from the Benin to the Forcado?,

and from the Nun mouth of the Niger to the Rio del

Rey, including the Calabar estuaries, is excepted from

its jurisdiction, and forms a separate consular district, now

bearing the name of the Niger Coast Protectorate.

On the coast, the English have had to settle with the

Germans. Inland, the Niger company is face to face with

the French also. The Berlin conference recognised French

authority on the Upper, British authority on the Lower

Niger; but no line was drawn, until an Anglo-French

convention was signed on August 5, 1890. The second

article of that convention embodied a recognition by Great

Britain of the Sphere of influence of France to the south

of her Mediterranean possessions, ' up to a line from Sav-

on the Niger to Barruwa on Lake Chad, drawn in s-ich

a manne. as to comprise in the Sphere of action of the Niger

company all that fairly belongs to the kingdom of Sok )to.

the line to be determined b ;he Commissioners to l-i

appointed.' The same Comiij' iioners were charged with
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Section
II.

'I i>

The following >re books of authority on the put history of Europctnii

in West Africa.

A Description of the Coasts 0/ North and South Guinea, by John
liARHoT, agent-general of tlte ^oyiA Company of Africa and
Islands of America at I'aris. The bnlk of the book was

originally written in i68a, but there are later supplements. It

is contained in Churchill's Colltction of Voyages, vol. v.

[1746 «!.].

A New and Accurate Description of the Coast of Guinea, written

originally in Dutch, by William Kosman, chief factor fur the

Dutch at the castle of St. George D'Elmina [English Transla-

tion, 3nd Ed. 1731].

Meredith's Account of the Gold Coast of Africa, with a hritf

history of the Africem Company [1812].

Among very recent books

—

Mr. Scott Keltic's valuable work, The Partition of Africa [is^'yi],

should most certainly be consiuied.
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SKrTiGN the King of Barra, to whom in return the sum of £100
—^i__ was paid annually. The acquisition was made in order

to forestall any possible occupation by the French, to

facilitate the collection of customs duties, and to keep the

native tribes at arm's length from Bathurst. For similar

reasons, combined with sanitary considerations, Cape St. Mary,
on the southern bank of the mouth of the river, which
is separated from Bathurst by Oyster Creek, and which
forms part of what is now called British Combo, was
annexed in 1827 and 1840. It is high ground as compared
with the neighbouring coast, and is therefore considered
to be comparatively healthy. A little later, the rest of

British Combo, a mainland district adjoining Cape St. Mary,
was taken, to put an end to the constant interference of

the native chiefs with the dwellers in the British settlement;

and pensioners from the black West India regiments,

together with some Liberated Africans, were placed there,

to serve as a living barrier between the colony and its

warlike neighbours. Thus the English obtained command
of both sides of the estuary of the Gambia, and their

possession was more fully assured when the French factory

at Albrcda was finally withdrawn in 1857 '.

a'K^"""
^' ^^'" ^ noticed that this British dependency is always

known not as ' Gambia ' but as ' the Gambia ',' pointing to

the fact that ii is the river itself and its banks, rather than

any great stretch of territory, which belong to and are valued

by great Britain. It is true that here, as elsewhere in West
Africa, British influence has been indirectly exercised among
the native tribes of the district ; but there has been no

continuous growth of Protectorate, no constantly widening

area of British rule. What British governments have ken

ofthe
Gambia

' See ahove, p. no.
' According to old accounts, however, ' Gambra * or ' Gambia ' was

the name fiven by the natives to the country, not to the river. The
natives now ajtply the name more especially to Bathurst itself.
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latter—the southern line—follows the AUahi river as far as

13° 10' North latitude, and is then carried along that parallel

as far as about 15" 46' West longitude, where it runs due

north to a point 10 kilometres distant from the Gambia.

From these two points, either line follows the course of the

river at 10 kilometres distance, until a native town called

Yarbutenda is reached, which is 243 miles by river

from Bathurst, and 14 miles by river from the Barra-

conda rapid. At Yarbutenda, the frontier line is drawn

at a radius of 10 kilometres from the centre of the town,

carrying the British frontier nearly up to the rapid. The

net result of the demarcation is that, for 250 miles from the

sea, the Gambia, with a strip of land 10 kilometres or rather

more than 6 miles deep on either side, together with

a somewhat larger area near the coast, has been recognised

as subordinate to Great Britain, whereas all the territory

outside this frontier, together with the river itself from

Barraconda upwards, has been assigned to the French.

In 1843 the government of the West Africa Settlements

was broken up, and the Gambia was constituted a separate

colony; but in 1866 all the settlements were again combined

under one Governor-in-Chief, though each continued to have

its own Legislative Council. When, in 1874, the Gold Coasi

and Lagos were united into the Gold Coast Colony, the

Gambia still remained attachcil to Sierra Leone, ami the

name West Africa Settlements was in official documents

somewhat inconveniently and [..accurately confined to these

two dependencies, the Governor-in-Chief residing at Sierra

Leone, and the Administrator of the Gambia being subor-

dinate to him. Since 1888, the Gambia has been once

more independent of Sierra Leone, and is a separate Crown

Colony, with a Governor, who is still styled Administrator.

an ?-xccutive and a Legislative Council. The l-lxecutivc

Council at present consists of three official meinbirs in

addition to the Administrator, viz. the Treasurer, the Ciiief
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Section
II.

rapid, navigation is simple as far as McCarthy's island;

vessels drawing lo feet of water can at all seasons

reach a point one mile above Yarbutenda, or 244 miles from

Bathurst; and vessels drawing 5 feet of water can, even

in the dry season, ascend the whole way to the rapid. Thus

the Gambia furnishes a navigable waterway for more than

250 miles from the sea, which is under exclusive British

control. Its value is further greatly enhanced by the fact

that there is always suflScient depth of water on the bar at

its mouth to admit of the passage of vesTcls of the largest

size, in which respect it has the advantage of the Senegal and

indeed of all the other large rivers of West Africa. At low

tide there is a depth of 26 feet on the bar, whereas the

average depth on the bar of the Senegal is only 10 feet.

Hence, while large ocean-going ships can come to Bathurst,

St. Louis, which is the capital of the French possessions in

West Africa, and which is situated on an island just within

the mouth of the Senegal, is accessible only to small vessels,

and has for its seaport Dakar' at a distance of 125 miles to

the south.

The banks of the Gambia, for some distance from the sea,

are fringed with mangrove swamps, behind which are plains

densely covered with grass, growing to a height of 10 feet

and interspersed with clumps of timber. The country is

open, as compared with the forest-belt of West Africa, which

begins between 60 and 70 miles lower down the coast

at the river Casamanze and extends as far as Accra on the

Gold Coast. At a distance of 100 miles from the sea the

water of the Gambia is fresh, and the swamps and mangroves

gradually give way to steep banks covered with trees, the

valley of the river from McCarthy's island to Barraconda

being enclosed by low rocky hills of volcanic formation from

50 to 100 feet high, and the surroujiding country being park-

hke in its character.

' Dakar U coBoecttd with St. Louis by rail
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Section rainfall only averages 48 inches ; aor is the heat excessive,

||- the mean temperature at Bathurst, as taken in the shade

at noon, varying from 73 to 82 degrees '. Beyond the reach

of the sea-breeze, the temperature is 20 degrees highei than

at Bathurst.

Ptodtuts. Subject as it is to long iMJriods of drought, and having

a hght and sandy soil, the Gambia colony is no; particularly

rich from the point of view of agriculture ; nor is* ilic country

sufficiently opened up, or the native population sufliciently

skilled, for cultivation of the soil to have made mucii progress.

Consequently, though a considerable amount (rf corn and rice

is grown, it is not enough fully to supply the local market.

Ground nuts (Arachis hypogaca) are the stapk protluct, the

' commercial idol' of the Gambia, as they are styled in a IJlue

Book report, accounting for more than four-fifths in value

of the total exports of the colony. They are mainly exporteii

to Marseilles, where they are converted into an oil whicii is

sold as olive-oil. The trade is of comparatively recent origin,

and latterly has shown a tendency to decline. In 1845 the

value of the nuts exported was only £199; in i8r,d it was

£ 1 88,000 ; in the five years 1 880-4 >' averaged £ 1 54,000

;

and in 1892 i: was £150,000. Next to ground nuts, the

most important product is India-rubber, the export of which

quadrupled in the three years ending with 1891. Bees-wax

and hides are also exported in small quantities. Gum. whih

from time immemorial has been one of the staple products ot

the Senegal region, hardly finds a place in the list of oxjk ris

from the Gambia ; and the same may be said of timber, ol

which there is notwithstanding a considerable varietv aiul

which was at one time to be found in European markets.

Shortly after the settlement of Bathurst was founded, a certain

amount of gold was brought down from the interior for

export; but, from the year 1824, the trade died away.

having Iwen, it is said, diverted at that time to Sierra I.eone

' The readings, however, taken at 3 p.m. are consiilerably \\\^\\».
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Kelit^ion

. (ition.

Section they are exclusive of the inhabitants of the far larger extent

_}^'_ of territory which has been assigned to Great Britain by the

recent delimitation of frontier. The parallel returns in 1881

amounted to 14,150,50 that the population of the settlements

remained stationary during the ten years, any increase being

fully counterbalanced by a very large emigration from the

district of British Combo. The inhabitants are nearly all

Africans, and the large majority are indigenous to the soil,

though some are colonists or the descendants of colonists

brought in by the Government, viz. Liborated Africans, and

pensioners from the West India regiments. The European

element in the population is most insignificant, amounting

to not more than fifty or sixty, of whom there are rather more

French than English.

The n.itive Christians in the settlements, whose numbers

'-annot be accu!.itcly estimated, are divided between tlie

Church of England, the Wosleyans, and the Roman Catholics.

The schools, such as they are, are all mission schools, to

w!ii( h grants in aid are allowed by the Government ; but

their numlxT has tended of late years to diminish rather than

to increase, and education on the Gambia is at present in

a sadly backward coniliiion.

The origin and variety of the native races in the valley of

the Gambia is an interesting subject, but one too large to

receive more than a passing reference in this book. It is

dealt with at some len;;th in the valuable Blue Book re|)ort

for 188;;' by Mr. (now Sir) G. T. Carter, who was then acting

as Administrator. There are two main races in West .\frica,

the negroes and the Fulahs, the IniUr beint,' distinguished

from the former by a much lighter complexion. The

Kt'lahs are met with on tiie Upper Gambia, but the valley of

the Lowtr river, with which the Englisli are coneernetl, is

.ilmost entirely inhabited by negroes. Th.e regro race

The ttii/n'e

I iUfS.

' Tarl. pajer, c. 5071, 87.
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left out of the narrative than Cape Coast Castle itself; and it

cannot be doubted that sentiment for the past has had much

to do with tl.c retention of the dependency in later times.

But sentiment alone would not have prevailed to keep the

Gambia, unless the river had been of actual or prospective

value to English nierchauts and the English government.

Nearer home than Sierra Leone or the Gold Coast, deeper

and easier of access than any other watcr-way in West Africa,

ii gives for 3-0 miles facilities for traffic in the coast districts,

which are not to be found elsewhere; and from the Barra-

conda rapid the land route to the Niger has been »aid to be

shorter and easier than that from the Senegal. In old days,

the Gambia was a favourite starting-point for those who

wished to make their way into Central Africa ; and, down to

the last few years, hopes were entertained of opening up by

the line of this river British trade with the Niger Basin and

the States of the Western Sudan. There is, however,

a mountain barrier between the sources of the Gambia and

those of tho Niger. The Upper river above Barraconda has

been reported to be difficult of navigation, ' being in the dry

season not navigable for vessels of over a few feet draught, and

in the rains hardly navigable on account of the rapidly running

stream which must pour down its channel' * ; the inland route

from Sierra Leone has been given the preference ; and the

recent delimitation of boundary has confined the English to

the lower reaches of the river. At the present time the

Gambia settlement is an isolated British dependency in the

midst of what has become a great French province of Sene-

gambia, surrounded on all sides by French territory, wholly

cut oflf from the other British possessions on the West Coast,

dealing mainly with France, using mainly French coins, and

counting rather more Frenchmen than Englishmen in its

handful of white residents.

' .See Correspondence relatinj; to Dr. Gouldsbary's expedition to the

Upper Gambia, in 1881 [Farl. i>aper, c. 3065, 81J.
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Leone.

8IEBBA LEONE.

Various explanations have been given of the name Sierra

Leone, ' mountain of lions,' or more correctly ' mountain of

the lioness' (Serra da Leoa). The shape of one of the

mountains upon the far-famed peninsula, supposed to re-

semble a recumbent and maneless lion, the actual existence

of lions or rather leopards among the hills, the roaring of

the waves upon the shore, have all been given as the origin

of the name ; but, from Cadamosto's narrative of its first

discovery, we learn ihat it was the noise of the thunder upon

the cloud-capped mountain-lop which led rhe Portuguese

voyagers to give to this African promontory the high-sounding

title, which is now so familiar to English ears.

Though the history of Sierra Leone as a British colony

dates only from the year 1787, constant notices of the place

occur in th° records of earlier times. With its fine natural

harbour and its ample water-supply, it could not but have

been a favourite point of call for the traders and adventurers,

who sailed to and by the West Coast of Africa. Exactly iod

years after it had been, in 1461 or 1462, first sighted by

Pedro de Cintra', John Hawkins' came there, and carried

off negroes to the West Indies. Thus the place, where in

after-limes were seen the first outward and visible signs in

Africa of English determination to abolish the slave trade,

was strangely enough the identical spot where Englishmen

first began to take part in the traffic.

' See above, p. 21. ' Above, p. 54.
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Befo e the sixteenth century ended, many other British Chapter
sailors touched at S.erra Leone, among them Sir Francis VIII.

Drake. W.lham Finch, who sailed with Keeling and William
~^

Hawkms to the East I-.uies in the years 1607-8. tells how on
their way the ships put into the river of Sierra Leone; and
there, at the watering-place 'of excellent water continually
running, he and his companions found on the rocks 'the
names of divers Englishmen which had been there, amongst
the rest Sir Francs Drake which had been there seven and
tjyenty years before,' Thomas Cavendish, and others'.
Fmchs account and the chronicles of other voyages give
some interesting particulars of Sierra Leone and its in-
habitants in these old days. The Portuguese had found
out Its commercial value, and they traded there for gold
and for elephants' teeth, both of which commodities were
brought from the interior, the ivory being of a finer quality
than could be procured elsewhere in West Africa. Their
missionaries too had been at work, they had made native
converts and built a chapel; and apparently the white men
had taught the negroes among other lessons the use of
tobacco, for smoking was universally prevalent, and the
tobacco-plant was largely grown in the neighbourhood.

Passing on to the later years of the seventeenth century
we read in Barbot ^ that « this river of Sierra Leona has been
long frequented by all European nations, but more by the
English and French than any other, either for trade or to
ake in refreshment on their way to the Gold Coast and
\\hydah

;
for Sierra Leone had always a twofold value itwas at once a dep6t for trade with the interior, and a safe

1616 Kn ^T, "c ,
'-^"^"oar ot Mate Papers, East Indies i«i5-

• s'; in"l^ ^i„y?7,S° S^ ToTf
""' ^"'-^Voyage to' B'ra/il'i

Papers as before, No! Vo6.'^' ^^ ^^^' '''"'^ *^"^""^" ""^ ^^^^
^ Bk. ii. chap. ii.

M
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and convenient harbour, where ships going further south

could refit and take in water and supplies, ' so convenient for

wooding and watering,' says a rather later writer*, 'that it

occasions many of our trading ships, especially those of

Bristol, to call in there.'

From about the year i66o» onwards, there appears always

to have been an English factory or dep6t for slaves at Sierra

Leone, on one or other of the little islands which lie in the

estuary higher up than Freetown. One of these factories,

on Tasso island, was broken up by De Ruyter, and it

was subsequently rebuilt on Bance or Bense island, about

fifteen miles above Freetown. There it stood at the end of

the seventeenth century, and its barracoons were still full

of slaves waiting to be shipped to the West Indies, when

a hundred years later English abolitionists painfully founded

their free colony on the neighbouring peninsula'. The

Bance island factory was for many years kept up by the

Royal African company ; and, while it was in their hands, it

was, on July 17, 1704, taken and pillaged by two small

French men-of-war. But the company had at least as much

to fear fiom their own couniryr.m as from foreigners,

inasmuch as in the early days of the eighteenth century

Sierra Leone was a noted rendezvous for pirates, one of the

bays on the coast close to Cape Sierra Leone being still

known as ' Pirates' bay.*

The exploits of one of these scoundrels, a certain Captain

Roberts, who came to Sierra Leone in the year 1721, are

recounted in Johnson's histo-y of the Pirates, which was

» Tohnson's History of the Pirates, 1724, p. 250.

' In a memorandum furnished to the Select Committee of 1842

(vol i p 570), Macgregor Laird stated :
' The harbour of Sierra Leone

has 'been in virtual possession of Great Britain since the commencement

of the sixteenth century*; but • sixteenth ' must be a clerical error;

' eighteenth ' would be nearer the truth.
. .

^ See Mrs. Falconbridge's letters published in 1794, and -mng an

account of two voyages to Sierra Leone in 1791. 2-3 ; she also mentions

a French facton- close by on an islet called Gambia island.
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published three years later, in 17^4 ; and from h.s na. . .e Cuptpk
•t appears that there was a regular pirate settler^ct here at vm'
th,s t.me. .Sierra Leon river,' he says, 'disgorges with

"^
a large mouth, the starboard side of which draughts intomle ba^s safe and conveniem for cleaning and watering;
vh St.

1 made n preferable to the pirates is that the trader
settled there are naturally their friends.' He goes on to
state that there were some thirty Englishmen, ex-buccaneershvmg on the h.g.Iand of the peninsula, who welcomed men
of their own type, and interfered with the trade of the Royal
African company. Under such circumstances, it is not
surprising that the company, in 1738, gave up their Hep6ton
Bance island, which passed into the hands of private traders-
and, in the Act of 1752, which finally dissolved the company'
a specia clause was inserted, ensuring to these traders, who

:tLTsiir
^''" '^"'°" "^^^^^-'^' ^"^^' p--^-

In the eighteenth century, when rich planters from the TkeAmerican and West Indian colonies came over to England Mn^Ungof
they used in the ordinary course to bring with them some of ^/^^ tT
their domestic slaves, who in many cases absconded when they ^-^
reached this country. If found, the negroes were forcibly re Runawayclaimed; but slavery, as the planters understood it, was alien

^^"-'^
to the soil of England ^ and the capture of runaway slaves IX''
vas little to the taste of the English public. Especially was "^^'-"'^^
th;: the case, if a slave had been baptized, for there was a very

""''''''

general impression that a negro who became a Christian could
no longer be kept in a state of slavery. To strengthen their
ands. the slave owners, in 1 729, obtained an opinion from theLaw Officers of the Crown to the effect that slaves by

coming to Great Britain and Ireland did not become free,

^ 25 Geo. II. cap. 40. sec. 3

tW ™™'-5?, ""£ .'k"^"'
"" """ ""• -"f^ '» Scotl.„<l d„„„ ,„

if'\i

^;f

r i

I, .1:
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that baptism did not confer liberty upon them, and that they

could be compelled by their masters to return to the planta-

tions. Thus fortified, they openly advertised for the run-

aways, and seiz„a them in the streets ; while kidnappers set

up false claims, and carried off into new bondage negroes

who had never belonged to them.

These proceedings called forth the protests of right-thinking

men, and gave an impetus to the growing movement against

slavery and the slave trade. Foremost among the champions

of the black men was Granville Sharp, who on one count or

another compassed the release of various slaves, and finally,

in 1772, secured, in the case of James Somerset, the ever-

memorable judgement of Lord Mansfield that a slave by

setting foot in England became free.

The grounds assigned for this decision were as important

as, perhaps more important than, its immediate results. The

Judge laid down that slavery is so odious in its nature, that

nothing can support it except positive law ; whence it followed

tliat the slave system could in future be regarded as no more

than an artificial creation of acts and ordinances, the bad

handiwork of man, the contradiction not the complement of

natural law. Lord Mansfield gave utterance to these views in

answer to the argument that public inconvenience would be

caused, if all the negro slavts in England at the time were set

free, the number being estimated at 14,000. He replied

with the -naxim ' Fiat justitia ruat caelum,' and the outcome

of his judgement was that a considerable number of black

servants were turned adrift into the streets of London.

The number of these destitutes was swelled by negroes who

had served on the British side by sea or land in the American

war, and who, when the peace of 1.783 was signed, were

taken, so-ne to Nova Scotia, some to the Bahamas, and some

to London, where they joined the ranks of the unemployed.

To meet this growing evil, a voluntary 'committee for

relieving the black poor ' was formed, the chairman of which
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the Messrs. Thornton among its members. These active '"I

number of the negroes to form a colony on the West Coast/--

who had spent some four years in West Africa, and it ^.so -''-->

Government coK^ented to pay the expense, of transport '« ^-^
glad to take this .nethod of ridding the country of some o'

''''"^-

the superfluous poor.

em!'.rlTh?f'''
''7'°^'^'^' "'' ^° '"''"^ ^^^^ P>^"« of r../..em,gra.on before and smce. was marred by the character of-'''--'

the mtended colonists. Manv nf fk.. i,t i . , '^ Sierra

i.,nprt.H , ,
^ *"^ ^'^^'^S' ^S might beZ*^;;.-,

expected, were merely worthless loafers; and, by an extra- '7«7'-''

7oZZT "i^'^r
"^' ^^^ P--oters sent out in the.r

'j^"^"^
company an nber of white women of loose character so^«'--
hat both physically and morally the constituents of th n<^:colony were ill-chosen. There was also long delay in

s artmg. which led to sickness and loss of life^ sZ ofthe emigrants were embarked in the Thames before Christ-

sts«l p, 7^ ^''™"^' ^"'' ^^°- '"^^y fi"a"y

ir^Z '"T °" ""P"' '' '''' °' '^^ P--"o-- had

I K ^ u
'" '' ^^P*^'" ^h' '>P^o" of H. M. S. Nautiluswho had charge of the expedition, le,. England with o"'

400 negroes and 6o whites in three vessels; and after a-^ainiosmg 34 by death at sea. reached Sierra Leo^e w th t^survivors on May 9, 1787.
^

From Naimbana the king of the country, and from thechiefm the immediate neighbourhood kno/n as Ki g Tomhe procured a grant of land for t-e settlers ; and the ce Z'

Lr n '
"^"'' "' '788. when King Naimbana^ore aiieg, ,, .^e King of England, indicadng that hegrant was made to the Crown with a view to the establishm n

't

-ac,*
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Srction upon it of a free community of British subjects. The area

"•
of land ceded was about 20 miles square, and it included

"
the site of Freetown, where the settlers began to build their

new homes. Misfortunes pursued the colony from the first;

the rains set in, bringing sickness and death ;
many of the

survivors preferred idleness to steady work, and went oflF into

the bush ; slave factories, English and French, were close at

hand, bad neighbours for a struggling settlement, the design

of which was directly counter to their own objects ;
and

eventually, in 1 790, the town was burnt, and its remaining

inhabitants driven out by a native chief, in revenge for the

destruction of his village by the crew of a British vessel, to

whom two of the colonists had acted as guides.

In the meantime, Granville Sharp and his friends, in

February 1790, formed t'.emselves into a company under

the name of the St. George's Bay association, ' for the purpose

of opening and establishing a trade in the natural pro-

ductions of Africa to the Free settlement in St. George's

harboui/ St. George's Bay being a part of Freetown harbour';

/•/,<• 5«V;ra and in the following year, 1 791, the company was incor-

porated by Act of Parliament » under the new title of the Sierra

Leone company. The object of the company was stated in

the preamble of the Act to be 'gen'^ral trade and commerce

from these kingdoms to and with he roasts of Africa, and

from thence to and with the se ior kingdoms and

countries of that continent,' fo ^ .vners saw that the

true way to abolish the slave tra . encourage general

commerce, and to open up the inienor of A • .ca, which the

slave traders and their factories had kept closed in a ring fence.

' The general object of the founders ' of the company, says

the report of the Directors in 1804, ' was the introduction of

J he St.

George's

Bay Asso
ciation,

•i'hich

becomes

Leone
(ompany

' The trenty with Naimbana of Aogtist 22, 1788, specified thegnntof

land as extending from ' the bay commonly called Frenchman s bay, Dut

by these presents changed to that of St. George's bay.'

'»
31 Geo. III. cap. 55.
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civilisaiion into AfnVa Tk„ ^.- • i

effecting this end wTs the elh '"k''' T"' ^''^'''^ '°^ ^"-"^
,f c- T

^ establishment of a secure factory VIII.
a S.erra Leone, with the view to a new trade in produce

"^
chiefly with the interior' Th*. Art ^r

proauce,

spoke of the ceded goundIs rra T
'"'°^P°'^''°" ^'«°

., ^ grouna at b rra Leone as be ne- v<'sfpH

^and Of co,o„u.s' itiX^rj:r;x: zic'^^^m es ,0 U,e .as. of ,he fo™er settlemem, nZgTcZ ""'
villetown in honour of Granvillp <!>.-„,. j

colon, ... ,.a.„ s.™;c:s .fn'^'c:';" ;,?:;;!;!fe.
,tr«,h 7"^'/r Nova Scotia. I, ha. Ln sce"'^:^/''^tha. at he clo« of the American war, some of the slaves* had gatned their freedom by taking the British s^
the war, were settled in Nova Scotia. Finding the citaa e« ngorous for .hem, and discontented a. the L-fulZt
of the .erms which .he, alleged .o have been promised Aev^nt a delegate to England and asked to I remold toS,.rra Leone. The Directors of the Sierra Leone collv
consented to receive them, and ,.-e Government conTemed

«v7Aftr,'h°""T"- " '''•'"^'y' "eyarriv „

1

1

, ,

"'^'^' °' •a- »-«. "POn .heir arrival

rwtieT::ixrc"erZ°"i^ir.r*"*°<s"''

S eir, ^':'r r'\^y ^
f°-8" f- In Sir George T,. ,„.,

rfl
^"' Maoaula, will be foun.. an account^'""'""'of

.

e loottng and burning of the town in September, „;rb" %SS"
' '"""' ''P-^''^" =q"a<i'on, the members of whtah' wMe

"""

VOL. m.
* Above, p. 174.
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professing the creed of liberty, equality, and fraternity, played

the game of the slave dealers in bringing destruction and

ruin upon the newborn home of freedom. The company'^

governor at the time was Zachary Macaulay, father of the

great historian ; and to him the Sierra Leone colony owed

more than to any other man in the first troubled years of its

existence. Macaulay had gone out to West Africa in 179.3 ;

and, returning to England after the French inroad, to rect it

his health and strength, he went back to Sierra Leone in

1796, and stayed there till i799- Before he finally left, the

colony had made solid progress ; and in 1798 Freetown was

a town of some 300 houses and 1,200 inhabitants, the centre

of a considerable trade with the natives.

In 1794, before the French burnt down the town, the first

attempt was made to open up trade with the interior. Two

of the company's officers were sent to Timbo, the capital of

the Fulah kingdom, about 300 miles inland ;
and in turn

a deputation from the king of Timbo came to Sierra Leone.

wi h a view to establishing commercial relations between the

two places. There were however two great obstacles to the

realisation of this and similar schemes of commerce. The

first was that the coming and going of natives was per-

petually intercepted by slave catchers. The root of the

second difficulty was in the colony itself. The elements of

which it was -riposed were too numer' too various, and

loo unmanageabie to permit of its develc nent on the lines

of a trading factory. The Nova Scotians required to be

governed, and the machinery of government was wholly

inadequate. To remedy this evil, the company obtained

from the Government, in the year 1800, a Charter of Justice.

By this Charter the lands which had been ceded by the

negro chiefs to the Crown were made over in full right to the

company, subject to a nominal rent to the king of England

of 10 shillings per annum. The Directors were -Iso em-

powered to purchase the other parts of the pcninsuia which
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^^ere still in possession of their native owners'- .r.A ,uwhole was constituted 'one indenenrl? 7 ' ^ '*'*' ^"'"'^«''

by the name of the colony of Simar ' TT '°'°"^ -^
given to the company to apnoint! C

'^"'^°"'^' "^^

and to legislate for .hi. 1^^ / Governor and Council,

Council, f tcVrothe re^
"'• "''." ''"^"^ °^ '''^^^^^ ^"e

not to i reirrttrrx.:^^^^^^^ ^^^^

at 7:T''''
^^^°'"-- o^Xor an^ldlrand .or the adm.nistration of criminal and civil juTe'

in aid were made hvP.ri-
existence; and grants

and for rh!
^ Parliament at once for defence purposesand for the mamtenance of the civil establishment. ^

iTQ-? was n T. 1 r
'^""'' ''^^ '^'^"'^ government in

'"'^'^'

'795. was m 1796 transported to Nnv^ Q^^*-

maintiinpHT . ^'/^^r"^'
^°^ '"any generations haa jealously

Sierra iLn ^ '""^"^ ^"^ ^^^''^y element to th •

^^ZZ":^;, Almost immediately af.r the.r

intophv forth.
'^°°'/^""" fi8»^''"g qualities we called

amon'g L N^^^^^
1' ^"'--^ '^d - - outbreak

or- reason th.t the ""%?° '^"'^"'^^ ^^''^ ^^'"e ^^how

P n) had prom.r.d them, were to be free of all taxation.

wal^;red'to""i^tunLd o„''fr""L\r^\'^^''"^'' "" ^^e charter. I,
\outh by the river Carama^Lr^r*' ^^

"l"
"^" ^*^"» Leone, on the

the west by the J;; I""*'"'"":*. «" the cast by the river Bunce, rd on

pp. IZ r
'^"°""' "^ *^*> ^'--rs in Jamaica, see vol. ii. of this work.
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It was owing to the support which the authorities ceivec'.

from the Maroons, that they were able to quell this dangerous

outbreak. Years afterwards, when rlavc emancipation was

an accomplished fact, the survivors of these IMaroon settlers

and their descendants returned once more to their old homes

in Jamaica.

Fquippcd with full powers of government, and subsidised

by Parliament, the Directors of the Sierra Leone company had

yet great difficulties to contend with. Though the settle-

ment had outgrown the dimensions of a factory, the slave

trade was a perpetual obstacle to the extension of commerce;

while the progress of the community as an agricultural

settlement within the bounds of the peninsula was hindered

by the character of the colonists. The discontented Nova

Scotians made little use of their plots of ground, t e

Maroons thrived in trade or as mechanics, but in hardly

a single case as agriculturists; and the field work of the

colony was mainly carried on by hired native labourers,

known as grumettas*. E-entually, in 1807, the year of the

abolition of the slave trade, an Act of Pariiamcnt was

passed, by which the Crcwn took back the colony from

January i, 1808; and the Sierra Leone company resolved

itself into the African Institution, the members of which.

as voluntary advisers of the Government, continued .0 pro-

mote the interests of Sierra Leone, and to follow up the good

work of stamping out the remains of the African slave trade.

As a Crown Colony, Sierra Leone became the head-

quarters of the British power on the West Coast of Africa

:

and when, on the dissolution of the African company in

182 1, all the British forts and dependencies in West Africa

were combined into a single colony under the name of

the West Africa Setdements, at Sierra Leone, and not a:

the Gambia or on the Gold Coast, was placed the scat of

• See above, p. 103, n. 3.
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a narrow tract of coast-land below the island of Sherbro,

commemorates the governor to whom the acquisition was

due. In that same year, and in 1827, important annexa-

tions were made in the north, including the coast-line

from the Sierra Leone estuary to the Little Scarcies river.

Years went on ; various treaties were made, gradually ex-

tending the area of British influence; and, in 1861, two

districts were annexed, which added materially to the area

and possibly to the strength of the colony. The first of

these was the mainland district of Quiah, immediately to

the east of the peninsula of Sierra Leone ; the second was

the island of Sherbro, commanding a network of estuaries

and lagoons, rich with promise of future trade. Then

came a lull in the onward movement, under the restraining

influence of the report issued by the Parliamentary Com-

mittee of 1865, until, about the year 1876, annexations

began again, and cessions obtained in that }ear and in

1877, in the neighbourhood of the Great Scarcies river,

carried the nortli'^m boundary of the colony up to a point,

where it has been met by the counter claims of the French

advancing south.

In the year 1863, efforts were made to fix the limits

of the Liberian Republic towards the north, and thereby

to determine the line to which the British colony or Pro-

tectorate of Sierra Leone might fairly extend in a southerly

direction. These efforts were renewed in 1879, with-

out any definite result being achieved; and, as it was

important that no foreign power should gain a foothold

on the coast between the colony and the republic, a treaty

was, in 1882, negotiated by tiic governor of Sierra Leone

with the native chiefs concerned, by which the coast-line of

what is now the southernmost part of the colony, reaching as

far south as the Manna river, and extending inland for

half a mile from high-water mark, was ceded to the Cro'vn,

In the following year, the strip thus ceded was declared to be
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Section but extension to the Niger and to the great interior plateau

H-
is for the present barred by the concessions which have

been made to France.

Twice, in 1821 and again in 1866, has Sierra Leone

been made the seat of Government for all the West African

dependencies of Great Britain ; but in neither case did the

union last long, and, since the separation of the Gambia

in 1888, the authority of the Governor of Sierra Leone

has been confined to the limits of his own colony. Like

the other West Africa settlements, Sierra L-'one is a Crown

Colony, with the usual Executive and Legislative Councils.

The Executive Council now consists of seven members, all

officers of the Government, viz. the Governor, the Chief

Justice, the Officer commanding the troops, the Colonial

Secretary, the Colonial Treasurer, the Queen's Advocate,

and the present head of the Medical department. The Legis-

lative Council is composed of the above-named officials,

together with three nominated unofficial members.

The law of the colony is the Common law of England,

and the Statutes of general application which were in force

in England on January i, 1880, supplemented by local

ordinances. There is a Supreme Court consisting of a Chief

Justice ; and minor cases are tried by the police magistrate

of Freetown, and by the District Commissioners of Sherbro,

the Eastern, and the Western district.

Letters patent, under date of November 28, 1888, define

the colony of Sierra Leone as comprising all places,

setdements, and territories, which may at any time belong

to the Queen in Western Africa, between the fifth and

twelfth degrees of North latitude, and lying to the westward

of the t nth degree of West longitude. As a matter of fact,

the nonhern limit of the colony on the coast, where the

English and French frontiers meet each other, is in about

9-3 degrees of North latitude (though the Isles de Los lie

much further to the north); and its southern limit is in
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from the sea, the mountains are reached, on the other side

of which is the rich basin of the Niger and its tributary

streams.

The colony itself, the territory, that is to say, which is

owned by Great Britain, is estimated to cover nearly 4,000

square miles. In other words its area is double that of

Lancashire.

Separated from the main body of the dependency, at

a distance of nearly 70 miles north of Freetown, the Isles de

Los, the isles of Idols {dos Idolos), lie over against a mainland

promontory, known as Tumbo Point. The group consists of

three islands and reefs. The largest and westernmost is

Tamara island ; the easternmost and next in size is Factor;

island; and in the centre, encircled by the others, is

Crawford island, the smallest of the three, once used for

a short time as a military station.

Throughout the greater part of its length the colony

consists merely of a narrow strip of coast-line, generally not

more than half a mile in breadth, the sovereignty >-.{ which

has been acquired solely in order that goods may not be

carried into the interior without first paying customs duties

on landing. There are only two districts of any considerable

size, viz. the peninsula of Sierra Leone proper with the

adjacent territory of British Quiah, and the island of Sherbro,

between 70 and 100 miles south of Freetown, with a porlion

of the adjoining mainland. The Sierra Leone peninsula and

British Quiah are, for police and magisterial purposes, divided

into three districts—the district of Freetown, whicJi takes in

the northern part of the peninsula; the Western district,

including its southern part ; and the Eastern district, com-

prising most of British Quiah, A fourth district has been

constituted at Sherbro.

The peninsula of Sierra Leone is about 25 miles in length,

and from 10 to 12 miles in breadth at its widest point. It

has an area of 300 square miles, and is therefore twice as
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Section the town and suburbs had a population of 30,000. It

II.

Sherhro

Island.

Climate.

IS

one of the Imperial coaling stations, and as such is fortified

and girrisoned; it is the headquarters of the West India

regiments on the West Coast of Africa ; and it is in telegraphic

communication with ail parts of the world. It is about 500

miles fron' Ba lurst, about 1,050 from Cape Coast Castle,

and 1,150 from the island of Ascension; and, in round

numbers, its distance from England on the north and from

the Cape on the south is, in either case, over 3,000

miles.

Freetown is the onl^ town in the colony, for the villages

in the peninsula, many of which were originally settlements

of Liberated Africans, are all of small size, Waterloo being

the largest; and, outside the peninsula, the only place

deserving special mention is Bonthe on Sherbro island, on

the side nearest the mainland, which is the administrative

centre of the Sherbro district.

This last-named district is a very important part of the

colony, contributing a large proportion of the revenue.

Sherbro island itself is about 33 miles in extreme length, and

1 7 in extreme breadth, and it comprises an areA of ather less

than 250 square miles. It is of triangular shape, its northern

end being over 70 miles distant from Freetown. Low-lying

and unhealthy, the centre of what is little more than a large

swamp, its position, like that of Lagos, is admirably suited to

control the trade of an extensive district, for it lies over

agrinst a section of the mainland, at which rivers, creeks,

and lagoons converge, forming a series of waterways wiiich

carry down to the sea the produce of the coast region, to be

exchanged for imported European commodities.

The climate of Sierra Leone has a bad name ;
from the

date of the first settlement it has dealt ill with Europeans;

and the title, which has been given to the colony, of the

White Man's Grave illustrates the common, if somewhat

exaggerated, impression which has been formed of its

m
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SECTION narrow strip which is under British sovereignty ; but Sierra

||- Leone has also parties and caravans ofvisitors from the more

distant interior, from Sego, Bour^, and elsewhere, who bring

down hides and a little ivory and gold to be exchanged for

firearms, cotton cloth, and salt. This more distant traffic is

seriously threatened by the political arrangements, under

which the French are encircling the colony and cutting it off

from the Niger. Early in the present century, the gold trade

of Sierra Leone was of some importance. It is said to have

begun about the year 1822, growing at the expense of

a similar trade on the Gambia; and the report on Sierra

Leone and its dependencies, which was presented to Parlia-

ment m 1827, stated that it was then chiefly in the hands of

the firm of Macaulay and Babington. The amount of gold,

however, now brought down from the interior is quite

insignificant, and Sierra Leone is not likely to grow rich from

gold-dust or from the developement of any mineral resources

either within or without the bounds of the colony. It

depends in the main, like other West African dependencies,

upon forest produce, upon the nuts and gums of trees and

plants, which grow and give their fruit and sap without any

systematic cultivation. In 1891, the chief exports of the

colony were, in order of importance, palm kernels, rubber,

kola nuts, palm oil, gum copal, rice, and hides ;
palm kernels

representing one-third in value of the total exports of the

year. The oil palm (Elaeis Guineensis) gives both the palm oil,

and the palm kernels from which on arrival in Europe

further supplies of oil are extracted. The oil is exported

principally to the United Kingdom, the kernels to the United

Kingdom, France, and Germany ; and both the one and the

other are utilised in the manufacture of soap and candles, and

as grease for lubricat'.ig machinery'. India-rubber, which

comes next to the oil palm among the products of Sierra

Leone, is exported principally to Great Britain, and the same

> See below, Appendix, p. 343.
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/.rrne/s.
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SF.CT10N pendency at the present time must from the nature of things

Ij- be partial and inaccurate. In Sierra Leone, the 1891 census

did not include even the whole of what is actually British

territory, but only the more organised districts, the population

of which was returned at 74.835. against 60,546 for the same

area in 188 1. Of these, 58,000 were residents in the penin-

sula and the adjoining districts, 13,000 in Shcrbro, and under

1,600 in the Isles de Los. There was a large increase in

the numbers of Freetown and the neighbourhood, and

a falling off in the population of Quiah. The number of

inhabitants in the unenumerated parts of the colony is

estimated at about 50.0- »; so that for a totol area of 4,000

square miles there is supposed to be a population of between

120,000 and 130,000. The Europeans, chiefly Englishmen,

are but a handful, a little more than 200 in all, including the

Government officers; and of the black population, about

a half consists of Liberated Africans and their descendants,

the balance being composed of members of the neighbouring

tribes. As the former class represents slaves carried off fiom

all parts of Africa, there is the most extraordinary variety of

races in the colony, but the majority of the Liberated Africans

are said to be either Akus, whose original home was near

Lagos, or Eboes from the banks of the Niger. The other-

the more indigenous section of the population—contains

almost as great a diversity of elements as is to be found

among the Liberated Africans. They include Timmanehs,

the original inhabitants of the Sierra Leone peninsula, Mendis

from behind the Sherbro district, Sherbros, Mandingoes.

Soosoos, Kroomen, and man> others, n« less than sixty lan-

guages, it is said, being spoken in the streets of Freetown.

Occupa- There are, as already stated, no manufactures, no mines, and

tionsand
j^^j^ agriculture beyond market gardening in the colony.

'ofthlMu- From the first, from the days of the Sierra Leone company, all

^'^'*"'-
attempts to make Sierra Leone an agricultural, a planting

colony, after the type of the West Indian islands, have failed.
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Section of elementary education ; and, to judge from the decrease in

_J]l. the number of pupils at the grant-in-aid schools in the three

years 1H89-91, no progress whatcve. is being made. More

advanced education ' given at High Schools in Freetown,

and at the Training College of the Church Missionary Society

at Fourah Hay which is affiliated to Durham University.

There are four stages in the history of Sierra Leone. At

first it appears to have been the scene of more or less

honest trade. Next it was given over, like all other parts

of the West African coast, to slave trading, wirh a speciil

local accompaniment of piracy. Then it became the head-

quarters in Africa of the Abolition movement, and its name

will ever be hallowed by association with the mcmnry of the

men who set the negroes free. Lastly, when their work was

done, it entered upon the fourth, the present stage, in which

it takes rank as a commercial emporium and as a coaling

station of the empire. It has in fact come back to some

extent ?' itb original pos-'ion. In old days sailors and

traders, - , we have :en, went there to refit and water their

ships, or to traffic with the natives of the interior. They

come there still for much the same reason ; but the ships

arc steamers, requiring coal ; and, instead of ivory and gold.

the exports are palm oil and palm kernels. As a fine

harbour on the way to the South, unrivalled for very many

miles of coast, Sierra Leone must always be of value to any

trading European power, most of all to the power which

owns the Cape, India, and Australia. As a place at which

to focus the commerce of a large province of West Africa, it

is or ought to be great, in that the coast-line is honeycombed

with water-ways, while inland the trade-routes from the

headwaters of the Niger lead naturally »o Freetown. Un-

fortunately, as these routes are cut by the French boundary,

trade with the Upper Niger will, if present arrangements

continue, henceforth largely be measured by the good'.v.ll 0:

France; and, even if the competition of rival European
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done, and might still be done by the English, than to stop

by the sea-shore, and that a little leaven of French forward-

ness, lavish as it seems to be, would not be unwholesome.

Roads and railways mean light and life in savage lands.

There are few roads and no railways in British West Africa.

Books and Publications relating to Sierra Leone.

The early history of the colonisation of Sierra Leone is well given in

An Essay on Colonisation particularly applied to the Western toast of

Africa, by C. B. Wadstrom [1794]-

Reference should also be made to the report of the Court of Directors

of the Siena Leone Company in 1 804.

For later information, in addition to official reports and the evidence

taken by Parliamentary Committees, see the excellent address to the

Colonial Institute (December 13, • 38.) on Surra Leone Past PrescU

andPuture, by Mr. KisEi.Y Griffith, then Colonial Secrct.iry of the

colony. [Proceedings of the Royal Colonial Institute, vol. xiu.]

See also Colonial Reports, Miscellaneous, No. 3. ^'ef^ Leone.

Reports on Botany and Geology, by G. V. Scott Elliot, Lsci-, and

Miss Catharine A. Raisin, 1893, c. 6998.

Various books have been written giving a description of the colony,

but they hardly require special mention.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE GOLD COAST'.

The Dutch and English merchants of the seventeenth rcentury nan^ed each section of the Guinea Coast af" """
prmapal product. But, though the Grain or Pepper Coa —the Ivor, Coast, the Gold Coast, and the Slav Coa

'

-a;- sfll be found marked on modern maps, t^ese names'w>t one exception are no longer in common u^e. TheG a,„ Coast ,s comprised within the Republic of Liberiathe elephants have long since disappeared from the Ivor;Coast; slaves are no longer exported either from Thed.s net to the east of the Gold Coast, which was on e

.s he GoM r - ""'"''' '"' '"^^ «"« exception

cnl . n
°''' "'''^' ^^"^ ''^''^ sold is still shipped

cons,derable quantities to Europe, and which thereforest.llrta.ns and deserves to retain its golden name.
1 he Gold Coast of the geographers extends from Assinee at , ,or perhap^ ^om Grand Bassam, upon the weTt to the

^^"^
niouth of tne Volta river upon the east. The Gu" a CoastHeween Cape Palmas and the Cameroon, forms a gTel XS
D o,W

^"'^ ^'^G"'"^^' but the curve is broken by two
''"'•

rirV-'"'
-geologically interesting, as hlvi ^

the two n
"^ " '^''^"'"' "^>'^- "^^^ '"^^^ easterly ofhe tuo projections is the Delta of the x\iger, formed bvthe great quantities of alluvial matter, which the ri" r hal

in this place '
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Section
II.

1 The AngloH French

iHnm frontier.

The Anglo-

German
frontier.

brought down and poured out into the sea. The other,

in the middle of the bay, owes its existence to the fact

that the gold-bearing rocks, of which it consists, are harder

than the coast on either side and therefore have not been

so much worn away by the waves.

The geographical and geological limits of the Gold Coast

are thus clearly marked upon the map; but the political

boundaries do not entirely coincide with them, and here,

as at Sierra Leone, have been much debated. On the

west the English have the French for their neighbours ; on

the east they have the Germans. Under the An^lo-French

arrangements of August 1889, June 1891, and July 1893,

the frontier line between the French at Assinee and the

English on the Gold Coast starts from the sea at Newtown

in about 3 degrees of West longitude, and takes a straight

line due north to the Tendc > lagoon ; it follows that lagoon,

the Ahy lagoon, at.d the Tcndo or Tanoe river as far as

a place called Nou-oua, and is carried thence up to the ninth

degree of North latitude, in a direction determined by the

treaties which either nation has made with the native tribes.

Five miles east of Nougoua, the line runs successively north,

west, and north-west to nearly 6-50 degrees of North latitude,

from wh'.h point it runs north-east and north, until it strikes

the western branch of the Volta in about 8-40 degrees of

North latitude. It then fc " lows the course of that river up to

the ninth parallel.

On the other side, the boundary between the Gold Coast

and the German Protectorate of Togoland is laid down

general terms in the fourth article of the Anglo-German

agreement of July 1890— the agreement which ceded

Heligoland to Germany. The line leaves the sea-coast at

Afflao in about i'i4 degrees East longitude; and, after

running due north as far as 6- 10 degrees of North

latitude, it takes a course west and north, until it reaches

the Volta in about 6-40 degrees North latitude. Thence it
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Sec-ion speaki ,, not a colony but a Protectorate. Except in the

_21l_ case ot small strips of seaboard, most of the treaties,

which have been made with native chiefs and have been

ratified by the Home Government, have been treaties in-

volving British protection and jurisdiction, but not actual

cession of territory. The natives recognise the authority

of the Queen of England and her representative the

Governor of the Gold Coast, but as being their guardian

and referee rather than as the owner of their lands. There

is one exception to this general statement. On the

eastern side of the Gold Coast, in the Volta districts, the

Danes appear in past times, though the evidence is not

clear, to have claimed and possibly exercised sovereign

rights to a fuller and wider extent than was the case with

other Europeans on the Gulf of Guinea; and therefore

the English, having inherited whatever powers their pre-

decessors possessed, may be held to be entitled to regard

these districts as actually belonging to the British Crown.

The point however is one of little moment, of historical

or legal interest rather than of political importance. For

practical purposes it matters little where the colony ends and

the Protectorate begins, for in colony and Protectorate alike

British authority, so far as it can as a matter of fact be

exercised, is undisputed and supreme.

Origin and We have seen how the Protectorate began and was

7he"pro-
developed, mainly through the energy and sagacity of

tectorate. Governor Maclean '. It was based on sufferance, on usage,

on voluntary submission by the natives to British control,

on their voluntary acceptance of British jurisdiction, which

was the keystone of the system. They consented to give

up certain savage customs, to be amenable in criminal

matters to the general principles of British law; and, in

1844, the Fantee chiefs signed an agreement, known as the

Bond, which contained a formal recognition of the authority

* See above, p. 121.
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II.

Govern-
ment.

Section control, and though the Residents take their instructions from

the Governor of the Straits Settlements, there is a distinct

line between the colony and the Protected States, and the

Legislature of the former exercises no authority over the

latter. This difference does not exist on the Gold Coast.

The Crown, and through the Crown, by direct delegation,

the Colonial Government and Legislature, has by usage

acquired the right of exercising, and in the Coast districts

does actually exercise, all the powers of a Sovereign ruler,

in regard to the preservation of the public peace, the

collection of revenue, and the administration of civil and

criminal justice; and the nature and extent of British

authority is measured, not by well-defined limits, but by

geographical possibilities and political convenience.

The Gold Coast is a Crown Colony, and the govern-

ment consists of a Governor, an Executive Council, and

a Legislative Council. The members of the Executive Council

are the Governor, the Colonial Secretary, the Queen's

Advocate, the Treasurer, and the Inspector-General of police.

The Legislative Council consists of the same officials with

the addition of the Chief Justice, and of two nominated

unofficial members.

The Supreme Court consists of a Chief Justice and

three puisne Judges. The law which is administered is, in

addition to the ordinances of the local legislature and

native laws and customs, ' ihe Common law, the doctrines

of Equity, and the Statutes of general application which

were in force in England at the date when the colony

obtained a local legislature, that is to say, on the 24th day

of July 1874,' together with all Imperial laws declared to

extend or apply to the colony and the territories over

which the Court has jurisdiction, so far as they are applic-

able under local circumstances'. The chief magisterial

Law and
Justice.

See ord. 4 of 1876, sects. 14, 17, 19.
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Section tnd the colony ends on the cast in a dead level of sandy

"• shore. The Gold Coast is difficult of access; it has no
"""**"

harbours ; bars of sand block the mouths of the rivers ; there

is no point at which vessels of any size can come close to the

shore, and lK)ats land with difficulty their passengers and

cargoes amid surf anf' breakers. The best landing-places are

said to be at Axim j<Jmina, and Di. . On the edge of

this harbourless coast, facing the angry sea, stand the various

settlements, most of them the scenes of old forts and stations

in days gone by. Taking them from west to cast, the first

place of any importance is Beyin or Apollonia, east of which,

at a distance of about 25 miles by sea, is Axim, near the

mouth of the Ancobra river, the port of the gold mines of

Wassaw and the outlet of a luige timber trade. About 30

miles by sea from Axim, round Cape Three Points, the cape

where the Brandenburghcrs once established themselves, is

Dixcove; and 40 miles further to the east, passing by

Secondee, Chama at the mouth of the Prah, and Commcndah,

we come to Elmina, oldest of all the stations on the coast, the

stronghold first of the Portuguese and then of the Dutch, with

the old castle of St. George still standing by the sea. Elmina,

which is a town of over 11,000 inhabitants, was in Dutch

times the port o. Ashantee ; but, since the war of 1873, when

a forest road was constructed to Prahsue and Coomassie from

Cape Coast Castle, the Ashantee trade has come down rather

Cape Coast to this latter town. Cape Coast Castle, the old English capital

on the coast, is only eight miles to the east of its neigh-

bour and historic rival Elmina, the mouth of the Sweet river

lying between them. Though no longer the seat of govern-

ment, it is still a flourishing' town with a considerable trade

and a population of nearly 12,000, the chief settlement in the

western division of the Gold Coa -t, as Accra is in the eastern.

The castle, which gives it its name, is built on a rock fronting

the sea, with the town lying behind it to tl; north. Sotre

Annamaboe and Cormantine.

Elmina.

Castle.

1 Cape
,

past
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SeCTION
II.

>>

Rivers.

Climate

with coarse grass. Accra marks the dividing line on the

coast between thefse two very distinct l)elts of vegetation.

The rivers of the Gold Coast arc many in numl)cr, and

some of them arc of considerable size, but as water-ways to

and from the interior they are of little use. Their mouths

arc barred ; they have rocks and rapids in their channels

;

and their volume and current varies greatly at the different

seasons of the year. Some of them, notably the Volta and

the Ancobra, arc for a considerable distance navigal)le in

native canoes, or even in light steam launches, and they are

vjiluable for floating timber down to the sea ; but, as means

of regular communication, as routes of commerce, they com-

pare most unfavourably with rivers of the same size and

length in other parts of the world. The finest is the Volta.

which rises far inland near the water-parting of the Niger

basin, and comes down to the sea in the eastern district of

the colony. The most useless of all, though perhaps the best

known, is the Prah, whose upper waters form the frontier

between Ashantce territory and the Protectorate, Prahsue

being the border station. Its course has been described in

an official report as ' one succession of rapids with projecting

T'cks'.' The Ancobra in the west is perhaps the most

available river from a commercial point of view, and has the

advantage of flowing through a rich timber district. The

fourth large river, the Tanoe or Tendo, forms for part of it«

course the western boundary of tl Protectorate ',

The Gold Coast has, under present conditions, a very un-

healthy climate, especially in the moist forest zone and near

the coast. In the more open country, and on the hill country

behind Accra, the conditions are more favourable to health.

• Geolotjical report in Pari. Paper, c. 3064-81, pp. 1S4-7.
" The I'rotcctorate is divided on the maps into districts or province?,

reprcsentinr^ old native kini^doms or groups of kindred trih'"^, «"ifi s*

Wassaw, T>enkera, Akim, and others. The divisions however are not

sufficiently definite geographically or politically to make it desirable to

give an exhaustive list.
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be remembered, held Elmina, whose name bore witness to the

mineral wealth of the coast, and which, being the receptacle

of the Ashantee trade, no doubt exported some of the gold

of that kingdom. In 1891, the export of gold was valued

at £88,000, and the average of the six years 1886-9 v^s

nearly the same, being valued at £87,500. The ;
urns ior

1892 were considerably higher, viz. £99,000. This lepu^^cn•us

not nuggets so much as gold dust—alluvial gold. Ccid dust

is so abundant that it used to be the common currency of

the country : it is found between the hills, in the beds of the

rivers, and on the sea-shore. There are also regular gold

mines, notably at Tarquah in the Wassaw district; but no

Johannesberg has as yet sprung up upon the Gold Coast, if

only because the mining industry is sadly hampered by want

of roads and of facilities for transport. It is difficult to carry

machinery up from the coast, it is difficult to carry the gold down

to the coast ; and, over and above these difficulties, there is tlie

unhealthy climate, a perpetual bar to steady European enter-

prise. Next to Wassaw, the richest gold regions within the

Protectorate appear to be the districts of Akim and Quahoo

lying to the north-east, in the direction of the Volta basin. In

fact the gold-bearing stratum runs diagonally across the Pro-

tectorate in a north-easterly and south-westerly direction, and

extends beyond its borders into the kingdom of Ashantee.

On the sea-coast, and along the banks of the rivers,

a large proportion of the population are fishermen, and at

the principal towns and settlements there is of course

a number of traders. Elsewhere the people are mainly agri-

culturists ; but on the Gold Coast, as at Sierra Leone and

on the Gambia, agriculture is in a most primitive condition;

and the Gold Coast suffers more than any other of the West

African dependencies from want of adequate means of com-

munication by land or water. The very richness of the soil

is a bar to the developement of agriculture, by prodiinng

a dense growth of jungle and forest; the villages stand in
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It would seem that there is hardly any tropical fruit or plant

which could not be successfully cultivated on he Gold Coast

;

but so much comes to hand without any clfort at ail, that

there is little inducement to cultivate ; and it would be useless

to lay out time and money on plantations, in the absence of

roads or railways to the markets and the sea. Among

articles of export, other than gold or vegetable produce, are

monkey skins, brought down chiefly from Ashantee, and

a small quantity of ivory.

The trade of the Gold Coast has latterly made great

strides. The average annual value of the exports in the

years 1886-1891 was £477.000; in 1892 the value was

£665,000, nearly three-fourths of which represented articles

sent to the United Kingdom.

The United Kingdom also contributes two-thirds of the

imports, the total value of which, in 1892, was £597>ooo.

The commerce of the colony with foreign countries is in great

measure in the hands of German traders, of whom there is

a considerable number in the eastern districts adjoining the

German Protectorate. The exports to foreign countries, in

1892, went principally to Germany, France, and the United

States. The imports from foreign countries 1 '•ame year

were contributed by the United States, Ge: France,

and Holland.

In 1892, palm oil and kernels represented over 42 percent,

in value of the total exports of the colony, rubber 25 per cent.,

and gold dtrt nearly 15 per cent. Cotton goods head the

list of imports, far exceeding any other article; and it is

not satisfactory to find that the import which takes the

second place is rum, imported mainly from the United

States.

The revenue for 1892 amounted to £183,000, as against

£186,000 received in 1891 and an average for the six

years 1886-91 of £132,000. Nearly 90 per cent, was

derived from customs duties. On the expenditure side of the
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Basel missionaries came to the Gold Coast in 182H, and were

_^^_ the pioneers of Christian enterprise in these lands. Over

and above their purely religious work, they deserve all praise

for their efforts to promote technical education, industry, and

agriculture, as well as for the medical relief which tbey have

given to the sick poor of their districts. Among other

religious sects are the Rom^in Catholics, who established

themselves at Elmina in 188 1, the Bremen mission, an off-

shoot of the Basel mission, and the Church of England,

which has two chaplains, at Accra and Cape Coast, in receipt

of salaries from the Colonial Government. The Anglican

bishop of Sierra Leone is also bishop of the Gold Coast, the

Gambia, and Lagos, receiving a small stipend from each

government.

The ]\Iohammedans on the Gold Coast are, with the

exception of the Houssas, mainly traders; and are to be

found in the larger settlements on the coast and along the

trade routes to the interior. They traffic in kola nuts,

exporting them to Lagos for the benefit of their co-religionists,

and they bring down live stock from Salaga and other

countries to the north of the Protectorate.

Education. Education is backward on the Gold Coast, but still some

good work has been and is being done. The present system

dates from 1887, when an Education Act was passed and

a Board of Education established. The Government supports

elementary schools at Accra and Cape Coast, in addition to

a special school for the children of the Houssa police; and

it gives granrs-in-aid to the various mission schools. No

provision is made for higher education, unless the govern-

ment botanical station at Aburi, whose object is to improve

agricultural methods and promote agricultural science, can

be considered in this light.

Dhtance,. In the statistics of distances Cape Coast Castle is usually

given as the central point of the colony. It is about 3,500

miles distant from Plymouth, 1,050 from Freetown, 30° fro""
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Section
n.

unrest. It is difficult no doubt to break with the past : and,

with French and Germans pressing onward on either side,

the natural instinct is to hold fast. But arguments from the

past must be rupplcmented by arguments from the present,

and the shado\.s of general considerations by the substance

of existing facts. What are the facts ? The disadvantages of

the Gold Coast are that it has no river like the Gambia no

harbour like Sierra Leone, no geographic? ' attraction to

a people wanting to find their way into and out of the land

:

while life after life is sacrificed year by year in keeping up

British administration along a deadly coast. Its advantages,

on the other hand, are its undoubtedly great mineral wealth,

and its rich prolific soil. It has more variety of resources

than perhaps any other part of West Africa. The French on

the west, the Germans on the east, are hemming in the

English, and trying to secure the trade routes and divert the

traffic. But, apart from Hinterland and trade routes, the

Gold Coast Protectorate, within its present limits alone, is

a rich natural sphere of production, with hill country and

plain country, with wealth above and below ground. Even

at the present time, when its developement is as yet no more

than the native agriculture, a scratch upon the surface, it has

a flowing revenue and a most thriving trade, it costs nothing

to the United Kingdom except—an important exception, it is

true—the health and lives of English officers ; and, on the

other hand, it sends yearly a large amount of produce to the

Liverpool merchants, taking in return cargoes of cotton

goods. There is substantial gain at the present, and, what

is more, there is good hope for the future. It may be

difficult ever to create a suitable harbour, or to do more

than reduce in some small degree the difficulties of landing.

The cost of making the rivers navigable to any considerable

extent may be prohibitive. The climate no doubt always

will be unfavourable to Europeans. But much may >et be

done for trade and for health. Swamps may be drained and
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jungles cleared; with the developcment of roads and light CuptekaUways the seat of Government may be moved to the hil s
I^

and the vanous stations, whether on high or low ground, need
not be so unhealthy m themselves nor so isolated from each
other as they now are. As an organised colony, the GoldCoast .sm us childhood. The resources of civiliJltion have
here not only not been exhausted, they have hardly beenused at all. It will be time to discuss whether the' GoMCoast .s worth keeping, when modern appliances have really
been ned and really been found wanting. There are other
considerations too besides merely striking the balance of
present and future advantages and disadvantages. The
Africans have to be borne in mind as well as the English
It cannot seriously be doubted that of late years British ruleand protection has done something towards mitigating
savagery, and introducing more human and more humane
customs and modes of life. It is the case that the Christian
religion has not made much progress yet; and quite possibly
It will not make much progress for years to come, untU
generations grow up, to whom fetish worship is a mere name.
But the law and justice of a Christian people has its effectamong West African natives, and the English would not be
ustified in withdrawing that law and justice, or in transferring
to some other less qualified and less trained European nation
the burden which history has given them to bear

if

Books, PuBtiCATioNs, etc. relating to the
Gold Coast.

'6

'isiiiu
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The names of some of the old books relating to the Gold Coast have

been given on p. 156. Among later books may be mentioned ;

—

WiNWOon Reade's African Sketch Book (^1873), and Story of the

Ashantee Campai,s^t (1874') ; Major Ellis' West African .Sketches

(1881), anil The Land of Fetish (1883) ; C. A. Goruon's Life on the

Gold Coast (i88i) ; ar 1 Sir C. A. Moloney's West African Fisheries,

•with particular referet, e to the Gold Coast Colony (published lor the

International Fisheries Exhibition, 1883), and Jketch of the Forestry of

West Africi 1887^
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Section The island is so situated, as to command a wide area of

^^- traffic; and from the year 1815 onward, when the slave

"
traders had been driven from their old haunts, they here

found for a while a new and thriving centre. The slaves

were supplied from the Yorubas and Egbas of the mainland,

whose countries were desolated by long-continued wars ; ai.u

an exiled chief of Lagos, Kosoko by name, having learnt the

ways of the slave trade at Whydah, the port of Dahomey,

returned in time to his old home, where he became king, and,

in league with the kings of Dahomey and Porto Novo and

with Portuguese slave -dealers, gave every encouragement to

the export of slaves. At the end of 1851 the English

interfered. They stormed and took the town of Lagos,

ejected the usurper Kosoko, and reinstated a former king

who was bound over by treaty to prohibit the slave trade

;

a British consular agent was appointed to reside on the spot;

and the Church IMissionary Society established a mission in

the island. The intrigues of the slave-traders, however, soon

made mischief again, and fresh civil war broke out in 1853.

Peace was restored, but progress was not assured, until in

August 1 86 1, with the declared object of putting an end once

for all to the slave traffic, the reigning King Doccmo ceded

the port and island and territories of Lagos to Great Britain,

receiving a pension for life of £1000 per annum. The

territories of Lagos included, or were supposed to include, the

native towns and districts of Palma and Leckie, lying to the

eastward. These places were at the time of the cession held

by Kosoko, who had been throughout the mainstay of the

slave-traders and the enemy of the English, In 1863, how-

ever, he too formally relinquished his claims, returning to

Lagos as a pensioner of the British Government ; and Palma

and Leckie became and have remained an integral part of

the colony. In the same year Badagry*, ti> je west of

» Badagry will be remembered in connexion with the Niger discoveries.

See above, p. 141.
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/fount/a-

ties.

Sf.ction and by District Commissioners, of whom there are three.

II
one for Lagos, one for Badagry, and one for Palma and

Ltckie.

Lagos is more fortunate than Sierra Leone or the Gold

Coast in having its boundaries comparatively well defined,

and in being therefore loss likely to be involved in i v-

national difliculties. On the east it ends, in 5-10 degrees

East longitude, at the Benin river, on the other side of which

arc the British Niger Protectorates. On the west the frontier

marclies with the French settlements and Protectorate in

th< Porto Novo district. The French connexion with Porto

Novo began in 1863, shortly after the British annexation

of Lagos ; and, though it was abandoned in th - course of

a year, it was revived in 1883. The nece^-^ .onsoquence

was a series of frontier disputes, which adjusted by

the Anglo-French agreement of 1889. L..Jer the terms of

this agreement, the boundary between the two Protectorates

has I'een taken to be the middle of the channel of the

Ajera river, so far as it separates the two states of Porto

Novo and Pocra, leaving Porto Novo to the French and

Pocra to the I'.iiglish. From the point where the river

flows into :" e Porto Novo lagoon, the meridian of its

centre is ccrried south to the sea-coast, in 2-45"^ East

longitude. From the point where it ceases to separate

Porto Novo from Pocra, the meridian of its centre, in 2.
46''

East longitude, is followed north as far as the ninth pirallel

of North latitude. Beyond this parallel is the British

Niger Protectorate and the sphere of the Royal Niger

company.

Thus Lagos is bounded on the south by the sea, on

the west by a French Protectorate, and on the north

and east by British Protectorates. At the same time it

must be remembered that the dependency, as defined by

treaties of cession and protection, does not extend to the

ninth parallel, although the intervening territory is all
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Section grass, which is under water in the rainy season. The town

1^' stands at its western extremity, looking to the south-west and

facing the main channel to the sea. The open sea is nearly

7 miles below the town, but the entrance to the main

channel, about half a mile in width, is only between 4 and

5 miles distant. Beyond it is a dangerous bar, over which

there breaks a heavy surf, caused by the meeting of a strong

current of fresh water from the lagoons with the waves of

the Gulf of Guinea. The dangers of this bar were well

known in old times, for we read in Barbot * that the ' river

Lagos has a bar at the entrance into the Lagos channel,

which is scarce navigable for boats because of the mighty

surges that render it very difficult.' The bar cannot be

crossed by steamers drawing more than 12 feet of water;

and large ships lie in the outside anchorage, leaving small

tenders to communicate with the town. Inside the channels

there is smooth and comparatively deep water close to the

shore, and lines of wharves form the frontage to the town

of Lagos. The population of the town and harbour of

Lagos at the 1891 census was returned at 32,500. The

town is well built, busy, and prosperous, the most flourishing

Distances, commercial centre in British West Africa. Its distance

from Liverpool is 4,300 miles, from Freetown (Sierra Leone)

about 1,200, from Cape Coast about 300, from Benin about

120, and from Brass at the mouth of the Niger about 230.

It is connected by submarine cable with the Gold Coast

and Europe in one direction, and with the Niger, Congo,

and South Africa in another. Outside the island of Lagos.

the main divisions of the colony are the Western district,

of which Badagry is the centre ; the Eastern district, in

which Palma and Leckie are the chief places ; and the

Northern district, including the old native town of Ebute

Metta, and a strip of territory to the north of the main

The Dis
tricts.

' Bk. iv. chap. 5.
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Section
II.

IV'.:

Products.

Palm oil

andkerncls.

Minor
products.

Occupa-

tions of
the in-

habitants.

more kindly to cultivation of the soil, and approximate more

nearly to agricultural communities than is the case with the

natives of the Gold Coast. The country and its inhabitants,

therefore, have on the whole a more definite and more settled

character than is to be found elsewhere in British West Africa.

The one great product, however, overshadowing all others,

is the oil palm, which requires and receives little or no

culture by the hand of man. Lagos palm oil has the repu-

tation of being the finest of any which comes from West

Africa, this result being due partly to natural causes, partly

to greater skill in and to improved methods of preparation.

Within the colony and Protectorate the chief oil-producing

districts are the Western and Northern ; but the bulk of the

oil and kernels, which are shipped from Lagos to Europe, is

brought from beyond the limits of the immediate Protectorate,

from the territory of which Abbeokuta is the centre, and, now

that communication is open, from the Jebu country and from

central Yoruba.

Among minor products, which the Colonial government is

at pains to encourage, are grain, vegetables, and fruits of

various kinds, cassava which grows in the sandy soil of the

sea-coast, sweet potatoes, yams, maize, beans, bananas, and

cocoa nuts. Beniseed appears in the list of exports ; a little

cocoa and coffee is being grown : and in the Yoruba country

a large amount of cotton is cultivated, mainly for home

manufacture, but to some extent for export also. Most of

these products, like the palm oil, come more from without

than from within the limits of what is more strictly known as

the Lagos colony and Protectorate.

Judging from the statistics of the late census, the native

population of the colony proper, so far as it has been classi-

fied, is mainly occupied in trading, and in farming and

gardening j the townsmen of Lagos, as of Sierra Leone, being

traders, while the farmers and gardeners are to be found

mainly in the Central district, near the town, and in the
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Section of some of the newly-acquired portions of the Protectorate,

||- nor of the easternmost district between Odi and the Benin

river. Even where the enumeration took place, there were

of necessity many omissions. The town and harbour of

Lagos contributed 32,500 to the total; the Central district,

exclusive of Lagos, about 22.000; the Western district,

including Pocra, about 22,000; and the Eastern district,

about 9.000. The number of Eurojieans was not more than

150. The natives included some 20,000 of the Ekos or

Lagos tribe, 16,000 Egbas, 13,000 Popos, 11,000 Yorubas,

and otliers. The Yoruba race, covering in its wider sense

the Egbas and Jebus, is the leading native race in and near

Lagos; but the Popos in the west are a different stock,

akin to the people of Dahomey ; snd in the east a third race,

the Benins, are to be found, wiio, as has been seen, took

part in the original settlement of Lagos island. There is

a considerable number of Iloussas and Kroomen at Lagos as

in other West African colonies ; and a valuable element in

the community consists of ex-slaves or their descendants,

mainly of Yoruba origin, who, having been carried years ago

to Brazil, have been re-patrialed, bringing back with them

habits of industry, and knowledge of agriculture, or training

as mechanics, and who have indirectly promoted trade between

Lagos and Brazil.

Religion. The number of Christians was returned at 10,000, of

Mohammedans at zi.ooo, and of Pagans at 54,000. The

Christian denominations are the Church of England, Wes-

leyans, and Roman Catholics, the number of children on the

registers of the Church of England schools exceeding those

of the Wesleyans and Roman Catholics put together.

Education. Education in the colony is almost entirely denominational,

the missionary schools being subsidised by a system of

grants-in-aid from the Government, which are administered

by a Board of Education. The number of schools under

Government Inspection in 1891 was thirty, and the total
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Section
II.

tinuous and systematic effort, no such training as converts

a savage into a civilised race.

It is one thing, and it is a great thing, to prohibit barbarous

practices; this the English have done. It is another and

a more difficult task to make new habits and better modes of

life and thought take root downwards and bear fruit upwards,

to raise the African economically and socially to a higher

level. This has not yet been done tr any appreciable extent.

It may well be that in time the good will come. Lagos in

particular is quite in its youth as a British settlement, and

more could hardly have been expected than has been achieved

already. But it is useless to ignore the fact that the work of

the English in West Africa has hitherto been little more than

undoing to some extent the evil of the past. For positive

good, for constructive policy, we must look to the future.

Information about Laf^os mnst be gathered from official reports and

from notices in books dealing with West Africa generally. There is no

book on the colony which deserves special mention.
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Section that fairly belongs to the Kingdom of Sokoto.' Its

,,' eastern boun lary, as far as the Benue river, is provisionally

fixed by agreements with Germany in 1885, 1886, 1890,

and 1893. The line follows the right bank of the Rio del

Rey creek, and is carried from its head direct to a point

marked on the British Admiralty map in about 9-8 degrees

of East longitude, whence it takes a north-easterly course,

until it strikes the Benue river at a point to the east of

and close to the town of Yola. Its western boundary is

the Lagos Protectorate and Sphere of influence as far as

the ninth degree of North latitude, beyond which the

treaties of the Niger company extend to the west behind

Yoruba, Dahomey, and Togoland, including the slate of

Borgu, just as on the opposite side the same company
have extended their sphere to the north and east of Yola

into the Sultanate of Bornu.

The territory within these limits includes the Niger

Delta with the adjoining creeks and rivers, and the basin

of the Lower Niger and the Benue. A great pa of

the coast-line of the Delta is under consular jurisdi«.v jn,

and forms the Niger Coast Protectorate ; while part of the

coast and most of the interior, with the channels of the

Lower Niger and the Benue and their affluents, is under

..a control of the Royal Niger company, subject only to

I A principles of freedom and navigation for the merchant

ships of all nations, which were laid down at the Inter-

national Berlin conference of 1885.

The boundary between the territories of the Ro)al

Niger company and the Niger Coast Protectorate has been

roughly demarcated as follows. East of ihe Nun, the

main mouth of the Niger, which is situated in about 65
degrees of East longitude, the line of delimitation is

carried from the coast, at a point midway between the

Nun and the Brass rivers, straight to the town of Klu,

the company being secured in any case a strip of land,
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Section of which may be estimated at some 500,000 square miles.

', I'hc Directors procured their charter in July 1886; and, by
that charter, they are empowered to exercise to the full all

rights obtained by treaties, 'with the kings, chiefs, and
peoples of various territories in the basin of the river Niger
in Africa,' subject only to international obligations, and to

general provisions against monopoly of trade, against slavery,

and nijainst ill-treatment of the natives. They are authorised
to govern, in administer justice, and to levy customs duties

on goods lamed in their territories, though not (by the terms
of the Beriin conference) on goods which are merely in pro-
( ess of transit on the river. In a word, they are recognised
as rei.ponsible rulers and protectors of life and property.

The policy and working of the company is controlled by
the London council, but in Africa there is the usual machinery
of local government, judges, executive officers, and a military

force of about 1,000 men; while a fleet of river steamers
keeps up communication a" >ng many lundred miles of the

Niger and its tributaries. The reven! e for administrative

purpHJses is mainly derived from export duties on palm oil

and kefiicls, shea buticr, ivory, and other native produce.
The import duties are feu in numljer, being levied only on
guns, powder, salt, spirits i' 1 tobacco. The duties on
spirits are very heavy, am? the importation is entirely pro-

hibited to the north of the seventh degree of North latitude.

No rifles, breed loadinir guns, or cartridges are allowed to be
imported into a.iy part of the territories.

The ''ritish Crown Colonies in West Africa ai in t!

main, roast colonies. The Gambia, it is true, is in a sense

a river settlement
; and Sierra r.eone. the field Coast, and

Lagos have behind them iniaiid areas, which, it is hoped, wiM
in duo course be opened up. But the Jambia ^olony 1=

little more than I. hurst at the r.iouth of the estuary ; Sierra

Lcone ctiilies in Freetown and British ^-fierbro ; the Gold
Coast is a series of seaside stations ; and I^igos has length
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Section through mountainous scener)', and the country becomes

,,' more open and park-hke, developing above the confluence

of the Niger and the Benue into the plateau of the

Western Sudan, dry, fresh, and salubrious as compared

with the regions of the coast.

Products. The chief products, which are brought down the Niger

to the sea at the present time, are rubber, ivory, gum, and

palm oil and kernels. The oil palm is especially associ-

ated with the Delta and the lands near the sea, but it is not

confined to the coast districts, being found also far into

the interior.

There is no sharply drawn line between the Delta and

the mainland, or between the low country and the great

plateau cf the Sudan, but the transition from one region

to another is very gradual.

Races. The same may be said of the races and the religions

in this part of Africa. Above the confluence of the Niger

and the Benue are large Mohammeda-i states, such as

Sokoto, Gandu, and Bornu '. Below it are Pagan negroes,

the Idzoes of the coast, the Iboes at the head of the L.lta,

the Igaras, and others. As, however, the forest zone begins

to shade off' into the higher and more open country some

way south of the Benue, so, before that river is reached

from the south, there is a borderland where Isiamism and

Fetishism meet. Here, as in other parts of Africa, the

Mohammedans of the interior, stronger races from healthier

lands, with a crusading religion, and a natural affinity for

the slave trade and the wars which the slave trade in-

volves, have been pressing towards the coast, but they are

met on the Niger by the counter eff'orts of Christian mis-

sionaries, belonging mainly to the Church Missionary So-

ciety, who have done something to redeem the negroes

from their more inhuman practices, and who find a more

' Horgu, howeviT, to the west of the Nijjer and to the nonh uf the

confluence, is a great Pagan kingdom.
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Section of the Mohammedan Sultanate of Gandu, and past the

,,' town of Egga, 420 miles from the sea, where the company
have an important trading station. Up to Bussa is a further

distance of about 300 miles.

The Bmue At Lukoja the Benue flows from the north-east and

east into the Niger. It is a great river with many tribu-

taries, ii;; three main affluents from the south being the

Katsena, the Donga, and the Teraba. It has a rapid rise

and fall, and is very shallow in the dry season. The
company's headquarters upon it are 250 miles above the

confluence, ?nd 550 miles by river from the sea, at Ibi on

the southern bank, perhaps the finest of all the trading

stations. About 150 miles above Ibi is Yola, capital of

the Mohammedan state of Adamawa, whose ruler is a vassal

of the Sultan of Sokoto; and a little to the east of Yola

is the northern end of the Anglo-German boundary, Ribago,

the most distant of the company's stations, being yet another

50 miles higher up the river.

It would be idle to attempt to forecast the future of the

Niger territories, and of the vigorous company which has

undertaken to develope and administer them. The difliculties

of climate are great, the wat:r communication—which is

the only kind of communication— is in many respects

defective, there are trading jealousies to be apf)e. sed, and

thorny international questions are still outstanding. But it

is not too soon to register the value of the pioneer work

which has been done ; and, seeing that in the face of great

difTiculties the company has prospered financially, seeing

that it has more than held its own against foreign rivals,

that it was originally constituted on sound principles, and

that any grave abuse of its powers is safeguarded by the

terms of its charter, the future may be looked to with

reasonable confidence. In any case it deserves well of

those who believe in British influence as a civ'-lisincr factor

in barbarous regions, for it is due to the Royal Niger

General
Summary.
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Books on the Niger.

THE ITIOEB COAST PBOTBCTOBATE.
The Niger Coast Protectorate, known till lately as the
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Sect :on
II.
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for which reason the Portuguese gave it the name of

Fermoso, but very unwholesome, as most of the rivers of

Guinea are'; the kingdom of Ouwere or Oveiro, which

'lies along Rio Forcado,' and which is now known as

Wari; and Old and New Calabar.

From the Benin river to the Rio del Rey, the coast-line of the

Niger Protectorates extends for a distance of about 330 miles.

For some 140 miles, from Benin to the Nun mouth of the

Niger, the coast runs south-east. From Cape Formoso, about

six miles east of the Nun, which is the southernmost headland

in the Delta, and the dividing point between the Bight of

Benin on the west and the Bight of Biafra on the east,

the direction of the coast-line as far as the Cameroons
is nearly due east. Taking the coast from west to cast,

from the Benin to the Escravos (slaves) river, is a distance

of 1 5 miles. From, the Escravos to the Forcados is a distance

of 13 miles. Between the Forcados and the Nun, under the

control of the Niger company, are some no miles of coast

broken bv various creeks, such as the Ramos and Middleton

rivers. The Brass river is rather over 10 miles east of the Nun
;

and between 40 and 50 miles fromJ3rass is the Sombrero river,

adjoining whiih on the east are the New Calabar and Bonny
river, the estuaries of these three rivers forming the outlets of

the New Calabar district. The distance from Brass to Bonny
is about 70 miles. About 35 miles east of the Bonny estuary

is the Opobo river, where King Ja Ja built his town. The
next estuary to the east, 30 miles from the Opobo, is the Kwa
Ibo river

; and about 25 miles beyond the last-mentioned river

is the beginning of the easternmost, the largest, and the most

important of the Oil Rivers, the Old Calabar estuary, into

which the great Cross river discharges itself, after a course, it

is supposed, of 400 to 500 miles.

Behind the actual coast, the geography of the district

which is watered by the Oil Rivers is at present but little known.

Its great feature is the extraordinary intersection of creeks
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native villages, and has a population of some 15,000. Near

it is Creek Town, also a place of some importance ; and at

both places, as well as at Bonny and Brass and elsewhere,

British missionaries and British traders have taken up their

residence. Away from the coast are native cities, hardly

known to Europeans, strongholds of barbarism and fetish

worship, such as Benin city, and Bende and Aron in the

Opobo and Kwa Ibo districts.

Various steamship companies keep up communication

between Europe and the Oil Rivers; and the submarine

cable touches at Brass and Bonny.

The climate of the Niger Delta is on a par with that of the

rest of the West African coast. It has the reputation of

being peculiarly deadly to Europeans, but the loss of life is

on the whole not above the average in West Africa. The
temperature is equable, usually ranging from 75 to 90 degrees,

and the great feature of the climate is the heavy rainfall,

there being on the coast no marked difference between the

wet anil dry seasons.

The rich alluvial soil of the Delta is most prolific in

vegetation. From a commercial point of view the oil palm

overshadows all other products, but nearly all the West African

trees and plants are to be found, including kola nuts, rubbers,

gums, silk cotton, the seeds which give the ' shea butter,' and,

in the Cross River district, ebony. According to the trade

returns for the year ending July 31, 1892, palm oil and

kernels represented about 94 per cent, in value of the

total exports of the Protectorate, rubber being the only other

item deserving special mention.

The Oil Rivers Protectorate, as it was then called, was

constituted a ' local jurisdiction ' under the Africa Order in

Council of 1889. That is to say, under the powers con-

ferred by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, a consular juris-

diction, primarily for British subjects, was established in

these districts, with a right of appeal to the Supreme Court
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no exports. Of the Oil River ports, Old Calabar, including

Kwa Ibo, contributed 38 per cent, of the total import and

export trade, Bonny and New Calabar 34 per cent., and

Opobo 33 per cent. The remainder was credited to Benin,

Wari, and Brass in the order given. The amount of customs

duties collected during the year was £88,000, levied almost

entirely on spirits and tobacco.

There is little to be said of the Niger Coast Protectorate

at present, except that it is being rapidly and skilfully

organised by Sir Claude MacDonald and his officers without

any expense to the British taxpayer, and that it is the scene

of a large and growing trade. The climate is bad, hut so is

the climate of West Africa generally; and, if the commercial

wealth consists almost entirely of palm oil, the same draw-

back has been shown to attach to the flourishing Crown

colony of Lagos. Missionary enterprise and British super-

vision have done a good deal to humanise the natives
;

and,

in view of what the future may bring forth, it is well that the

control of this important section of the West African coast

should be vested in Great Britain.



APPENDIX.

OIL NUTS AND BBEDS OF BBITI8H WBST
AFRZGA.

Af„«. generally, U,a. U may be useful to group ,„geZ a few

Oil, and the vegetable produce from which il is nro,l„.«l
repre«n«d, according .o ,he la,.,, rerurn, 'old -^ '

W N^vTrJ."
"'.« " "" "»»» " "» c-»»».

(?) Nemrly 38 per cent „
(3) 4a per cent. .

(4) 83 per cent. .

(5) ? per cent. .

(6) More than 90 per cent.

Sierra Leone.

Gold Coast.

Lagos.

}
Niger Terri-

( tones,

j
Niger Coast

( Protectorate.

^^t^^^J^;!^^^ oi, nu.s and

;-e_^^.d Kingdom, Marseil^rSce?„'X
The trees or plants, which give the oil are :-

(I) The Oil palm [£/ais Cui,uenus\.

Kl) Various less important plants.

R 3
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None of these products, except the ground nut, hr ^ been

as yet to any extent systematically cultivated on the West

Coast. They are not grown in regular plantations, like the

sugar-cane in the West Indies, cottor in Louisiana, or tea in

Ceylon. They are for the most part a natural growth of the

jungle, and the export does not represent the result of tilling

of the soil.

The export of palm oil from British West Africa is at

least a century old ', that of ground nuts and palm kernels

has cxibied for the last fifty years.

I . The oil palm has practically no place at the Gambia.

It grows at Sierra Leone, especially in the southern—the

Sherbro—district ; it is still more prominent on the Gold

Coast; and it is all-important at Lagos, and in the Niger

Delta.

The tree bears best in a moist soil, 'flourishing in the

warm damp valleys, where it grows in extensive forests.'

From it are sent to Europe (a) palm oil, {V) palm kernels.

From the latter a further supply of oil is subsequently

extracted by European machinery,

(a) The palm oil is derived from the husk which covers

the nut, and which is separated from it by boiling and pound-

ing. The best oil, known as ' soft' oil, is obtained when the

nuts are fresh ; but, as a rule, the nuts, when gathered, are

thrown into a hole in the ground, where a certain amount of

fermentation takes place, the result being ' hard ' oil, thicker

and coarser in proportion to the time during which the nuts

have been left covered up.

(P) After the oily husk has been removed, the nuts are dried,

and the kernels are taken out and shipped to Europe, where

the oil extracted from each kernel averages 30 per cent, of

its weight.

• In the list of imjKjrti from Africa into Great Britain, printed w the

Report of the rrivy Council on Trade to Africa and the Slave Trade

(1 789), 1,091 cwt. of palm oil are given for the year 1783. valued

apparently at £\ per cwt.
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candle. I, „ ate u^d for lubricacing machtaerv . , tV'^ on .he axl« of ,he .1«1, „f ^ailt,, carril^', ta',h.

The residue of the kernp?« nf.^, ,k i l .

iu'ihjscs.

still valuable as oil cake
°" '" '"'" ^''"*^'"'' "

LaJc^'Te'll'' m"' '^f" ''^ %hestprice. comes fromLagos the most adulterated oil comes from Saltpond. Appamand U mnebah m the central districts of the Gold Coa^'The pnce o palm oil has varied very greatly ir, conseque
'

88,l^.v J « ^^°' ?"'"" °" '^^^^^-'^ ^Sa a ton, ir, Mayi8«7 only £18 loj., in July ,89, £25.
^

2. The ground nut grows chiefly in Senegambia. as the
0.1 palm grows chiefly in Lower Guinea. The two product

nroduc"
'"" ^^°"^' 'h« -"hern districts of which colonyproduce ground nuts and the southern districts palm oil. Athe Gambia ground nuts constitute more than four-fifthsn value of the exports. On the Gold Coast these nuts are

to be found, havmg been, it is said, introduced from Brazilby he Portuguese; but here they are very poor in qualityand of no commercial value.
''

The ground nut takes its botanical name of Arachishypog^a from the fact that, when the plant has flowered
matures Its fruit buried under the surface of the ground

and the 01 extracted from them i. largely used as a substitute
for olive 0.1

:
.t ,s also used in Uie manufacture of butterinc

pomades, soap, &c., as well as for purposes of lighting
3. In addition to the oil palm and ground nut, various

another Of these, beniseed (Sesamum Indicum). which isexported from Sierra Leone and from Lagos, is probably

f

m.
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Sbction the most important. Its oil, like that of the ground nut, is

„• used, among other purposes, as a substitutt for olive oil.

The cocoa-nut palm grows freely on the Gold Coa^t ..nd at

Lagos, but as yet it is little used for commerrial purposes.

Reference ihouUl be made to Sir A. Mol' .y'l SkfUh of th,-

FortUry of IVtst Africa, 1887, wfiich cont.iin* a 'list «»' ecnnonm'
plant* of Wettem Africa,' by Mr. tlillicr of the Royal ir- dens Kew

,

to the Report on Economic AgricultHre on Iht Gold i^oast, iSScj;

C'>|(>nial Series of Parliamentiry Keporto, No. 1 10, 1890 ; and to the Rew
B^'llttin (^Eyre and Spottitwoode , 1S87-1893.



SECIION III.

THE ISLAND8 IW THE SOUTH ATLANTIC.

Ascension.

Thk .,iand of Ascension was fir^t discovered ! . the Section
Por ugueve sailer De Nova on La.ly Day ,501. and was J"nnt.^

!
by Jam Conccptior, Tuo years later it «as sighted /).vr,.by Albuquerque on Ascci ,ion Day. Mav 20, 1503. Hence <^nd .\4

"» present name. The island is mentio-.ed by Linschoten Tuliand other old travellers; and, according to one account'
malefactor.' were left there by ,assing ships, just as sick
men were landed at St. Helena.
Dimpier was wrecked on its shores in ,701, and was

detained from February 23, so March 8, when he was
picked MP by an Eugluh ship During his stav he found
traces of former vils, .: .,. figures ,642 carved
on a tree, and riadt .• ,.«. important discovery
of fresh water in the islu.id. which, as he tells us over-
rating the distance, was eight nules fron. the landing-place
\\hat IS now known as Danipier's spring is on the north
side of Green mountain, rather more than four miles from
Georgetown. In the eighteenth century, turtle-catching at
Ascension attracted fishing vessels from the American
colonies; and Cook, who visited the island in 1775, speaks
of ships coming there from New York and the Bermudas,

'•o'lkcZ.'
' ^''''""* "^ K°gg«e^n's Voyage, .r»-3, i„ Harris'

.if

r

|:.f
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tration.
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position,

area, ^c.

which supplemented their fishing' by illicit trade with the

East India company's merchant-men.

In 18 15, in view of the detention of Napoleon at

St. Helena, the British government thought fit to occupy and
garrison Ascension ; and, after his death, the island was re-

tained by the Admiralty as a naval station. At one time it was
the headquarters of the West African squadron, but of late

years it has been used mainly as a sanatorium.

In his narrative of the Voyage of the Beagle, Darwin says

of Ascension, that ' the whole island may be compared to

a huge ship kept in first rate order.' This description well

applies to the administrative arrangements at the present day.

With the exception of the Channel islands and the Isle of

Man, whose dealings are with the Home OlBce, Ascension
is the only fully organised British dependency, which is not

subordinate either to the Colonial Office or to the India Office ^
It is under the rule of the Admiralty; it is garrisoned

by marines ; its expenses are defrayed from naval funds

;

and it i& rated as a ship of war.

Ascension island is situated in 7° 56' South latitude and

1
4° 20' West longitude. It is in nearly the same latitude as

St. Paul de Loanda in West Africa, which is a little south of

the mouth of the Congo, and as Pernambuco in Brazil. It

is iJoo statute miles north-west of St. Helena, 1,340 miles

from Ca{)e Coast, 1,150 from Sierra Leone, 1,880 from the

Congo, 2,850 from the Cape, and 2,280 from Rio Janeiro.

In shape it is an irregular oval, slightly pointed towards the

east. It is about 8 miles in length from east to west,

6 J in breadth from north to south, and 22 miles in circum-

ference. In size it is midway between Jersey and Guernsey,

its area being 34 square miles. Its shores arc steep at nearly

' See Cook's vovage of 1775 to the South Pole and Round th- World,
1784 ed., vol. ii. chap. x. pp. 272-3.
'The Trotectoratcs subordinate to the Foreign Office are not British

territory in the strict sense.
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the liUle seU,en,"ro;G:o;^^^^^^^^^ ^'
"^"^"^ ^«^' -^ -ill:-

towards t ilrffT-TTT ''"^" '"°""'^"'

point, rising rrLofet lL h".
'
"""^ " ^'^ ^'^^^^

' in show seemeth a! Jr ^^ °''" ^"'" ''^^^ A«=^"«on

so hi,, ntrofh ran^^
^--

resh water in the island nor one g^en iJ or Vr' "°k Thath many hUls of a reddish cofo^' ' clt T ^'

is that 'it show« n c. f
• ^^^^ description

values' and tTi.. .
'/^'"P^^'^ °^ ^^'•^^" hills and

crno a m ?
^''^ '''^'"'^>' ^^" destroyed by a vol-

on the mountain where fn.;*! V ^ here is a farm

pond,; a'd edSeb«:•t, ^'"f "'7^ '^'" '" '"'"=

are tak«„ •

,

*^fi^SS—the eggs of the 'wideawake'—

are or „ere w.ldgoal, and cacs, ra«, and landcrabs.

Vol. a. chap. xcv. Haklu>t Series.

*i
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Climate.

Kesuienlf

The climate of Ascension is extremely healthy, although

the island is so near the Equator. Its healthiness is due

to the prevalence of the south-east trade winds and to the

entire absence of anything like marshy ground. The

averaga annual rainfall is very mall, the rainy months

being March and April. There is however much more rain

and mist on Green mountain than on the lower ground, and

the temperature by day at a height of 2,500 feet averages 75°

as against 85" at the landing-place.

The normal numl)er of residents in Ascension is about

160, consisting of sailors, marines, and Kroomen from the

Lil)erian coast. With the exception of the station on Green

mountain, the only settlement is the little town at the

anchorage, which was officially christened Georgetown in

1830. It is built on ashes, at the end of a valley which

gradually leads up to Green mountain; it is defended by

guns ; and it contains a church, hospitals, and barracks in

addition to dwelling-houses.

In barrenness and scarcity of water Ascension resembles

Summary.
^^^^^ ^^^^ j^ possesses a further drawback in the rollers which

constantly make landing on the island difficult and dangerous.

On the other hand, its healthy climate is a great point in its

favour, considering its comparative nearness to the coast of

West Africa, and there seems reason to hope that, if the island

continues to be inhabited, future generations may see a con-

siderably larger area of cultivated or cultivable soil. Origin-

ally occupied for a special purpose, it is not a possession of

much value to Great Britain ; but, as a coaling station in the

hands of a foreign power, it might be a menace to British

trade. If the island were now uninhabited and unowned, it

would probably not be worth while for the English to take it,

but, having been taken, it is sufficiently useful to be kept.

General
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Books, etc. relating to Ascension.

2.5'

son's Voyage of the CAaL«.Z^-^A ^, ^.^^^^^^^''' ^"^MP-

above pablications should aSblcons^UoHf'''^'"''-*?^ The
Tnstan da Cunha.

consulted for jnfomiation about
See also 5«r Monfis in Asunsicn, by Mr,. Ga.. (.880).

St. Helena.

h.rd Portuguese expedition to the East. On the way out
'"'""

" 1501, he first sighted Ascension. On the way home in

wreck b"", f H TVl"'' ^"' '^""^ ^^^ ^-^'-^ of the

to tt
^P''' ^^''*' "'^^ ''^'^ "^'"^ «^ Chape! Vallevto the ravne ,n which Jamestown now standi. Thu's

.St':::: "";: '° '""^ ^'^'^ ""'^ ^'^'-^ -'«-'« -^tandinga t were m the midst of the sea between the mainlandof Afnca and the main of Braziha and the coast of Guinea"
It was by no mere chance that St. Helena was first found //. . v

o reach from the Cape, as U is difficult, indeed impossibeor them to make direct from Europe. -When we were

round the Cape ,n the year 1649 \ 'the mariners cried out

At.'Jst S; Tt'Tn fhTc::! nf'°'7 ^if'''"'-"'
'^»- "^•'--•'' nay is

Co„s..„ti„; the Great.
^'^"^"•"»'"<^- "-•'^na was the mother of

' {^romCatrendish-* voyage in Hakluyt.
Tavemier, taken from Harris' Collation of Voyages.

/I
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Cape and
the East,

ami its

Section they would sleep till they came into St. Helen's Road, for the

_ ,^1. wind is very constant and carries you in sixteen or eighteen

days to the road of the island.' On the other hand, a sailing

ship bound from Europe to St. Helena would have to beat

out towards the South American coast, and come up with

the wind by a circular course from the South.

Owing mainly to the trade wind, St. Helena has never

had any connexion with the West Coast of Africa. It has

been connected rather with the Cape and with the East. To

the Portuguese, the earliest of European navigators in these

!»«/««; /(7///t- seas, the island was specially valuable. The ships of their
oru^esc.

j^^ ^^^^^ small and ill-found, requiring many places of call;

and on the voyage home there was naturally more need to

replenish stores of food and water than on the way out from

Europe. It is true that St. Helena was not so many days

sail from the Cape ; but the Portuguese made little use of the

Cape, for one reason because the natives there were trouble-

some to deal with, whereas St. Helena was uninhabited.

Nor was the island only on the direct route from the East to

Portugal ; it was also on the way from the Indies to Brazil,

and ihc same kindly wind, which was blowing towards home,

would carry the ships across the Atlantic, to the South

American land which was so profitable a dependency of the

Portuguese nation. St. Helena, then, was an important link

in the chain w Inch held together the great empire of the Portu-

guese ; and it is perhaps surprising that they did not make

a settlement there, build a fort, and keep the island garrisoned.

They did not do so, probably because, with the many

calls upon their resources, they did not wish to spend nun

and money on an island where there were no natives to hold

in check, which was only wanted for passing ships, and

which, as long as they commanded the sta, was securely in

their power. They dealt with it as they dealt with Mauritius',

' The I'urtu(;ucae cusituin of placing; live stuck on inlands e. g. accord-

ing; to ouc accuunt cvuii ou Sable hloiid in North Aincnca) had the
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importing li,e aock. soning fn,i„ and vegclables keenin, ,.n

.^i. .here .0 be p,cked up, if «i|l .live, i„ ,he follolLg

naviga,i„„s': in Haklu^, .Thi, iLd .s aZ""he ,h,pp,„g„,,ieh return for Portugal : and r,hraro„«lef b, I.,„^ho.en, who vi«,ed .he isUnd in ,58,, .„Ta

'

earthl. Paradise for .he Portingall ship..' I„ .rL S, H ena

a healAj. chmate, a plemifu, supply of »a.er, fresh men. fi"h'sal., and fn.„s of ,he earth. So ship after ship came uo'from .he sou.h.eas.. sailing befo,. ,he wind; and r„dinTthe northern end of .he island, anchored o.^ .he e™ "rd of.•es,ern side, where James Valle,-, ,hen Chapel VaZldown be.ween sleep cliffs to Ihe sea.
'

rn^"''rL '" "" ''"""""' «"'">•. ''»<< i« Robinson Tk

fiTTh
"'"

"u"""'"
" """•• "-«' •» -r. judging "Lr,„.

from .he accounts, .ha. it had a succession of Cruso^s Thf
'^""•

name of one, however, has been speciUly recorded. He „a'Fe nando I^pe., „h„ had .urt,ed .rai.or .0 ,he Por,„g„eL
." Ind a, and, on being handed over .0 Albuquerque ,vi,h ,1^

left ,r k"""
'?"^'' i" 'S'tmai,;;'/ a'nd'.«sUc;d,°he

ef
. e sh,p a. S. Helena, and hved .here unmolesL b/hicou„,r,„,e„. After some years he paid a visi, ,0 Por,ugII

make the place better for thr»e Vr,. ' * '"«'^" 'hty cmc-, they
Dutch endeavour to destroy alUhn,?. ^r' """^ "'*'"' ^''"''•''* '^e
wrote, however with it^n^Li *"

:
wherever they set footing.' He

,
uowt\er, wan great animus against the Dutch.

If
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at the Kinji's command, but returned to and died in the

island in the year 1 546 '.

It is elated that tin- Portuguese tried to keep tlie situation

of St. Helena a secret from other nations. However that

may be, sor many years Portuguese ships alone sailed the

southern seas ; and, whether known or not, the island was

not visited by Dutcn or English sailors. It is mentioned

Cavendish'
s

'\\\ English state papers about the year 1582; and in

'^"*
June. 1588, an Eaglisiiman, Thomas Cavendish, touched

there, returning from his voyage round the world. He
landed at the ' marvellous fair valley,' where were standing

the chapel and other ' divers handsome buildings and

houses'; he found three or four slaves living on the island;

and he bore testimony, like others, to the goodness of

the place and to the abundance of beasts, birds, and fruits.

It mu.>t be added that he ill-requited the hospitality of the

island, for it appears from the narrative of Linsciioten,

who visited St. Helena in the following year, that he and

his men beat down the altar and cross which stood in the

church.

Before Cavendish visited St. Helena, the Portuguese had

fallen from their high estate and become, in 1580, subjects

of the Spanish King. In the very year in which he canie tu

the island, the defeat of the (jreat Armada broke the naval

power of Spain. Henceforward, therefore, other peoples

liesides Portuguese or Spaniards began to make a show in

the South Atlantic.

I.anctuters In \^^<)\, three English ships, under captains Kendall.

Raymond, and Lancaster, set sail for the East Indies. Un
reaching the Cape, with their crews stricken by scurvy, one

of them. 'The Royal Merchant,' turned home again, taking

the sick men. The ship touched at St. Helena and deposited

a sailor, John Legar by name, on the chance of saving his

' Sec the Commrntaries of Afonso D'.Mboquertjue in the H.ikluyt

Series, vol iti. Jutruductiun, pp. 35-9.

VtitlS.
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life; and there he was found by Lancaster in ,59, when s. -.he touched at ih*. \^u^a i-

'ayji wnen Section

UnhaDnn ,.
" '"' ^"""^ ^""'^ ''*^'" '»>« East. "I-

Unhapp,|> the castaway was so excited at seeing friends ajrain
~^*~

t : cir
"^

"'
r'
"° """^^' ^'^^^^ ^- ''^^' ^^^^

n ,60" on h
'"'"'". "'''''' "'"^ ^S^'" '« St. Helena

-t Ifirst
"'""/'"'" ' '"^'"'^'•^''^ ^'^^'^^^ '" 'he Indies

Fas Ind I
'''^'''"

f""'
""^ '^"'PP*-'^ '^^ 'he EnglishEast Imlia company. With the history of that com.Lythe history of St. Helena was bound up for the betted par^of two centuries. P^"

F^om the J^ginning of the seventeenth century, the Portu-

are said to have taken possession of it. If thev did so

rr;„"^r'^"r"°"
-^^ ""'^- -- '™'' -- -ceaSKi ,„ ,65,, ,he ^.r^,_. establisheir iheir

a.or .he company „„c conflrmod n/uj,; ,,„Jllr l" /^t '""

a clause m the charier which ihey received from Charles 11
'''""""•'

Lm\ '
'?'-.r

"'" *"" '" ""-"O" -1-ered

nrt aC '" r^ """ ^"""" "'^- '*"'^' -" --f.
he D„k „ rf";"'

""'' """"'' J»'"« F" in honour ofhe Dole of \ork, afterwards James II. When war broke out /, , .l«w.cn Greal I.ri.ain and ihe Ne.herlands-, ,etar ta -"twh. Do Ru,.,er did so n.uch damage on ,he Wcl Coas:of Afr,ca'-,he Dulch, in ,665, look S,. Helena, b„, were.on ou, ,„ ,he same year. A few years la.er. in Janua ;

.tern,;, ;'h
*'; "",'''"'' ""' '''""'' '^^" ""^ -nsnccessful

a...mpt, .hey effected a landing by night near Bennett's

of one of the planters, and climbing up Swanley VallevBa.ned after a fight the height, of LaddeJ Hill overiookin^

' See above, p. 98.
' 1673 Old Style.
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Section Jamestown. Unable to hold out against a superior force,

,,• the English governor and his people evacuated the settle-

ment, and, embarking on ships in the harbour, sailed off

to Brazil, leaving the Dutch masters of the island. The
latter only enjoyed their conquest for a few months. Off

the coast of Brazil the fugitives fell in with a British squadron

commanded by Captain Munden, who took prompt measures

to retrieve the disaster. He arrived at St. Helena on

May 14, and on the next day landed a party in the north-east

corner of the island, at a spot since known as Prosperous

Bay. Scaling the cliffs above the bay ', the soldiers marched

overland to Rupert's Hill on the eastern side of James

Valley, while Munden and his ships threatened the town in

front. The result was an immediate surrender, and thence-

forward down to the present day the English have held

undisputed possession of St. Helena.

The island had been recovered by the forces of the Crown,

and therefore the legal ownership of it had passed away

from the company and lx;come vested in the Crown b}-

right of conquest. But there was no wish to deprive the

company of their station, * very necessary and commodious

for our loving subjects the said governor and company of

merchants trading into the East Indies for refreshing of

their servants and people in their returns homewards*';

and accordingly, by a new charier dated December 16, 1673,

they were declared to be in the fullest extent ' the true

and absolute lords and proprietors' of St. Helena. The
charter was in most respects similar to those which wen-

issued in the case of the American colonies belonging to

proprietors or to chartered companies. Tlie royal sove-

reignty over the inhabitants was maintained, and they were

guaranteed all the rights of British citizens ; but the owner-

ship of the soil, and all legislative, administrative, ami

' The rock is still Icnown as Holdfast Tom.
' From the preamble to the new charter.
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larnl .

''j^"'>'-^'°^"""^ '^"d three lieutenants of the

"^
garn^on to form a Council. There never .as in St. Helena

.1 Pof thT'"'
''
'T- ^"' ""'^ administered onspot by the governor and countil. all of whom were

^^o:rr^''^'°"""^^^^^^'°^«^"^-^^^^^^^
AuZ ;«

' \
'''"'^^ '" " '^"^^•^"*^"' charter issued inAugust ,683. the company were authorised to govern anyofthcr ,K.s^ssions, if they thought fit, under martial law^

^cCrmir""^'-'^'^''-'"^-"^^^^^^
The records of the E..st In.lia company's rule in .V. //./,„«St. Helena contam little of general interest. The island

'^"'^'^^
community consisted of three classes- .h. .

'"^""^ /-W /«,/,«

d1ov.<« ,r^A ,u
Classes

,
the company's em- Company

P o>ds and the garnson
; the settlers, who were givenS vl mr°"

"^"'^' ^°"'"'""^' -^ «^ -»^-hMs

introtluction of negroes appears to have been almost
^^'''"'"''

comculent with the first English settlement of the i land
''"^''"^•

century\he^r' '' ''' "" ^""^^ "^ '»'^ ^'"
rrmi';. T;.r;:inTLTr ^'^" ^''^' ^^^^'-'

including the garrison The Ir' T'"''
'°° "'"^^

reirarH ft T ^''""^"- ^^e policy of the Directors with

Dial, . °"' "'•«™ f" "^'k °" "»• company's

omnuml^r ,he .In.es. I„ „e„ ,h,, „„, „„j^, , f;^

lion ^^'L'Xrtr .to
"^^,

't"
'"""* ™'"'"-

/ iiumjerea 1,540 out of a total nrnnlitinn -f

I

Jta
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seciiom military forces, of 8a i. In this year the garrison was very

^1)' large owing to Napoleon's detention on the island, and

the labouring class was swelled by 500 free blacks, and also

by more than 600 Chinese, the im]K>rtatton of whom from

the East India company's factory at Canton had Ijegun

in 18 fo.

Although the slave population in St. Helena was never

so large in proportion to the whites, as it was in Jamaica

and other West Indian islands, there were the same scares

from time to time of negro rebellions; the slave laws

were as barbarous as they were in the West Indies;

anil the treatment of the slaves by their proprietors

almost more inhuman. At length, in 179a, the Court of

Directors passed a new code of regulations for the protec-

tion of the slaves, the result of which was a diminution

of the death-rate. Before these rules were passed, it was

estimated that the planters lost on an average 10 per cent,

of their negroes annually*, whereas afterwards, though the

importation of any fresh slaves was strictly prohibited, the

numbers increased.

The Act for the abolition of slavery in the British

colonies which was passed in 1833, to take effect from

August, 1834, did not apply to the territories under the

jurisdiction of the East India company. They were

separately dealt with by the new Charter Act*, also passed

• See Sir G. Staunton's Authentic Account of Lord Macartney's mission

to China, written in 1797, \<)1. ii. chap. viii. The writer visitcii

St. IleUna on the return voy.^n*-' '" •794-
* 3 and 4 Will. IV. cap. Ixxxv : 'An Act for effecting an arranRenifnt

with the Kasl India coniji.iiiy and for the l>ctter government of His

Majesty's Indian territories.' .Sec. 8^ referretl to the slavery ((ucstion, and

sect. I U provided that the island of St. Helena ' shall be vested in His

M.njesty ' an<i l)e governed by 'such ord-rs as His M.ijesty in Council

•hall from time to time issue in that f)en.ilf.' Inasmuch as, for the

re.isniis given above, there wan no gener.-il law against slavery which

includetl St. Helena, a s|>ecial ordin.ince was passed, after the Ir.ansfei to

the Crown, declaring slavery to be illegal in the colony ord. I4 ot

1839)-
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Of facl slavery was iholi.ji/- u .
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'o the influence of ^l^
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of the inhabitant, ha aS' h^!' l^ ^T""
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and after the foIlm,Z
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and a ProcJ^t ' L'^^^^^^^
^^ f-;

the resolution and .K-dared it to t ^'^ ""'''^^"^'

The existing sIa^. s .m]l ^
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'" '"" ""''' ^"^'
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°"' ''^^'^^'"»
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Section The account of slave emancipation in St. Helena is

^^11' interesting, as showing the way in which a private company

solved, though on a very small scale, this difficult problem.

They took their measures, as far as can be judged, prudently

and well. They proceeded on the principles that the pro-

prietors should be fully compensated, that the slaves should

be enabled to work out their own salvation, and that the

change of system should be gradually effected. Hence slavery

died out, it would seem, without any appreciable friction,

and without disturbing the social economy of the little

community.

Records of Apart from the negro question, and the episode of the

St. Helena,
detention of Napoleon, there is little to be said of St. Helena

history. From the date when the island was last re-taken from

the Dutch, it has never been attacked by a foreign foe,

though on one occasion, in 1706, two of the company's

ships, which were anchored off Jamestown, were carried off

by the French. A very small and isolated society always

spends a great deal of its time in petty quarrels, and

St. Helena was no exception to the rule. There seems

to have been at one time a series of truculent and dis-

reputable chaplains, who, having the right to sit at the

governor's table, enjoyed considerable facilities for annoy-

ance; and among more serious difficulties were occasional

m-Linies in the garrison, in one of which, in the year 1693,

the governor of the time was taken and shot. Of the

men whom the Directors sent out to govern the island, the

most active appears to have been Governor Roberts, who

ruled from 1708 to 171 1 ; while his predecessor. Governor

Poirier, deserves mention as having been one of the Huguenot

refugees who were driven out from France by the Revo-

cation of the Edict of Nantes, and as having attempted

with indifferent success to introduce into St. Helena the

vine-growing of his native land. Another and later governor,

in 1 74 1, was Robert Jenkins, whose ears had lately helped
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Tn" rZ" "T
"'""

• ''''"P'" ''""' ^^^-^^ ^° ^he island, Shctxov•n 1691 and 1701, and left a short but interesting accoun; "I-
"

of the earlier visit; am. in 1676-8 the astronomer Halley,
~^

he first of various scientific men who have been attracted
to St Helena, studied the stars from a ridge which hassmce borne the name of Halley's Mount

In October 1815, the greatest man who ever set foot 77. ^./.„m the ,.land was brought there to end his life; and the''^^-"

umirhe' ^:'T-"T"'
'"'' "P ^° '^ ^^P°'^°"'« --dence. Z'oL

spent at St. Helena, it was strongly garrisoned by the

fr5V'°?^%'^'
^°'''"°'' ^'^ ^"^«°" ^^'''' ^-^s nomi-

nated by the Crown, though receiving his commission from
the Directors; and the island, while still owned by thecompany, was practically treated as an Imperial fortress^
1 hese special arrangements were at once discontinued upon
Napoleon s death, and the old order of things was restored
until the Act of 1833 finally vested the island in the Crown
from and after April 22, 1834".

Since St. Helena has been a Crown Colony, its prosperity sr Helenaand us importance have sadly declined. For awhile it profited as/^'Zl
by being made a centre for putting down the African slave

'^''''"'^^

trade and for the disposal of the Liberated Africans. But of
late years this source of employment of men and money, like
others, has disappeared. Sailing ships, larger and better
equipped than of old, no longer need constantly to put to
land for water and supplies. The strength of steam can
nowadays afford to despise small halfway halting-places in
the ocean; and, since the Suez Canal has been opened, the

Buonaparte sh.nll be £id there 'S^^
munication with the island uhnlUf ^^'^^ ^^''^^^ restricts com-
India company over it

' ^'^ safeguarding the rights of the East
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Section
III.

Govern-
ment, Law
andJus-
tice, Ss'c.

Situation,

Area, and
Geography.

traffic from the East no longer comes round the Cape. Thus
the causes which led to the settlement of St. Helena have

ceased to operate ; and, in spite of the fact that it is still

fortified and garrisoned as an Imperial coaling-station, the

island seems doomed to droop and decay.

St. Helena is a Crown Colony ; but, unlike most Crown
Colonies, though like Gibraltar, it has no Legislative Council,

the local legislative power being vested in the Governor alone.

He is advised by an Executive Council, consisting at present

of four members besides liimself, viz. the Officer Commanding
the troops, and three of the principal residents, one of whom
at the present lime is the Bishop. The Crown has retained

power to make laws for the island by Order in Council.

Municipal in.stit;itons are represented by a Poor Relief

Board, the members of which are elected annually by
the rate-payers; by a Public Market Committee; and by
a Board of Health. The Governor acts as Chief Justice,

and minor cases are decided by the Police Magistrate.

The law of the colony is the law of England for the time

being, so far as it is applicable to looa! ciicumstances,

modified by such by-laws of the East India company as still

remain in force, by local ordinances, and Orders in Council.

The island is situated in the South Adantic Ocean,
»n is'' 55' South latitude, and 5° 42' West longitude. It is

nearly due west of Benguela in West Africa, and nearly

due east of Bahia in Brazil, It is about 1,200 statute miles

distant from the nearest point in West Africa, and more than

2,000 miles from the nearest point in South America. It is

800 miles south-vast of Ascension, nearly 1,500 miles distant

from the Congo, 2,000 miles from the Cape, and 2,500 from
Rio de Janeiro. In shape it is between an- oval and a rect-

angle, with the line of length running north-east and south-west-

It is 10^ miles in length and 6^ in breadth. Its area is 47
square miles. In other words, it is a little larger than Jersey.

The island is ol volcanic formation. The main feature
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in its structure is a semicircular ridge of mountain., op-en Section
towards the south-east and south, and enclosing the Sandy "I-
Bay district. This is in fact the edge of a crater, submerged

~**~
on the south-eastern-the windward-side, while outside itsnm in the opposite direction volcanic deposits have gradually
heaped up the land. In this ridge are the highest points in
the island, the loftiest, Diana's Peak, rising to 2,704 feet
The largest extent of level ground is to be found towards the
north-east, where are Deadwood and Longwood plains, over
1.700 feet above the sea. Elsewhere the surface of the land
IS a constant succession of hills and valleys, or rather an
mclined plain broken by perpetual gullies.

In his account of the Voyage of the Beagle, Darwin speaks
of St. Helena as rising abruptly 'like a huge black castle
from the ocean.' It is surrounded by high cliffs, intersected
by steep and narrow ravines, and there are very few points at
which it is possible to land. James Bay, an open roadstead, >,«.c Bay
IS on the lee side, in the north-west of the island; and the ««''/«'««-

narrow triangular valley which here runs inland for a mile
"^""'

and a half is, and always has beon, the only practicable entrance
mto St. Helena. Fronting the sea is the Castle, which is the
seat of government, though the Governor's home is elsewhere
at Plantation House on the high ground in the interior •

and behind the Castle, Jamestown, the only town in the
island, stretches up the length of the valle)-. The ridge on
the east is Rupert's Hill; that on the west is Ladder Hill,
with barracks on its summit. On either side of the valley
carefully engineered carriage roads lead up the mountain
sides to the highlands beyond, and a ladder is carried for
600 feet straight up the face of Ladder Hill, whose steepness
recalls an old saying of St. Helena that 'a man may choose
whether he will break his heart in going up or his neck in
coming down >

'. From the top of these hills the ground still

• Quoted in P-nkerton's Collection of Voyases, vol. ii: A voyaee toBorneo, by Captain D. Beeckman, 1714.
^
»'"»• '"^ ^°> age to
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Section rises towards the south-east, culminating in the volcanic

,,' semicircle which has been already described.

Climate. Though St. Helena lies well within the tropics, it has

a climate which is f„most proverbial for healthiness. Far

removed from any other land, kept cool by the south-east

' trade wind which blows throughout the year, and by the cold

waters of the South Atlantic current, its temperature is

uniform, and on the higher levels is never, even at midsummer,
oppressive to Europeans. The thermometer at Jamestown
stands on an average throughout the year from 9 to 10

degrees higher than it does at Plantation or Long\v'Ood,

where the mean annual temperature is stated to be about

61 degrees. The rainfall, which vijies considerably from

year to year, is very much larger on the highlands than at

Jamestown. The mean annual fall in the upper parts of the

island is about 30 inches; but on Diana's Peak and the

neighbouring ridge the average must be higher, the mountain

tops being usually enveloped in cloud and mist. St. Helena
is a land of many springs, but, owing to the small size and
the configuration of the island, it has no rivers.

Vegetation. There are three zones of vegetation in St. Helena : the

coast zone, which extends inland for a mile to a mile and
a half, including the greater part of the surface of the island

;

the middle zone, which has a aopth of three-quarters of

a mile from the limit of the coast zone; and the central zone,

which for a cei .din distance comprises either side of the high

mountain ridge, being about three miles in length but little

more than one in breadth. The island is reputed to have
been at one lime covered with green to a greater extent than

at present, but the goats which were brought in by the early

settlers destroyed the shrubs and young trees, and the soil

in consequence disappeared. The coast zone is now hardly

more than an expanse of bare rock, having, except in a few
of the valleys, little or no vegetation beyond prickly pears.

The middle zone, in vhich Piamaticn House, Long^\ood,
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CMM-liM L ^ "^ \
"*' tempemure than that of the

-oist climate, the indigenol flom ^J sVh . ""^".T'
cabbajre tref-s r«,,o j ?

^'' ^^lena, including

found
'

'•'''' '"'^ ^'"^"«'- P^-"'«' is mostly to bf

species of p,a„„ „w,h „, nati e o h a„T t7existence of this indigenous vegetation side t^L Ji h

opKs ,„th those of temperate regions, has given to

haslflved r k"
'"'""' '-^ "' ''- °f botanfs and

on the grassy uplands, potatoes are grown in largrqu' 2es "

maize is cultivated but more for forac^e than for fondn ,eve.^i^.„,.„,,,^,^,,,^„^^^
t^cr.ies.. and in the warmer spots bananas and other tropical or

' Conjza gummifera, not to be confounded uii!. ;Lc Eucalyptus.

Section
III.
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cTioN subtropical fruits grow well. Coffee, cinchona, and cotton

_ JLL cultivation has been or is being tried ; fibre cultivation from

aloes and flax has been contemplated ; sericulture has lately

been revived ; but these products and industries have in no

case passed beyond the experimental stage. Fish is very

plentiful at the island, and, with imported rice, forms the

staple food of the bulk of the inhabitants. It may be added

that some of the islanders find employment on the American

ships engaged in the South Sea Whale Fishery.

Finatues. The financial outlook of St. Helena is a very gloomy one.

The annual revenue, which in 1892 realised £7,691, is only

about one-third of the amount received a quarter of a century

ago. Customs duties are the chief item of revenue, and

in 1892 contributed 56 per cent, of the total. Among other

items may be mentioned licences, rents of Government

property, and postal receipts. In the three years prior to

1869, the year in which the Suez canal was opened for

traffic, the customs duties produced on an average nearly

£16,000 per annum; in 1892 the receipts from this source

were only £4,352. The colony has a small Debt, due to

the mother country and not likely under existing circum-

stances to be repaid ; and the expense of the mail service, of

the main roads, and, in part, of the inland telegraphs, is borne

by the Imperial government.

The imports were valued in 1891 a nore than

£27,000, nearly 62 per cent, of the total i ^lied to the

United Kingdom. The value of the t, ^ m tl same

year was slightly over £3,000; but two-thirds of tliib small

amount consisted of specie, and St. Helena as a matter of

fact has no export trade.

Currency. The currency of the island is British stefling, and only the

gold, silver, and bronze coins of the United Kingdom are

legal tender in St. Helena. No foreign coins are in circula-

tion, except a very few American quarter-dollars which pass

as shillings.

'J'rade

Statistics.
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The population statistics tell the same tale as the revenue s.arid trade returne tk^ . -j . ,

revenue Section

a decrease oT'n. '"u'
P°P"''''°" '" '«9i showed "I-

a otcrease of 14 per cent, on the numbers of 1881 and the /-TT"

er L^'The 7^^-
^'"•^''L''^"

''°^^ °^ '«^^ ^^ "-' ^^
Cape The .T'"T """^ ^'"^^' '^ ^'"'^^^^i- '« thCape. The c.vil population in ,891 numbered , 877 o'"whom 3.000 lived in Jamestown. Including the garLnand shipping, the total was 4,116.

« fcarnson

The inhabitants of St. Helena are mostly coloured and as

and E^t?d"^^ •' :' '''' ""'''' °^^^^"' E-opeans If ctand East Indians having all contributed to he population

'rl 'ort\ 'IT
.^'^'"^" P-'^ominate! ^n r::^quence of the island having from time immemorial beenso closely connected with the East.

The Church of England, which no longer receives aid /w/«-

Ample provision is made for elementary education which /r/ .•

ay'f :«' "tT""^''
'" "°^ ^^^^ ^°^ ^^°^'^^

^°- "^-' t
^'"^"^"•

Lh .r ? ^'^ undenomination.' Government schools

EngTnrt ^'^T-^r -"• -ed with the Church
01 i^ngland. Three of these latter schools are maintainedfrom the funds of the Hussey Charity >. and one is supT^rielby the Benevolent Society of the island.
The central fact in the story of St. Helena is that it has r ,

Z.h rr^' ^^"' ''^^^^P^ -'^ ^he Eas IndtSr^.
rather than with West Africa. In old days the Western side

A L"' " •"
''' 'P'"^ °' ^^^^ ^"^- ^°-P--, or

S H len. '°T"'''
"'°'' '^^""^^ ^^^^^ ^"'h ..n^erica.

St. Helena, on the contrary, was first known to Europeansas a landmark and a halting-place for ships coming bacTby

fo^SZ «t6,:^iL^lS%Ste":,"ry.
t'le Hussey charity was

Lagos and St. Helena.
^ education of emancipated slaves in
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Skction the Cai)e from the East. It was settled and definitely occupied

—^J_ by the British East India company, and in ihe possession

of that company it remained till less than 60 years ago.

Its population is in g^eat measure of East Indian extraction,

and the overflow is almost invariably to the Cape. It is only

since the abolition of the slave trade that the island has had
any connexion with West Africa, through having been for

some years a depot for Liberated Africans, and owing to the

advantages which it offers as a sanatorium for the West African

squadron. It is not far from West Africa, but has never

been of it. It has rather been from first to last an isolated

outpost of the East Indies.

The importance of St. Helena has now died away, and,

even if the Suez canal were closed, the colony would never

recover the trade which came to it perforce in the times of

slow, small, sailing ships. No British dependency has passed

more decisively from prosperity to decay ; none has been so

completely an index to the changes wrought by modern
science; yet hardly any other has such great and such

abiding scientific and historical interest. It has still 'the

wonderfully healthy climate, neither loo hot nor too cold;

the beautiful scenery ; the mixture of tropical and temperate

vegetation ; the rare indigenous plants ; the clearly marked
geological structure '.' Here the old Roman puni?^' tent of

'deportatio in insulam ,as carried out upon r jan of

Roman type, but who surpassed all Roman emperors in

greatness; and, like Napoleon in exile, the little island to

which he was banished, and in which he died, seems to have
had its day and to be living mainly in the past.

» From the Blue Book Report of 1889, by R. L. Antrobus, actinir
Governor.
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Books and Piblications relating to St. Helena.

p«£ir^tutd'r//8-rcoi^^^^^^^^ ^'"/•-•- '« '«•'- have been
JANISCH, and fom. J' ftJl„?M ''''"' i;y^ -"^^™^ Mr. H. K
ofthe Eait Ind=a c™m,^„^.

*""''" '''^°"' "^ *''« "^«"y ""der the rule

4^^.^^ m?sj;t5/;«s^ S:'Mir 7 ^'- ^-•-•-•
^/-/Vrf« Pilot, nart ii, should be w^sulted ^f!.,'-^'/'''-

'•- P"" *• ^'''
the Botany of^the sland referrnl Ik ,J°f '"'^"^"•at'"" 'especting

J/,
^./.^i; already •tnt„'STt"Mr°"HKM'^,.v?*>i: ^'''-'^^

/i'<7/a»y 0/ M,; Atlantic IslanJt in .1
"^Msley s /"«/<»•/ c;, /^^

^A-a^V/.«, Botany, plrtl pp '4^, J" .^^r'' '^./'^' C4«//^"^^-
/V«^«/ Position a^Prostf^^P^l, A • /° ", '\'^'"'' "Z"" '>*'

of Kew hardens .printedtr tfc cVnuSeT.sIr'"' ^'•^^'="

Section
III.

ector

III

Tristan da Cunha and Golgh Island.

The three islands, which are collectively known bv . .^ /r /name o Tristan da Cunha. were first sighted b"he IW S^/
gucse admiral whose name they bear. He was in charge of

''^ "'"''''

with Albuquerque, when 'they came in sight of land ve
extensive and very beautiful ".' This land, which is certi ^

vnot extensive, and wild rather than beautiful, was the main
island of the group. The islands were known to the Dutch
in the seventeenth century, and the French landed on themm the year 1767.

«» lucm

Lying to the west of and in slightly lower latitudes than
the Cape, the Tnstan da Cunha group are nearly in the
circuitous track of vessels sailing from Europe :o the East

•SrsfvoT t p^,^^7'-'^- of Afonso D'Alboquerque (Hakluyt Series,
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!<)' CrciU
Britain,

anJ crii^iH

of the
present

colony.

Hence, even before the seventeenth century ended, it was
contemplated by the East India company to establish a station

there for outgoing ships, such as existed at St. Helena for

the homeward bound*. No step of the kind, however, was
actually taken

; and down to the present century the islands

were left without any permanent inhabitants. About 1810
three Americans settled at Tristan for a while, attracted by
the sealing ; and, when a British ship took possession of the

island in 18 16, there were two men upon it, one of whom
had been there since 18 10, and the other since 18 14.

On August 14, 1 8 16, Tristan da Cunha was annexed by
H.RI.S. 'Falmouth,' the object bemg, as in the case of

Ascension, to prevent the islands from being made a base of

operations for rescuing Napoleon from St. Helena. A small

garrison was placed in the main island ; but the occupation
was very short, for in November 18 17 the troops were again

removed. When the removal took place, Willum Glass,

a corporal of the Royal Artillery, obtained permission to

remain behind with his wife and t .0 children, and with two
other single men. This was the beginning of the little com-
munity as it exists at the present day. Other settlers joined

from time to time, chiefly from whaling ships; in 1852 the

total number of men, women, and children amounted to 85

;

and in 1880, to 109. Since that date the population has

decreased, and in March 1893 was on'y 52. The wives of

the early settlers were coloured women from the Cape and
St. Helena ; and the majority of the present colonists arc of

mixed extraction, though to all intents and purposes English.

They are of fine phys'que, strong, and healthy. They regard

themselves as living directly under the charge of the British

government, and they are members of the Church of

England.

An organised system of law and government has never

' See Brooke's History of St. Helena, pp. 1 14-6, and Sir G. Staunton's
Account ol Lord Macartney's mission to China, vol. i. chap. vi.
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b«n require,!, and the ifny commonweal.!, ha, l^-en carried S, t,,,.

coir , X "^ "'""'" ="«'"<•' »"" •'»<! of .h

—
con^man,.y,„„„|hediedin,8s3. SuLsequemly Mr. Tn -

he island, until in 1857 he left for the Cat)e talin^«h him fort, «ve of the islander. Since ^^i^^^f,Pe^^r Gr«n, ,e of .he oldest residen.., ha, held .he first

o" rrchaiir"" '"" ^"^ '^^ --'-"

and'?a»';C^o:I"a? T" "^ '," "" '°"'- '"""''' "'-/*v'tsi longitude. They are due south of Ascen "f'^'

island they are over ,,500 miles distant. They are about
2.000 ni.les due west of the Cape of Good Hope anddouble that distance fron. Cape Horn. A line drawn be-Uveen ,he two Capes would pass close to them. Themam island, Tnstan island, is the northernmost of the

rs:'f;omTf''' t '
"^^ ^^^^'^^"'"-^' '^-^ - h!west from Tristan ai distance ot about 2. miles- and

Nightingale i..„. „ ,he southernmost, being o m,efrom Tristan . Hale to the west of south, and abour
"

mi' south-ea- .finaccessihie.

i.lL
"^'"'7'°'

•

"""^ ^^'- "^''"^' ^^^ Tristan da Cunha Tn,a„islands are volcanic, but the cone in Tristan island rises to
'^^

or IXT'"'^^''' '''" ^"^^ '"°""'^- •" Ascensionor St Helena^ being 7,640 feet high', and usually cappedwith snow. Tristan i land is nearly circular in sWhaving this volcanic dome in the centre. The diameS
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Night-
ingale.

Climati

,

Products,

&'C.

of the island is about 7 miles, and the area in square
miles is 16. Its size therefore is about half that of
Ascension. The island is surrounded by precipitous cliffs

from 1,000 to 2,000 feet high, except in the north-west,

where a strip of low grassy land, 2\ miles in length and
half a mile in breadth, projects in front of the cliffs, about
100 feet above the level of the sea. At the northern end
of this tongue of land, and nearly due north of the island,

is the tiny settlement, consisting of about a dozen houses,
and bearing the name of Edinburgh in honour of the
Duke of Edinburgh's visit in 1867. The bay on which it

stands is called Falmouth Bay after the ship which brought
the British troops to the island in 181 6.

The shores of Inaccessible island, like those of Tristan,

are very precipitous, but the highest point does not rise to

more than 1,840 feet. The island is quadrilateral in shape,
each side being about 2 miles long. The greatest length
at any point is from 3 to 4 miles, and the area is about

4 square miles.

Nightingale island, which has two islets adjoining to it, is

rather over a mile in length by three-quarters of a mile in

breadth, and its area is not more than one square mile. Its

shores are not so continuously precipitous as those of the

other islands, and its highest point is only 1,100 feet.

Judged by the range of temperature, Tristan da Cunha
has a mild climate, the average temperature in summer being
68°, and in winter 55°, occasionally falling to 40°. The
climate, however, is very rainy and very windy, the prevailing

winds being from the west. The strength of the gales may be
gauged by the solidity of the walls of some of the buildings,

which consist of enormous blocks of stone ; and the uncertain

weather, combined with the danger of the anchorage, makes
communication with the land difficult and dangerous, though
the landing is helped by a strong belt of seaweed. What-
ever ma> be the drawbacks of the climate, however, it is
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There is only one kind of stunted native tree on th^
~"^

ferntrtt^^^^'^^^^
^-^^- P^-^P^"^ oV^lh^od

tern, and long coarse grass. The matted tufts of mssknown as tussock, form, especially on the two smaller sS'an al„,ost impenetrable jungle, amongst which innum able

SoeT r'°r' *"^ '^°°'^"'-' The settle'Trowpotatoes and other vegetables, with a few apples andpeaches, and they have fowls and geese, cattle, and heTpthe sheep supplying them with wool for the islandS
sp.nning.wheels. Flour, tea. sugar, and other

«"
obt med by barter from the few whaling vessels wh ^^^

Za'.J " abundance of f5sh and of sea-birds' eggs •

Tnstan
1 land, but are now said to be extinct. A few yeara

a plague of rats, threatened the islanders with starvation • but

I eltck'theTfiT' 7'^^ '" '^''' '^'''^^ -^ ^-^ ^'^ei:ive stock, they fish and pay occasional visits to the smallerislands m search of seals. They are visited by four oT five

il commLT;'^' '' •'" ^"^"^^" ^^^""^ schooner wl^ch^commanded by a native islander ; and one or other of theQueens ships is periodically sent to enquire into their con!

ml; ^\ '^°"^^ '''' ^'°""^^^ ^"^ '"^r- enterprising

rtTkeTo! r ""Tr'^
^^""^">' ^""'^-^^ ^°

^^^ 'cap!or take to a seafaring hfe, though any idea of making Tristanda Cunha a place of call belongs to the distant past, andhough the seals are no longer plentiful as they once were
there seems to be no reason why the colony should entirely'

tVl °'r J '^"T '' ^""'^ •" ^^^ South Atlantic, likePitcaim island in the Pacific, should not continue t^ bethe home of a select few, contented to live under British
VOL. III. ^
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protection in this remote island, and ready to give relief to

and receive relief from such vessels as come to or are driven

to their shores.

GouGH Island.

GouGH island or Diego Alvarez lies to the south of Tristan

da Cunha in 40 degrees South latitude and 9 deg.-.es West

longitude. It was probably discovered by the Portuguese,

but is now called after Captain Gough, the commander of

an English ship who sighted the island in 173 1. It is stated

in the Admiralty Pilot to be about four miles in length,

precipitous, and having a summit over 4,000 feet high. The

island used to be visited by sealers.

For books, &c. relating to Tristan da Cunha see under Ascension

Various accounts have been given from time to time of the islands and

the islanders; and, in 1887, a Blue Book on the subject was given

to Parliament [c. 4959]. The Admiralty receive periodical reports from

the commanders of H. M. ships who are sent to visit the islands.
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^ocra, 319-31, 336.
Podor, 108.
Poirier, Governor, 360.
Pongas River, 151.
Popoi, The, 3j6.
Port Louis, 6.

Portendik, log-io.
Portod'Ally.se.

p°"° ^°^o. 35. 150. 218-31.
^orto Santo, iSandn.
Portugal, Prince Henry of, 13, 1 6-

P„l'^''^"*'i3.35, 74. 77-8.
Portugal an^Po„ugue«i 15-29.

I. 'V«^*' ^9. 4a-<S9. 74. ?»-

5;i;ati'i''^'''^^-'44.
Prah.The. 119, i35_6,ao4, ao6.

Prester John, 33 and «., j..
rrospcrong Bay, 356.
Prussia, Duchy of, 68
Pungwe River, 6.

Quahoo, 305, 3o8.
Quakers, 93, 107.
Queen Elizabeth, 54-5, „Quah 137.183 fsVg"
Quittah. 67, 305, 209. 3?3

Rainolds, Richard, 56, 61.
i<amos River, 238.
Raymond, Captain, 354.
RedSea,The:3,3'4,54.
R?bago, 333, 336.

^ ^
Ribault. 61.
Rich, Sir R., 57.
Richelieu, 63
Rio^del Rey, 35. ,53.,, ,,^_^^^

Rio Grande, 30, 35. 102, ,12.Ro Janeiro, 61, 348, 363.
Kio Nunez, 142, 183.
Roberts, Governor, 360.
Rochelle, 16,
Rokell River, 187.
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Roman Catholia, 151, 166, 193.
213, 3a6.

^^'

Romans, The, 13.
Rouen, 6a, 100.
Roxo or Rouge. Cape, 35, 109.
Royal Adventurers, Company of.

83, 96-9.
Royal African Company, 83-*. 87.

99. 103, io6. ^' '•

Royal Niger Company,
3, 30-1.

'46-7. 154. 230, 329-37.
Ryiwlck, Peace of, 104.

Sable Island, 35a n
Sapes, 18.

^T!^.!^' ^' " *»• 3». 36 «..
'44. 189.

St. Catheiine, Cape, 33.
St. Eustatius, 68.
St. George's Bay, 176 and «.

St. John, River, 109.
St. Kitts, 50, 59, 63.

g-^"y' Cape, 158-9.
St.MarysI.land,ii7,,s7,i6,,,63.

f'-^^i^^'*' Island of, 108.
bt. Thomas, Island of, 21 and «

Sal';ga."2i2.^'^''''^'^'"^'^7-8.

Sallee, 8a.

Saltpond, 205, 209.
Salvation Army, 267.
Sama, 22.

Sandy Bay District, 263.
San Jorge de Mina. See Elmina.
San Juan, Cape, 35.
San Paulo de Loanda, 48-9 and «.,

San Pedro River. See Allahi River,
oanta Cruz, 23.
Santarem, Joao de, 22.
Saracens, i.^. 72.
SarmiCrecK, 159.
Say. 154. 229.
Scarcies Rivers, 152. 182-3.
•Vcondee, 100, 106, 204, 200.
Sego, 190.

*

Senegal.The,i2, 18-20, 31-4,56
and«.,6i,62and«., ioi-o7ii7.
"5, 149, 157, 162, 167-8.
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Scncgambia, 39, 6*. 6'-»» •oj-4.

141, 144, i49-5>. «^8.

Sestot, River of, si-a, 54.

Seven Yean* War, 106-7.

Seychelles Islandi, 4, 6.

Sharp, Granville, 9a, I74-7'

Sheibro, 117, i8i-a, 186, 188. 192,

331, 133.

Sherbro*. The, 19a.

Shirley, Captain, 109 w.

Sierra Leone, 3, 6, 1 3, 31, 30-7,

54. 57. 93. >oo. "o. »n-20.

139-J0, 150-3,170-96, 333, 341,

348; meaning of name, 3i, 170.

Slave Coast, 31, 100, 150, 197.

Slave Trade and Traders, 19, 41-3,

47. 49. 54. 59. W. 70-95. »>8.

&c.
Smeathmnn, T>: , 1 75
Socotra, 4 »., 11 and ».

Sofala, 34, 48.

Sokoto, 141, 154, a30, 134, 336.

Somali Protectorate, 5.

Sombrero River, 338.

Somerset, James, 174.

Soosoos, The, 19 a.

Sordwana Point, 6.

Spain and Spaniards, 13, 16, 37,

34-9, 43-50, 54-6, 61, 74-5, 80,

85-

Spanish America, 78, 84-5.

Stanley, 140, 147.

Straits Settlements, 301.

Sudan, 9, 19, 33, 143.

Suez Canal, 3, 36, 361, 268.

Sugar Loaf Mountain, 187.

Sulimania, 183.

Surinam, 99.
Swanky Valley, 355.

Swedes, The, 66-7.

Sweet River, 131, 304.

Tamara Island, 186.

Tangier, 5.

Tanoe. 5« Tendo.
Tantumquerry, 106.

Tarqnah, 3o8.

Tasso Island, 173.

Taubman-Goidie, Sir G., 331.

Taunton, 57.
Tenda, 59.
Tendo River, 198, 206.

Teraba River, a36.

Thompson, G., 58.

„ Captain, 175.

Thornton, Meisrt., 175.

Three Pointa, Cape, 68, 304.

Timbo, 178.

Timboctoo, 34, 58-9, 14a.

Timmanehs, The, 19a.

Tobago, 66, loi.

Togoland, 35, 150. 153, 198, ajo.

Tom, King, 175.
Towrson, W., 53.
Tristan da Cunha, 4, 369-74.

Tuckey, Lieutenant, 141.

Tumbo Point, 186.

Utrecht, Peace of, 84-5 «., 91,

104, 106.

Varthema, Ludovico di, 34.

Vasco da Gama, 35-6, a8, 45, 47.

Verde, Cape, 19, ao «.. 31-3, 34,

48, 63, 98, loi, 103, 109.

Vermandois. See Fort St. Francis.

Versailles, Peace of, 109-10, 159.

Victoria, 153.
Victoriaborg, 305.

Villegagnon, 61.

Virginia, 59, 75, 92.

Vleesch Bay, 33.

Volta River and District. 35, 67,

136, 197-300, 305-6, 309.

Voltas, Cape, 33.

Walfisch Bay, 6.

Warburton, Bishop, 93.

Wari, 338-9, 342.

Wassaw, 204, 208.

Waterloo, Settlement of, 188.

Wesleyans, 92, 133, 151, 166, 193,
\\\, 236

West Africa Settleme s 118-9,

124, 160, &c.
West Coast of Africa, 33, &c.

West Indies, 39, 50, 64, 94, &c.

Western Sudan, 141, 144, I49.

168, 334.
Westminister, Peace of, 99 «.

W'hydah, -oo, 106, 117, 132, 171,

318.

Wilberforce, 93-3, 113.

William III, 83.
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WolMley, Sir G., ,35-15. '

Xlmuiei, Cardinal, 77.

Varbuteiida, 160, i6j.
Yarrow. Vale of, 113.
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Ve labol I.land, ,83.

Vorlc I)nkcof,8,.a55.
Yomba and the Vornl«n. a 17-8
"'. "4. aa6. ajo. ^ '

*'

Zambeii River, 6, 143.
Z«n«ibar, 4 .nd «., 2,
Znluland, 4.
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